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This Annual Results & Data Report for ifrAl is subtnttted in accordance with Point Beach
Nuclear Plant, Unit Nos.1 and 2, Technical SpecHeation 16 6.9.1.0 and filed under Docket
Nos. 50 200 and 50 301 for Facility Operating Ucont0 Nos. DPR 24 and DPR 27, respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, utilire identical pressurized water
reactors rated at 1518 MWt. Each turbine generator is capable of producing
497 MWe net (524 Mwe gross) of electrical power. The plant is located ten miles
north of Two Rivers, Wisconsin, on the west shore of Lake Michigan.

II. HIGHLIGHTS
t

UNIT 1

Highlights for the period January 1,1990, through December 31,1990, included a 49 day
refueling / maintenance outage, a nine day outage to repair a control rod drive canopy seal
weld and a 90 minute outage to repair a turbine EH system control card.

Unit 1 operated at an average capacity f actor of 83.1% (MDC net) and a net
electrical / thermal efficiency of 32.3%. The unit and reactor avaPability were 84.1% and
84.7%, respectively. Unit 1 generated its 64 billionth kilowatt hour on February 2,1990;
its 65 billionth kilowatt hour on June 17,1990; its 66 billionth kilowatt hour on
September 17,1990; and its 67 billionth kilowatt hour on December 7,1990.

UNIT 2

Highlights for the period January 1,1990, through December 31,1990, included a 44 day ,
~

refueling! maintenance outage.o

Unit 2 operated at an average capacity f actor of 89.3% (MDC net) and a net
electrical / thermal efficiency of 32.8%. The unit and reactor availabihty were 88.1% and
88.3% respectively. Unit 2 generated its 64 billionth kilowatt hour on February 23,1990;
its 65 billionth kilowatt hour on May 14.1990; its 66 bolionth kilowatt hour on August 3,
1990; and its 67 billionth kilowatt hour on December 8,1990.

III. LICENSE AMENDTAENTS

During the year 1990, there were two license amendments issued by the U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission to Facility Operating License DPR 24 for Point Beach Unit 1 and
two amendments issued to Facility Operating License DPR 27 for Point Beach Unit 2.
These license amendments are listed by date of issue and are summarized in the following
descriptions:

Amendment 125 to DPR 24. Amendment 129 to DPR 27 January 10.1990: These
amendments revised provisions in the PBNP Technical Specifications relating to the
permissible teatup an(. vooldown curves. The revised heatup and cooldown curves are
apphcable thmwh 18.1 effective full power years. The specifications were simplified by
taking the m,ast limiting set of curves derived for either unit and making that set applicable
to bc^b units.

1 l
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Amendment 126 to DPR 24 Amendment 130 to DPR 27 March 1.1999: These
amendments revised Technical Specification 15.5.4.2 relating to fuel storage. The
amendments increased the allowable U 235 content for optimized fuel assemblies to
46.8 grams per asial centimeter and permit the use of axial fuel blarskets. The allowable
U 235 content for this fuel corresponis to an enrichment of 4.76 weight percent. The
U 235 content permitted for standard fuel assemblies was nDt changed by this amendment.

III,10 CFR 50,59 SAFETY EVALUATIONS

PROCEDURE CHANGES

1. CP 222 (NNSR), SAS/PPCS Computers; Use of SAS/PPCS Computer Peripherals for
Emergency Plan Drill, Revision 1. (Permanent)

CP 222, Revision 1 permitted the use of the SAS/PPCS backup (B) computer to
present an Emergency Plan drill scenario, in order to accomplish this, real time data
collection for the *drilt' unit is interrupted and replaced with simulated data.
Peripheral devices in the technical support center and emergency operations f acility
are bus switched to the backup computer. Other devices on those buses are also
switched. These other devices are turned off during the drill to avoid presentation
of drill plant data in the real control room.

;

During a drill, simulated data, including meteorological and radiological data, are
saved in various history files on the backup computer. Real data continues to be
saved for both units on the primary computer and on the backup computer for the
'non drill * unit only.

Summarv of Safetv Evaluation: This change does not affect Technical
Specifications since the primary computer continues to present real plant data to
the control room f acilities. In the event the primary computer should f ail and the
backup computer is needed, normal function of the backup computer can be
restored in <15 minutes and is procedurally mandated.

'
,

I Although history files on the backup computer will be corrupt for the time period of

| the drill, the primary computer history files remain intact up to that time should the
primary computer f ail. Then there will be a discontinuity of data of up to
15 minutes during the period of time in which the backup computer is restored to

f normal function. This delay should not cause a violation of Technical
Specifications.

Section 7.7.5 of the FSAR describes the general functions of the SAS/PPCS.
Neither the FSAR nor the Technical Specifications describe the hardware or

i

| software configuration of the SAS/PPCS. (SER 90 012)

2. .QSP C.1 (Major), Response to inadequate Core Cooling, Revision 4. (Permanent)

Safety Evaluation Detaih Step 18 was changed as a result of the addition of the
standard step to this EOP regarding the battery charger. (SER 89 024 03)

2
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1

3. CSP-C 2. (Major), Response to Degraded Core Cooling. Revision 4. (Permanent)

Safety Evaluation Detal: A step number referenced in Step 20 was revised as a result
of the addR60n of the battery charDer standard step in that procedure, The first caution
for Step 13 was modified to add the phrase, 'will cause accumulator injection which...'
This phrase was inadvertently omitted from the ERG Revision 1 A changes.
.iSER 88 09543)

4. CSP H i. (Major), Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink, Revision 5. (Permanent)

_Safotv Evaluation Detall. Step 16 was added to manually reset battery chargers
following a loss of all AC power when diesel generator loading permits. This prevents
the batternes from running down. In conjunction with this step being added, a note was
added to Step i to explain the use of boxes in EOPs. The symptom or entrv conditions
from EOP 0 were changed due to the reduction in the number of immediato u...on
steps were reduced. (SER 88496-04)

5. _ CSP P.1. (Major), Response to imminent PTS Condition, Revision 3. (Temocrary)

Safetv Evaluation Detall: Symptom or entry conditions and Figuro 1 were temporarily
changed due to new Technical Specification heatup and cooldown curves
(Figures 15.3.11 and 15.3.12) as specified by Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2.
,(SER 89 02743)

CSP-P.1. (Major), Response to imminent PTS Condition, Revision 4. (Permanen,,1)

Safety Evaluation Detall: Step 11 was added to restore battery chargers after a loss of
ottsite AC power. This prevents the batteries from running down. The first noto prior to
Step 1 was added to explain the purpose of the boxes around new Step 11. The
symptom or entry conditions woro changed, along with Figure 1, to reflect new
Technical Specification temperature and pressure limits associated with reactor vessel
embrittlement. (SER 89427 04)

6. CSP P 2. (Major), Response to Anticipated PTS Condition, Revision 3. (Temnorary)

Jafety Evaluatlon Detall: Symptom or entry conditions and Figure 1 were temporarily
changed due to new Technical Specification heatup and cooldown curves
(Figures 15.3.11 and 15.3.12) as specified by Regulatory Guido 1.99, Revision 2.
(SER 8942843)

CSP P 2. (Major), Response to Anticipated PTS Condition, Revislan 4, (Permanent)

Safety Evaluation Detall: The temperatures were changed in the symptom or entry
conditions and the vertical line in Figure 1 as a result of new Technical Specification
temperature and pressure limits associated with reactor vessel embrittlement.
,(SER 8942844)

7, CSP Z 1. (Major), Response to High Containment Pressure, Rovlslen 4, (Permanent)

Safety Evaluation DotAH: Appendix A was changed to match the new conta',2 ment
isolation status panet. (SER 89 0293,2)'
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8 CSP 2 3, (Major), Response to High Containment Radiation Level, Revision 4
(Pemanent)

A

Saferv Evaluation Detal': Appendix A was changed to rnatch the new containment
isolation status panel. (SER 89430-03)

:

9. ECA4 0, (Major), Loss of All AC Power, Revision 5 (Tomoorarvi;

| Safety Evaluation Detall. Step 21 was temporarily changed due to new Technical
.

Specification heatup and cooldown curves (Figures 15 3.1 1 and 15.3.12) as specified
j by Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2. (SER 8849145)

ECA 0 0. (Major), Loss of M AC Power, Revision 6. (Permanent)
,

Safety Evaluation Detall: Substep 2 was rernoved from Step 26 Substep b as it was |,
'

decided by the control room design review team that this is an unnecessary action to )
be accomplished (reference HED 473). This revision adds Appendix D, which lists loads ;

for the diesel which could possibly prevent overioading of the diesel. A note was added !

to Step 5 to reference this appendix. Step 21 Substep c changed '315'P to '345'P as i
-

a result of new Technical Specification pressure and temperature limits associated vwith
reactor vessel embrittlement. The order and retabeling of Appendix C was *

accomplished to match that of the new containment isolation status board.
(SER 8849106)

ECA 0 0, (Major) Loss of M AC Power, Revision 7, IPermanent)

Safetv Evaluation Detall: Appendir D emergenc'/ diesel generator kilowatt loading
values were changed as a result of new calculnlons periormed which incorporate motor
efficiency and other applicable engineering vr/lables This change addresses
Deficiency 90 20103 contained in NRC inspection Report 200 & 301/90 201, in
addition, the heading on Page 19 of Appendix A was corrected as documented via
NCR N 90162. (SER 88491-07) ,

10. ECA4 'n (Major), Loss of All AC Power Recovery Without SI Required, Revision 4.
Permanent)

Safety Evaluation Detall: A note was added to inform the operator that the seal inlet
temperature indicates the general area of the bearing because the RCP lower bearing
has no direct temperature readout. Substeps expanded to provide steps to establish
CC flow and seal injection flow to the RCPs, This fulfills an ERG requirement to have
plant specific steps to describe these actions. (SER 88 09243)

11. ECA.0 2. (Major), Loss of All AC Power Recovery With Sl Required, Revision 4.,

(Permanent)

Summary of Saferv Evaluation: An appcad!x of probable kW loads for the diesel was
added to prevent overloading of the diesel. Step 8 was expanded to give plant specific
steps for establishing component cooling to the thermal barriers to fulfill ERG
requirements, (SER 8943103)

.
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1.CA4.2, (Major), Lou 9 All AC Power Recovery With SI Required. Revision 5.
(Permanent)

jaretv Evaluation Detall: 3pondtx A emergency diesel generator kilowatt loading
values were changed as a , 'sult of now calculations performed which incorporate motor
etncioney ard other applicab.e englnoering variables. This change addressed
Deficiency 90 20103 contained in NRC Inspoetion Hoport 206 & 301/00 201.
ISER 899H:04_)

12. ECA 1.1, (Major), Loss of Containment Sump Rocirculatior' Revision 4. (Permanent)

Safety Evaluatbn Detall: Stops 20 and 21 were changed to the new stardard steps that
no longer requito a flush if water was added to the safety injection system from the
refueling water storage tank. Stop 21 was changed to accommodato Step 20 whore, if
the RNO of Step 20 was accomplished, then the Si system rnust be placed in a *roady
for use' lineup. The symptom or entry conditions were changed from EOP 1 as a resu?t
of the new battery charger standard step being added to that procedure. Step 9 was
added to restore battery chargers when dicsol loading permits after a loss of offsito
power. This provents the batteries from running down. The second noto prior to Step 1
was added to explain the use of boxed steps due to the addition of Step 9.
(SER 8949343)

13 ECA.1.2, (Major), LOCA Outside Containment, Revision 4. (Permanent)

33 etv Evaluation Detall: Appendix A was changed to match that of the newf

containment isolation status board. ISER 89 032-03)

14, ECA 21 (Major), Uncontrollod Depressurization of Both Steam Generators, ReWsion 4.
(Tomocrarv)

fafety Evaluation Detail: Step 35 and the loidout page for the procedure were
temporarily changed due to now Technical Specification hoatup and cooldown curves
(Figures 15.3.1 1 and 15.3.12) as specified by Regulatory Guido 129, Revision 2.
(SER 89-034 04)

ECA 2.1, (Major), Uncontrolled Depressurization of Both Steam Generators, Revision S.
(Permanent)

Jafety Evaluation Detall: Step 11 was added to restore the battory chargers when diesel
loading permits atter a loss of offsito power occurs. This provents the battories from
running down. Appendtx A was added to list loads for the diosol which could possibly
prevent overioading of the diesel. The apperdix is referenced in the first note prior to
Stop 14. The safety injection line flush was standardtzod to compensato for the flush
that might be previously arcomplished due to the refueling water storage tank levet
decrease wh!ch would sufficiently diluto the boric acid concentration. The second note
prior to Stop 36 changed 354*F to 300'F as a result of now Technical Specification
temperaturo and pressure limits associated with reactor vesso! embrittlement.

ISER 89-033 05)

ECA 2.1. (Major), Uncontrollod Depressurization of Both Steam Generators, Revision 6.

1 Permanent)

Safety Evaluation Detall: The setpoint was changed for the pressurizer power operated
relief valve (PORV) nitrogen pressure regulator from 85 psig to 100 psig to meet the
2 socond opening criteria set forth in Amendments 45 and 50. ISER 89 033 06)

5
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|

|

ECA 21, (Major), Uncontrdlod Depressurization of Both Steam Generators, Revision 7.
(Permanenh l

|
'

Safety Evaluation Detail: Appendix A emergency diesel generator kilowatt loading
values were changed as a result of now calculations performed which incorporate motor
efficiency and other applicable engineering variables. This change addresses

|
Deficiency 90 201-03 contained in NRC Inspection Report 266 & 301/90 201. !

(SER 89433 07)

15. ECA-3.1. (Major), SGTR with Los> of Reactor Coolant Subcooled Recovery Desired, |
Gevision 5. (Temocrary) |

Safety Evaluation Delal: Step 28 and the foldout page were temporarily changed due
to new Technical Specification heatup and cooldown curves (Figures 15.3.1 1 and
15 3.12) as specified by Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2. ISER 88-094-05)

ECA 31. (Major), Steam Generator Tube Rupture With Loss of Reactor Codant-
Subcoded Recovery Desired, Revision 6. (Permanent)

Safetv Evaluation Detail: Step 4 was added to restore battery chargers after a loss of
AC power. This prevents the batteries from running down. Appendix A was added to
prevent the possible overloading of the diesel. The temperature listed in the second
note prior to Step 39 was also changed from 354*F to 360'F to reflect new Technical
Specification temperature and pressure limits associated with reactor vessel
embrittlement. (SER 88494 06)

ECA-31 (Major), SGTR With Loss of Reactor Coolant Subcooled Recovery Desired,
Revision 7, (Permeqent)

Safety Evaluation Detali: Step 40 changed the setpoint for the pressurizer power-
operated relief valve (PORV) nitrogen pressure regulator from 85 psig to 100 psig to
meet the 2 second opening criterla set forth in Amendments 45 and 50
ISER 88494-07)

ECA 31, (Major), Steam Generator Tube Rupture with Loss of Reactor Coolant.
Subcoded Recovery Desired, Revision 8. (Permanent)

Agf tv Evaluation Detait: Appendix A emergency d:esel generator kilowatt loadingf
values were changed as a result of new calculations performed which incorporate motor
efficiency and other app!icable engineering variables. This change addressed
Deficiency 90 20143 contained in NRC Inspection Report 266 & 301/90 201.
(SER 88 094-08)

! 16. ECA 3 2, (Major), SGTR with Loss of Reactor Codant Saturated Recovery Desired,
Revision 5, (Temoorarv)

Safety Evaluation Detall: Step 28 and the foldout page for the procedure were
temporarily changed due to new Technical Specification heatup and cooldown curves
(Figures 15.3.1 1 and 15.3.12) as specified in Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2.
(SER 89 034 05)

ECA 3 2, (Major), Steam Generator Tube Rupture With Loss of Reactor Coolant.
Saturated Recovery Desired, Revision 6. (Permanent)

jafety Eva!uation Detall: The wording in the second note prior to Step 1 was changed

|
from 'the first seventeen steps' to ' Steps 1 through 18' because the battery charger

i

i 6

|
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standard etep was added in ECA 3.1. This is consistent with terminology used in otl.er
EQPc. Addition of the battery charger standard step in ECA 3.1 also necessitated a
correspording change to the symptom or entry conditions. The second note prior to |
Step 28 changed 354'F to 360*F as a resutt of new Technical Specification temperature
ard pressure limits associatM with the reactor vessel embrittlement. (SER 8943446)

,

1

|
ECA 3 2. (Major), SGTR With Lof.t of Roactor Coolant . Saturated Recovery Desirod, i
Revision 7. (Permanent)

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The totpoint for the pressurtzor power operated rollef
valve (PORV) nitrogon pressure regulator was revised from 85 psig to 100 psig to meet
the 2.socond opening celteria set forth in Amerdments 45 and 50. (SER 89034 07)

l
17. ECA 3 3, (Major), SGTR Without Pressurtzer Pressure Contro' Revision 3. (Temocrarv)

lafety Evaluation Deall: The foldout page was temporarily changod due to now
Technical Specificatiori neatup and cooldown curves (Figures 15.3.1 1 ard 15.3.12) as
specified by Regulatory Guido 1.99 levision 2. IEER 89435 03)

ECA 3 3. (Major), Steam - lupturo Without Pressurizer Pressure Control,
Revision 4. (Permant ,

Safetv Evgtuation Detall: The entry cordition from EOP 3 was changrd due to the
addition of the standard battery Charger step in that proceduro. _(SER 89 03544)

ECA 3 3, (Major), SGTR Without Pressurizor Pressure Control, Revision 5. (Permanenj

ja'etv Evaluation Detall: The sotpoir t for the pressurizer power operated relief valve
(PJRV) nitrogon pressure regulator was changtd from 85 psig to 100 psig to meet the
2 second opening critoria set forth in Amercmonts 45 and 50. ISER 89 035 05)

10. EQES, (Major), Roactor Trip or Safety injection, Revision 6. IP rLnatunt)t

JMety Evaiuntion Detall: The immediate action steps woro reduced to match the ERG
to allow for less operator memorization. Stop 13 RNO was changed to place the main
food, condensa'e and heater drain tank pump control switches in pullout instead of
manually tripping in order to prevent the condensato pump from automatically restarting
on low discharge pressure and injecting water into the steam generator,

Steps 19,21 and 36 were revised to add equipment lists to match the nameplate
information on the control room boards. A note was added prior to Step 20 which
chocks diesol capacity and Appendix C prior to starting loads on the dicsol. This is a
standard note to inform the operator of diesellimitations. A note about Appendix C use
was added to Step 47. Apperdix C is a new appendix which lists possible diesel loads
to assist the operator in loading the diesol. Appendix A was revised to copy the now
containment isolation panet. This roorganization includes order, nomenclature and valve
identifiers. Stop 28 of this procedure was eliminattd and the RNO for this step was
retumed to its original placomont in Step 19. It had boon previously removed from
Step 19 because an immediate action could not have local operator action implication.
With the reduction in Immodiato actions Stop 19 is no longer an immodlato action step.
Step 19 now allows local tripping of nonessentialloads.

Step 39 was added to restore battery chargers because there is no automatic actions
for retuming the battery chargers to service after a loss of offsite power. This step will
only be accomplished if a loss of offsite AC has occurred.1$1R 88 0B4 05)

7
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,EQf 0, (Major), Reactor Trip or Safety injection, Revision 7. (Permanent)

Safety Evaluation Detall: Automatic actions to Step 4 were added for containment high
pressure Si due to new m!Wifcation MR 88151(152) which adds these automatic
actions. A note was moved to address audit breing AFR A P-8810 042. In Step 19
RNO, the if, then statement is removed because Step 12 of this procedure restarts the
CC pump and there is no nood to shut off the pump after it has boon restarted. This
revision also added the pump designator for the tuming gear oil pump in Step 20 to be
consistent with other procedures. (SER 89M4-06).

EOP 0, (Major) Reactor Trip or Safety injection, Revision 8. (Permanent)

i
$stety Evaluation Detalt Appendtx C emergency diesel generator kilowati loading values
were changed as a resutt of new calculations performed which incorporate motor
efficiency and other applicabia engineering variables. This change addressed
Deficiency 9120103 contains ; .n NRC Inspection Report 200 & 301/90 201.

HER 89 084 07)

19 1.OP-01, (Major), Reactor Trip Response, Revision 5. (Permanent)

Safety Evaluation Deta!!: Step 8 was changed to add nameplate information ard to
conform to standard step usage. $EILB0-oss 041

20 EOp 0 2, (Major), Natural Circulation Cooldown, Revision 5. (Temnoraty)

Safety Evaluation Detail: Figures 1 and 2 were temporarily changed due to new
Technical Specificetion heatup and cooldown curves (Figures 15.3.1 1 and 15 3.t 2) as
specified by Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2. HER 88 086-05)

EOP 0 2 (Major), Natural Circulation Cooldown, Revision 6. (Permanent)

Safetv Evaluation Detal|: The revision changed Figure 1 upper curve of RCS pressure
and cold log temperature limits with both control rod shroud fans operating and
Figure 2 without both control rod shroud fans running. The changes were necessary as
a result of now Technical Specification temperature and pressure limits associated with
reactor vessel embrittlement. The purpose statement was also changed from 354'F to
360*F as a result of these revisod limits. $ER 88-086-06)

EOP-0 2, (Major), Natural Circulation Cooldown, Revision 7. (Permanent)

Summary of Safety Evaluatica: The nitrogen pressure regulator setpoint was changed
from 85 psig to 100 psig to meet the 2.socond opening criteria set forth in Facility
Operating Ucense Amendments 45 and 50. The notes prior to Steps 15 and 30 doloted
the words, ' steam void in vessel occurs, or,' This deletion was needed because prior to
the Revision 1 A change to the ERGS, steam voids were not mentionod in Steps 17 and
32. (SER 88 086-07)

21. EOP 0 3, (Major), Natural Circulation Cooldown with Steam Void in Vessel, Revision 4.
(Temnorary)

s

Jafety Evaluallon Detal: Step 8 and the EOP 0 serlos loidout page were temporarilyj
changed due to now Technical Specification heatup and cooldown curves
(Figures 15.3.11 and 15.3.12) as specif ed by Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2.
(SER 89436-04)

8
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P

EOP-0 3, (Major), Natural Circulation Cooldown with Steam Void in Vessel, Revision 5
(Pemianent)

, gfetv Evatuation Detall: The second note prior to Step 8 was changed from 354*F toe

360*F and shifts the curve in Figure 1 to the right of the 300*F line. These changes
wore necessary as the result of revisod TS temperature and pressure limits regarding
reactor vessel embrittlement. (SER 8943645)

EOP 0 3 (Major), Natural Circulation Cooldown With Steam Void in Vessel, Revision G.
(Permanent)

Safetv Evaluation Detail: The second caution prior to Step 1 was changed to a note to
maintain the standard set for the EOPs. In Stop 9, the LTOP nitrogen regulator setpoint
was revisod from C4 psig to 100 psig in order to moet the 2.socond opealng criterla set
forth in Factitty Operating License Amendments 45 and 50. $ER 8943600)

22. EOP 1, (Major), Loss of Reactor or Secordary Coolant, Revision 6. ,LPermanent)

Safety. Evaluation Ocid: Step B was added to restore battery chargers after a loss of
offsito power. This prevents the batteries from tunning down. Step 17 had an 'and*
placed betwoon the two bulleted items because both statements in the action / expected
response column must be true to make the statement correct. If one of the statements
is falso, then the operator must return to Step 1 of the proceduro. There weco also
symptom or entry condition changes made from EOP 0 to reflect a decrease in the
number of immodlate actions and from CS" ~ to incorporato addition of the standard
battery charger step, respectively. fSER Bt < fgi)

EOP.1, (Major), Loss of Reactor of Secondary Coolant, Revision G. .(lemocearv)

Safety Evaluation Detall: The temporary change added Substop a to Step 8 to removo
DC battery loads which would extend a battery's useful life and to prevent the load of
the battery chargers onto a single diosol. This could occur in the case of a LOCA
coincident with a loss of offsite power and one diesel generator inoperable untu later in
the EOP 1 series where EDG loading will permit these chargers to be loadod on the
diesol.

Substep c was added to Stop 11 to doenergizo the boric acid heat tracing circuits when
checking diesel status and securing unnecessary plant equipment. By doenergizing
those circuits 112 kw can be removed from the only running diosol which will preven,
overloading the diosolin the scenario noted above. Doferring resetting of the battery
chargers provides an -124 kw reduction. Boric acid heat traco circuits are not requirod
for an accident unit or shutdown unit because safety injection and RHR pumps add
sufficient boric acid. If those loads are not secured, the operating unit will bo placed in
an LCO condition. (SER 8848706)

9
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EOP 1, (Major), Loss of Reactor or Socordary Coolant, Revision 7. (Permanent)

ja'ety Evaluation Detalt An appendtx was added to the procedure which hsts some
loads that may QNe the operator information to prevent overloading the diesel.
Substep a of Step 8 removes the DC battery loads which would extend the batteries'
useful life and prevent loading the battery chargers onto a single ciesel in the case of a
loss of reactor coolant accdont coinedent with a loss of offstte power and one diesel
generator inoperable. Later in the EOP 1 series, where diesel loading will permit, the
chargers will be loaded onto the diesel. A substep was added to Step 11 to deenergize
the boric acd heat trace circults. In deenergizing these circuits, load is reduced by
112 kW on the only running diesel which prevents overiceding the diesel generator in
scerario of Step 8 atvave. Deterring the starting of the battery chargers reduces the
load by -124 kW. Boric acd heat trace circuits are not required for an accident untt or
shut down unit because St and RHR pumps add sufficient boric acid.1SER 88 007 07)

EOP 1, (Major), Loss of Reactor or Socordary Coolant, Revision 8 (Permanent)

Spety Evaluation Detalt Appendix A emergency diesel generator kilowatt loading
values were changed as a result of new calculations performed which incorporate motor
officiency and other applicable engineering variables This change addressed
Dehciency 9>20103 contained in NRC Inspection Report 206 & S01//) 201.
ISER B8-087 08)

23 EOP 11, (Major), SI Termination, Revision 5 (Permanent)

Safetv Evaluati.or1 Detall: The symptom or entry conditions from EOP 1 and CSP H.1
were changed because the standard battery charger step was added to these
procedures. Likewise. Step 3 was added to this procedure to return ine battery
chargers to service following a loss of offt,tte power. This action prevents the batteries
from running down. Steps 6 and 12 were changed to the new standard step to
compensate for a flush previously dur to refueling water storage tank decrease This
sufficiently dilutes the boric acd con: stration to prevent crystallization in the system
Step 7 RNO was changed to present proper nomenclature when operating breakers per
the EOP Writers Guide. Appendix A was added to include a list of diesel loads which
could possibly prevent overioading of t% diesel. (SER 88 06qs4)

EOP u (Major), Safety injection Termination, Revision 6. IPermanent)

Safety Evaluation Detall Appendtx A emergency diesel generator kilawatt loading
values were changed as a result of new calculations periormed which incorporate motor
efficiency and other applicable engineering variables. This change adoressed
Deficiency 00 20103 contained in N9C Inspection Report 200 & 301/90 201.
(SER 88 0B845)

24. EOP 1.2, (Major), Small Break LOCA Depressurization & Cooldown, Revision 3.
Remocrarv}

Safety Evaluation Detait Step 24 was temporarily changed due to new Technical
Specification heatup and cooldown curves (Figures 15.3.1 1 and 15.3.12) as specified
by Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2. |$ER 89-037-03)

10
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LQf,12 (Major), Smell Break LOCA Depressurization & Cooldown, Revisic.,4
(Permanentt

lgfgly1 valuation Dotall: Tho second noto int Step 24 changed 354'F to 360'F os a
result of now Technical Specibcation temperature and pressure limits associated with
roactor vossol embrittlomont. The symptom or entry cordition was also changed
bocause the battery charger stardard stop was incorporat(d In'o COP t.
ISER 89 037 04)

EOP 1.2. (Major), Small Break LOCA ard Depressurization, Rwision 6. LPfmancnt)

,$gfgtv Evaluation Detal: The setpoint. for the pressurizor powor operattd rollet valvo I
(PORV) nRrogen pressure regulator was changtd from (15 psig to 100 psig to moet the
2 second opening critoria set forth in Amordmonts 46 ard 50. MiEf.L&O37 05)

25. EOP 1.3, (Major), Transfor to Containment Sump Rocirculation, Revision 6. JPermanent)
i

Safety Evaluation Delag: The words 'or position * In Stop 6 were doloted because the |
definblon of the word "vorif/ moans to chock or reposition the valves as stated, in
Step 10 Substeps I ard g. Step 14 Substop a, Stop 10 Substop c and d, a transillon 'Go
to EOP.1.4, Transfer to Containment Sump Rocirculation One Train Inoperable.' was

i

| added. Those transitions woro addod to the procodure for the cases when an RHR or
SI pump does not start. This could cause an intorruption of flow to the coro, which
EOP.t.4 provents in Stop 13 Substop a. the RWST low level alarm was removed
because it is not good engineering practico to rely upon an alarm. Stop 14a war, added
to chock the status of the B train SI systam. If the B train Si system is not knod up for
f ocirculation, a continuation in this procedure would result in a total loss of flow to the
Core.

Step 22 Substops a ard b are reversed in order, it is possible to got to this step
without B RHR pump running This stop shuts the discharge to A RHR pump which
would secure all flow to the coro. Stop 22 SubDtop c of Reviblon 6 was doloted
because thoto is no reason to verify /s RHH pump running as the operator cannot reach
this step without the pump running.

Stop 20 Substop c was addod to ' locally shut the spray pump minl rocirc valvov' This
is to provent potentlady contaminated water from recircing back to the RWST which will
not prevent the spray pumps from accomplishing their function in Stop 20 Substep g
the words. ' shift to manual' were added, in order to operate the sodium hydroxide
eductor valves, the valvos must be t,hlttod (c manual.

Now Stop 20 Substop c was added to ' consult with the TSC to determino if NaOH
should be add (d to containment.' The TSC will then make a dolormination if any more
sodium hydroxide additions are required. This can be determintd by many factors such
as sampling, dotormining the cause of the loak, severity of the loak, etc.

Figure 1 was revised to change the pattorn for Unit 2 rocirculation so the operators
could distinguish betwoon Unit 1 and Unit 2. ISER 88M9-05)

EQf L2, (Major), Transfer to Containment Sump Rocirculation, Revision 6. gemocrary)

Summarv of S.g!erv Evaluation The procedure was temporarily changed in accordance
with approved safety evaluation toport SER 00120. This safety evaluation report
authortzed the changos in response to the evaluation of NCR N.90 tS7.

11
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NCR iMO 157 was written to report the fact that ORT 2 tests performtd during the
Unit i 1930 refuoting outage showed that both Unit 1 RHR pumps develop less than the
95% of design head limit listed in ASME Section XI Subsection IWP. The Unit 1
Train 'B' pump develops less than 89%. The evaluation of the NCR has shown that an
operability concem exists whh the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) whlie
operating on containment sump recirculation. The evaluation establishes the NPSH
requirements of the containment spray pumps by determining a conservatNe
containment sump temperature at the time of switchover from injection to recirculation
(containment saturation temperature up to 250'F).

The temporary changes state that the containment spray pumps shall not be operated if
containtnent pressure is <50 p$lg or <40 psig containment pressure with train specific
low head safety injection flow securtd or the high head safety injection flow is secured
with >10 psig containment pressure. Steps 24 and 23 of Revision 6 are deleted due to
the operability impact of the spray pumps on recirculation or the containmL sump
using the RHR pumps as a suction source. These conditions are contained in the
foldout of the EOP 1 series. The change prevents damage from occurring to the
contt e nont spray pumps due to inadequate NPSH.

The major concern is providing udeQuate not poshWe suction head (NPSH) to the
containment spray and SI pumps. When both the CS and Si pumps are running, the
CS pump is limited when h comes to NPSH for two reasons The absolute pressure at
the suction of the SI pump ls higher than at the CS pumps Add tionally, the NPSH
required by the $1 pump is 'ess than that of the CS pump.

Calculation N 93 045 was performed in order to determine the hmount of cooling
required for the RHR heat exchangers to maintain adequate NPSH for the CS pumps
during containment sump recircutation The calculation was based on a uniform
degradation of the manufacturer's pump curve by 20% of the design hCad of the pump
(280 ft water) in order to provide some margin in the calculation.

In this calculation, it was determintd that while on high head sump recirculation with
containment spray, only one train operable, and RCS pressure O psig, a containment
presnure of 50 psig is required to maintain adequato NPSH to the CS pump. This
assumed that the flow control valves in the core deluge lines had failed open due to
loss of instrument air, if instrument alt is available to these valves and they are
completely shut the CS pumps could not be oporated at containment pressure
<50 psig if the high-head $1 pumps are running if the high head SI pumps are secured
(using low head recirculation), it was determined that adoquato NPSH is available for
the CS pumps only if containment pressure is >10 psig. It should be noted that the
above containment pressure requirements do not include instrument error.

For two-train operation of high head recirculation, Si pump flow rate is less than that for
a single train. This results in a lower flow rate through the common line feeding thn CS
and Si pumps, and therefore,less head loss. CS pump suction pressure will be higher,
and thus less cooling of the sump fluid will be required by the RHR heat exchanger.
This combined with the fact that more cooling will be avaltable by the RHR heat
exchanger with two trains of safeguards operable, means that the single train caso is
more limiting (two trains of ECCS cannot be operated with only one train of safeguards
operable). The single train calculations bound the two-train case.

From a radiological perspoetNe, containment spray is not required to operate while on
sump recirculation to satisfy 10 CFR 100 (offsite dose) requirements, since most of the
lodine released to the containment atmosphere has been scrubbed during the first
20 minutos of the injection phase.

12
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The evaluation of NCR N 89 275 showed that sodium hydroxide addition was not
required following the injection phase and could be secured. Therefore, new Step 25
was changed to secure sodium hydrox6de addition prior to placing the containment
spray pumps on containment sump recirculation. This is to prevent a pH excursion of
the noules at spray system.

Lastly, in Section 6.4.2 of the FSAR k states that after the injection phase, it is expected
that containment spray would not be required The fan cooler units are su*ficient to
reduce containment pressure once on recirculation. Accordingfy the setpoint in Step g
is changed to stop the containment spray pumps when the spray additive tank reaches

;

'

the setpoint of 12% This is to prevent the sump from exceeding its FSAR sump pH
limit of 10.0 stated in the NCR N 89 275. Also Step 24 adds a check to verify at least
two containment accident cooling fans running. If this occurs, then containment spray
is not necessary. Otherwise, containment spray may be started in accordance with the
conditions described in the fondout page, as referenced in new Step 25 Substep f.
Substep 1 also gives the criteria for stopping the spray pumps in accordance with the
foldout page to prevent the pumps from running in an undesirable condition.
(SER 8848946).

26. EOP 1.4. (Major), Transfor to Containment Sump Recirculation One Train inoperable,
.

Revision 0, (Temoorarv)

Safety Evaluation Detall: The foldout page for the EOP.1 series was temporarily
'

changed due to new Technical Specification heatup and cooldown curves
(Figures 15.3.1 1 and 15.3.12) as specified by Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2.

(SER 89100-021

EOP.14, (Major), Transfer to Containment Sump Recirculation One Train Inoperable,
Revision 1, (Permanent)

jafetv Evaluation Detall: Step 12 Substep c was added to locally shut the spray pump
mini-recircs because of the possibility of recirculating potentially contaminated water
into the refueling water storage tank. Step 14 was added to consult with the TSC prior
to exiting this procedure to determine sodium hydroxide requirements to control sump
pH and to reduce airbome lodine concentrations. In Figure 1, the appearance of the
Unit 1 recirculation shield was changed for easier identification by the operators. A
symptom and entry condition from EOP.1.3 (Revision 6) due to the added transitions
caused by reevaluation of failure criteria to a single train operatiott !$ER 89100-03)

EOP-1.4, (Major), Transfer to Containment Sump Recirculation, One Train inoperable,
Revision 1, (Tomoorarvi

3Mety Evaluation Din]h The temporary change added Stop 15, to manually reset

L
battery chargers when diesel generator loading permits. This is an EOP standard step

,

and was added because of the possibuity of a LOCA coincident with a loss of offsite
power and one diesel inoperable. If one diesel is inoperable during the accident, the,

possibility of overloading the EDG exists untu this point in the EOP, At this point, if
diesel loading permits, the battery chargers should be reloaded onto the buses.
(SER 89-100 04)

i

l
.
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EOP 1.4, (Major), Transfer to Containment Sump Rocircu!ation, One Train Inoperabic, i

Revision 2. IPermanent) |

|

Safety Evaluation Detall: A roset battery charger standard stop was added because of
the possibility of a loss of reactor coolant accident coincident with a loss of offsite '

power and one diosol inoporable. If one diesel is inoperablo during the accident, the
possibilky of ovorioading the diosol generator exists until this point in the EOP 1.4
procedure. At this point, if the diosol generator loading permits, the battery chargers
should be roloaded onto the buses. (SER 89 100 05)

EOP.1.4, (Major), Transfer to Oontainment Sump Rocirculation Ono Train Inoporable, )
Revision 2. Remocrory) )
jaMylyptuation Detall: The procedure was temporarily changed in accordance with
approved safety evaluation report SER (0120. This safety evaluation report authori2od
the changes in response to the WE ovoluation of NCR N 90157.

.

NCR N 90157 was written to report the fact that ORT 2 testa performod during the
Unit t 1990 refueling outage showod that troth Unit 1 RHR pumps develop less than the
95% of design head limit listed in ASME Section XI Subsection IWP. The Unit 1 Train
'B' pump develops less than 89% The evaluation of the NCR has shown that an
operability concern exists with the emergoney coro cooling system (ECCS) while
operating on containment sump rocirculation. The evaluation establishes the NPSH
requirements of the containment spray pumps by dotormining a conservative
containment sump temperature at the time of switchover from injection to recirculation
(containment r.aturation temperature up to 250*F).

The temporary changes state that the containment spray pumps shall not be operated if
containment pressuro is <50 psig or <40 psig containment pressure with train specific
low head safoty injoction flow securid, or the high head safety injection flow IS secured
with > 10 psig containment pressure Step 10 is doloted due to the operability impact of
the spray pumps on recirculation or the containment sump using the RHR pumps as a
suction source. These conditions are contalnod in the foldout of the EOP 1 serios. The
proposed chango will prevent damage from occurring to the containment spray pumps
due to inadoquato NPSH.

The major concern is providing adequato not positivo suction hocd (NPSH) to the
containment spray and SI pumps. When both the CS and $1 pumps are running, the
CS pump is limited when it comes to NPSH for two reasons. The absolute pressure at
the suction of the SI pump is higher than at the CS pumpt Additionally, the NPSH
required by the SI pump is less than that of the CS pump.

Calculation N 90-045 was performed in order to determine the amount of cooling
required for the RHR heat exchangers to maintain adequate NPSH for the CS pumps
during containment sump recirculation. The calcutation was based on a uniform
degradation of the manufacturor's pump curve by 20% of the design head of the pump
(200 ft water) in order to provide some margin in the calculation.

14
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In tha calculation, it was determined that while on high head sump recirculation whh
conta'nment spray, only one train operable, and RCS pressure = 0 psig, a containment
presstJe of 50 psig is required to maintain adequate NPSH to the CS pump. This
assumtd that the flow control valves in the core deluge lines had failed open due to
loss of hstrument air. If instrument alt is available to these valves and they are
complettly shut, tne CS pumps could not be operated at containment pressure
<50 psig if the high-head Si pumps are running. If the high head SI pumps are secured
(using low head recirculation), it was determined that adequate NPSH is avallable for
the CS pumps only li containment pressure is >10 psig. It should be noted that the
above containment pressure requirements do not include instrument error.

For two-train veration of high head recirculation, SI pump flow rate is less than that for
a single train. This results in a lower flow rate through the common line feeding the CS

*

and SI pumps, and therefore, less head loss. CS pump suction pressure will be higher,
and thus less cooling of the sump fluid will be required by the RHR heat exchanger.
This combined with the fact that more cooling will be available by the RHR heat
exchanger with tvto trains of safeguards operable, means that the single train case is
more limiting (two trains of ECCS canno' be operated with only one train of safeguards
operable). The single train calculations bound the two train case.

From a radiological perspectke, containment spray is not required to operate while on
sump recirculation to satisfy 10 CFR 100 (offshe dosa) requirements, $1nce most of the

.

lodine released to the containment atmosphere has , Mn scrubbed during the first
20 minutes of the injection phase (see Calculation N 90 008, Part 100 Evaluation for
NCR N 90-157).

The evaluation of NCR N-89-275 showed that sodium hydroxide addition was not
required following the injection phase and could be secured,

t.astly, in Section 6.4.2 of the FSAR lt states that after the injection phase, it is expected
that containment spray would not be required. The fan cooler units are sufficient to
reduce containment pressure once on recirculation. Accordingly the setpoint in Step 3
is changed to stop the containment spray pumps when the spray additNe tank reaches
the setpoint of 12% This is to prevent the sump from exceeding its FSAR sump pH
limit of 10.0 stated in the NCR N 89-275. Stop 11 Substep f was added to gNe the
criteria for stopping the spray pumps in accordance with the foldout page to prevent the

1pumps from running in an undesirable condition. (SER 89100 06)

27. EOP 2, (Major), Faulted Steam Generator Isolation, Revision 3. (Permanent)

Safety Evaluation Qna}}: The symptom or entry conditions from EOP 0 were changed
because one immodlate action step was eliminated in EOP-0. (SER 89 03842)

28. EOF 3, (Major) Steam Generator Tube Rupture, Revision 6. (Permanent)

Safetv Evaluation Detall: A standard step was added to restore battery chargers when
diesel loading permits following a loss of offsite pcmer. This prevents the batteries from
running down. App 6ndtx B was added to gNe the operator kilowatt load Information for -
the diesel to prevent possible overioading of the diesel. An addition to the first note for
Step 14 was made to prompt the operator to Appendix B. There were also symptom or
entry condition changes from EOP-0 because of a decrease in the number of immediate
actions and from ECA-3.1 because the standard battery charger stop addition,
respectNely. (SER 88-090 05)

15
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10h3, (Major), Sttam Generator Tube Rupture, Revision 7. (Permanent)

. Safety Evaluation Detail: An entry condition from ECA 2.1 was addrd when secondary
radiation is abnormal. This entry cordition was inadvertently omitted during the
Revision 1 A changes to the ERGS. This revision also locally isolates P29 turbine driven
auxillary foodwater pump Dovemor sensing line from the ruptured steam generator.
These valves are needed to completely isolate the ruptuttd steam generator and
prevent the spread of contamination. ISBDQf&QQ

EQP2, (Major), Steam Generator Tube Rupture, Revision 8. J. Permanent)

. Safety EvahiaUort Detal: Appendtx 83 emergency diesel generator kilowatt loading values
were changed as a result of new calculations performed which incorporate motor
efficiency and other appk ble engineering variables This change addressed
Deficiency 90 20103 contained in NRC Inspection Report 206 & 301/90 201.
ISE!LBDS M Sll

29. EOP 3.1, (Major), Post SGTR Cooldown Using Feedwater, Revision 3. f[ememy)

. Safety Evaluation Detal: A step was temporarily changed due to new Technicat ,

ISpecification heatup and cooldown curves (Figures 15 31 1 and 15.312) as specibed
I

by Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2. $E,R.J9 039 03)

EOP 31, (Ma}or), Post Steam Generator Tube Rupture Cooldown Using Feedwater,
Revision 4. (Permanent)

Safety Evaluation Detal: The temperature indicated in the second note for Step 11 was
changed from 354*F to 360'F due to new Technical Specification temperature and
pressure limits associated with reactor vessel embrittlement. The symptom or entry
condition from EOP 3 was changed as a result of the addition of the battery charger
standard step.1$ER 89-03944)

EOP 31, (Major), Post Stearn Generator Tube Rupture Cooldown Using Feedwater,
Revision 5. IP rmanent)t

Summary of Safety Evaluation: The setpoint for the pressurizer power operated relief
valve (PORV) nitrogen pressure regulator was changed from 85 psig to 100 psig to meet
the 2 second opening criteria set forth in Amendments 45 and 50. ISER 02S3933

30. EOP-3 2, (Major), Post Steam Generator Tube Rupture Cooldown Using Blowdown,
Revision 4. (Permanent)

Safety Evaluation Detall: The second note for Stop 9 was changed from 354'F to
300*F as a result of new Technical Speelfication temperature and pressure limits
associated with reactor vessel embrittlement. A symptom or entry condition was also
revised as a result of battery charger standard step being added to EOP 3.

ISER 89-08544)

_EOP 3 2, (Major), Post SGTR Cooldown Using Blowdown, Revision 5. (Temnora.ryl

Safety.fvalughQctg The procedure was temporarily changed due to new Technical
Spocification beatup and cooldown curves (Figures 15.3.1 1 and 15.3.12) as specified
by Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2. HER 89 085-03)

16
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1

1

1.QfAt, (Major), Post Steam Generator Cooldown Using Blowdown, Revision 6
(Permanerg) ;

;

i
~

jmN of Saferv Evaluation: The setpoint for the pressurtzer power operattd relief
vatve (PORV) nRrogen pressure regdator was changed from 85 psig to 90 psig to meet ,

the 2.secord opening criterla set forth in Amerdments 45 ard 60. fSER 89-Of&:Qi)

{ St. IOP 3_3, (Major), Post SGTR Cooldown U61ng Steam Dump, Revision 5. HemocraM ;

j- Safetv Evaluation Qatal: Step 9 ard the foldout page for the EOP 3 series were
temporarily changed due to new Technical Specification heatup ard cooldown curves

;

t (Figures 15.3.1 1 ard 16,3.12) as specified by Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2.
1 ISER 894404!il

EOP_u (Major), Post Steam Generator Tube Rupture Cooldown Using Steam Dump,
Revision 6. (Permanog

| Ja!ctY.lyaluallon Qgtaj!: The temperature Irdicated in the second note for Stop g were
changed from 354*F to 300*F as a result of new Technical Specificetion temporeture ;

and pressure limits associated with reactor vossol embrlttlement. The symptom or entry 4

,

condition from EOP 3 was a!so changed to reflect addition of the now standard battery -
;

charger stop. ISER 8944040)

IQf:2.3, (Major), Post Steam Generator Tube Rupture Using Steam Dump, Revision 6
1&tGBRDtd

:

,$pmency.011g!clyy Evaluation: The sotpoint for the pressurlier power operated relief *
valve (PORV) nitrogon pressure regulator was changed from 85 psig to 100 psig to moot
tho 2 socond opening criteria set forth in Amerdments 45 and 60. ISER 89 040 0'O

32. ICP 1144.M88. Un_tt 2, (Major), Safeguards Train A Test Switch Replacement,
Revision 0. INew ProtpdyM

1pmmary of Safety dvaluation: The procedure replaces Train A and B safeguards test
,

switches in conjunction with AC relay replacement. This procedure is valid only if
performed in conjunction with the relay replacement procedure. TS t6.3.0 requires that
the containment purge and vont system be operable during refueling This includes the
purge and vont isolation system. Redundant containment ventilation isolation signals
are generated in Train A cnd Train B of safeguards. This safety evaluation provides a i

basla for allowing the removal of a single train of safeguards during refuohng ;

The purgo exhaust isolation valves are CV 3212 and CV 3213 and the purgo supply -
valves are CV 3244 and CV 3245. The valvos are in series, thorofore, isolation can bo +

'

( achieved by closing one valve in the supply line and one valvo in the exhaust lino. _ The

L
containment ventilation signal from safeguards Train A closes outor valvos CV 3212 ard - -

CV 3244, whle safeguards Train 8 closes inner valves CV 3213 and CV 3245. As a
result of this system design, either train of safeguards is Independently capat9e ofi:

isolating the purge supply and exhaust system. Operability of the circuit that trips the |

purge exhaust fans when the exhaust isolation valves close will not be compromised ,

because closing either one of the exhaust isolation valvos causes the exhaust fans to ,

trip

A test of the purge supply ard exhaust isolation system is conducted prior to refueling
in Stop 6.4 of Operations refueling procedure RP 10 The acceptanco critoria states
that both supply and both exhaust isolation valves close upon manual Initlation or with a i

high radiation test signal. A tornporary change to this proceduto will be requirod. This -
,
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test, however, wik ensure that the isolation inttlation circult and associated isolation
valves are operable prior to moving fuel.

The purge exhaust and supply isolation circuit ard system incorporates redundant
actuation and isolation features. These features, along y "1 the testing that is
conducted prior to fuel shuffle and periodicahy during fut shuffle, if required, ensurer,
single train isolation orerabatty, thereby allowing one train of safeguards to be removed
from service during the refueling evolution. NER 90 081)

.

33. jI.1.4, (Major), inservice Test of Fuel 01 Transfer System Pumps & Valves, Revision 0.
(New Procedure)

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: Procedure IT 14, Revision 0 performs a quarterly test of
the fuel ou system as required by ASME Section XI. At several points in this procedure,
one of the fuel oU transfer pumps is out of service. This test does not remove both fuel
oil transfer pumps from service.

If the emergency diesel generators receNe a start signal while either pump is out of
service, the sump tank and day tank initially provides fuel oil. The remaining pump can
supply fuel ou to the emergency diesel Generators although the flow rate may be
reduced. Experience has indicated that the sump tank knd day tank will supply the
emergency diesel generator for about one hour before the fuel ou transfer pumps start. *

'

If the day tank and sump tank are at their minimum level, with no low levol alarms
present, they will provide a supply for a minimum of two hours before the fuel oil is
completely depleted.

The fuel oil pumps are administratively controlled and can be promptly returned to
service should the need ariso. The inservice test configuration is acceptable for the
short duration required to perform the test. No LCO or other TS requirement has been
found conceming removal of the fuel transfer pumps from service. ISER 90-0@)

34. IT 515. Unit 2. (Major), Leakage Reduction & Preventive Maintenance Program Test of
Safety injection Test Lino & Spray AdditNo Eductor Line (Refueling) Revision 2.
(Temocrarv)

IT 515B moots the requirements of the leakage reduction and preventNo maintenance
program by performing a leak test of the Si test line, and the (. >! alnment spray system
eductor supply line. The temporary change allowed for this surveillance test to be
performod at power rather than during a cold or refueling shutdown.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: There are two concems with performing this test at
power. During the test of the Si test line, SI-897A and SI 8978 WHI be closed, one at a
time, to provide a leakage boundary. Secondly, during the spray system eductor supply
line test, the spray additive tank will be isolated from the test of the systrim. It is felt
that proper administratNe controls have been INiudod such that those conditions will
not jeoparC.20 the safe operation of the plant.

While the Si test line is being tested, a designated operator wDl be assigned to
immediate!y open SI-897A or SI-8978 or secure the Si pumps if the pumps automatically
start with reactor coolant system pressure greater than 1500 psi. These valves are
designed to shut if either containment sump recirculation valve (MOV 851 A or B) opens
from its shut position. They also fall shut upon loss of instrument air or loss of control
power. The original design of the safety injection system had taken credit for operator
action in the unlikely event that 897A and 8978 go shut, while the Sl Pumps are
operating above shutoff head.

.
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As a result of an investigation in 1985,897A ard 8978 are now paDgod open to pr9vont
them from shutting when the recirculation path !s nosdod. Thoro is extensive discussian
documonted concoming the loss of power to the 851 A or B valves causing the 097A or
B vatves to t hut. The control logic protWoms have since boon corrected, but the valvos
remain Daggod open since they w!!! lall shut upon a loss of air.

An annunciator alarm is recoNod on main control board COI when otther test lino Valve
097A or B Is shut. This providos a continuous tominder to the oporstors that those
valvos are not in their normal alignment. The combination of tno annunctator, the
designated oporator, the tight procedural control over the test, and the tolathcly brief
period that etthor 097A or B will be closed to provido adequato assurance that the SI
system is not loopardized during this lost. SI 897A ard SI 8970 only provido pump
protection if safety injection is not requirod. They have no offect on the operation of the
Si system should injection be noodtd

The lost of the containment spray system eductor lino isolates ?ho spray additive tank
by shutting SI-831 A, SI 874A and SI 0748. In addition, valvos Sb8G3B ard SI V 13 are
open during the test. As for the Si system, a designated operatoi is astigned to
reposition those valves. If a containment spray system actuation occurs while
performing this lost, the pumps will start ard inject RWST water into containment,
without any operator action.

Two containment spray pumps provido adequato cooling of the containment, even
without the sodium hydroxido addition. This is stated in the basis for TS 15.3 3. This
section also ..Jtes that the purpose of sodium hydroxido is to toduce altborno lodino
actNity.

Immediato injoction of sodium hydroxlde is not required to reduce the containment
pressure following an acendent. The valvos from the spray additivo tank are designed
with a two-minuto delay in opening after the containment spray actuation. This dolay
provides time for the operator to ensure that sodium hydroxide Injoction is nooded. The
puroose of the sodium hydroxide is a long term concom of lodino removal An
additional dolay caused by the nood to reposition the valves in the line would not
significantly affect this function.

The designated operator to reposition valves, the procedural contrds on the operation
of those valves, and the short duration of this lost provido assurance that, should an
accident occur while performing this test, adequato cooling of containment is availabic.

Because a valvo in the containment apray system will bo Inoperable, a 24 hour LCO
when containmor.1 spray additive tank manual isolation valvo SI 831 A is shut. This LCO
is stated in TS Section 15.3.3.0.2.c. ISER 89148)

! 35. IT 1025. Unit 2, (Major),10 Year Hydrostatic Test of Main Steam Generators &
' Associated Systems, Revision 3. (Pormanent)

The safety evaluation was conducted to examine the effects of a higher than normal
fluid temperature in the condensato storage tanks (CSTs) and AFW system during
portions of the conduct of IT 1025, Revision 3.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The test calls for the use of water in a temperature band
of 120'F 140*F in the CSTs and AFW system during the fill and pressurization stages of
the test proceduro; which is a 10 year hydrostatic test of the main steam generators and
portions of the main steam system. Four primary items of concom were addressed:
(1) Condensato storage tank linor; (2) Affect on not positivo suction head (NPSH)

|
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available to the AFW pumps; (3) Affect on stressos on power piping in the AFW systom;
and (4) The decay heat removal capabutty of the AFW system.

The evaluation identifies no effect on items 1 through 4 above due to the slightly highet
temperatwes based on reviews of technical information, applicable codos and

|
applicatie accklent analyses. (SER 90Q0)

i 30. .QP 1 A: MW3L9N064/9020G5, (Major), Cold Shutdown to Low Power Operation,
.

Revision 42,,OE30, (Major), Hot Shutdown to Cold Shutdown, Revision 45,
February 28,1990. Memoorarv)<

The changes to procedures OP 1 A and OP 3C removed the high pressurizer pressure
: open signal from the pressurtzer power operated relief valves when the low temperature

overpressure protection (LTOP) system is placed into service and will restore the signal
when LTOP is no longer desired.

Summary of Safetv Evatustion: The changes remove the potential of a single falturo
causing both pressurizer power operated relief valves (PORVs) to fall closed when the
overpressuto mitigating system is required as specified in TS 15 3.15. The single failure
could occur since field cabling going ;nto 1(2)C158 for both 'A' and 'B' trains runs in
the same riser R82 (R92), This cabling is used to pick up interiocks which open the
PORVs on high pressurizer pressure (2335 psig). With this cabling removed from the
circuit, by opening sliders in C04, when the overprossure mitigating system is required,
it will provent the potential single failure placing the plant in a condition where the RCS
must be depressurized and vented to the pressurtzer relief tank (PRT) within 8 hours os
required by TS 15.3.15.A 4 When the overpressure mitigating system is no longer
required, the circuit wul be reestablished.

Most of the time when LTOP is in service, the RHR system is connected to the RCS so;

the RHR rollef valve provides redundant and independent means of overprossure
protection. T he LTOP system is considered to be control grado, Solsmic Class 1, as
accepted in the safety evaluation for Amendment 45 (Unit 1) and Amendment 50
(Unit 2),- Thoroforo, removing the high pressurizer pressure signal when on LTOP only
botter assures operability of the control grado LTOP system. Also, by removing the
potential single commor1 mode failure, the PORVs would not fall open when LTOP is in

:
service. Disabling the high pressurizer pressure signal from the PORVs is acceptable ,

t.inco the LTOP setpoint will be substituted at this same timo and the high pressurizer
pressure sotpoint cannot be attained.

Roostablishing the high pressurizer pressure open signal path when LTOP is not desirod
is considered to be acceptable. The single common mode failure will exist; however, it
will not degrado any safety function. Faltures could occur that would cause both
PORVs to fall open or fall closed, if both were to fall open, a small break LOCA would4

be the result. However, the consequences of this accident or malfunction would not be
sigolficantly greater than the failure of one PORV open.

This doublo PORV open falure is a!so whnin the analysis of the small break LOCA. This
rnay also be mitigated by shutting the upstream block valves. If both PORVs were to ,

fall closed, pressure transients could not be mitigated by use of the RVs (e.g , as
used in EOP 3, ' Steam Generator Tube Rupture'). This use, however, is not the primary

,

or secondary choico for depressurization. The use of PORVs to mitigate
overpressurization is not mentioned in the accident analysos, FSAR Chapter 14.
Therefore, the Technical Specifications that exist for the PORVs (TS 15 3.1 AS) are to
control operability of the control function and system, and not the operation of a safety-
rotated function.

20 |
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The changes being performed are to better assure operab!!hy of the PORVs when
.

'

needed for LTOP, which is consklered control grade. Also, since operability of the
PORVs is not considered to be a ' safety related' function, the safety related
designations that exist on PORV elementary wiring diagrams and on system cabling
should be removed. (SER 90 043)

37. RMP 2M, (Minor), Proposed Revision 8. Reactor Codant Pump Maintenance.
RMP 2P. (Minor), Proposed Revision 7. Reactor Coolant Pump. |

|

The procedural temporary modification, temporary procedure changes and subsequent i

permanent procedure changes to RMP 2P and RMP 2M, involve installing a strongback !
on a reactor coolant pump wkh or without the motor installed. These evolutions were
previously evaluated in safety evaluations via SER 86073 01 arxl SER 8G 073 02.

Summarv of Safetv EvaluaDQD: Two evolutions are considered: One being the !
Installation c4 a strongback to make up the seals when the motor is not Installed; the !
other is the installation of a strongback with the motor installed to enable flywheel j

removal. The strongback used was evaluated in Calculation P 88 031 and determined
to be capable of supporting the pump rotating element, motor rotor and flywhool. An
evaluation is required because the proposed evolution constitutes an alteration to a
system, structure or component as described in the FSAR.

Case 1, Motor Removed (RMP 2P): The strongback provides the axial force needed to
raise the pump shaft and make up the seals to allow flooding of the reactor cavity.
Fallure of the strongback, resulting in a spak of reactor coolant system water, would not
allow the RCS to drain Iow enough to prevent rosklual heat removal operation nor
would h drop low enough to enter OP 4F mid loop operations ($$% reactor vessel
level), Sufficient time is considered to be available in the event that a leak develops due
to strongback failure to replace a fuel assembly back into the reactor vest.el if one is in
the manipulator at the time of the hypothesized failure.

.QaitL2, Motor Not Removed; Flywheel To Be Removed (RMP 2M): The flywheel holds
the thrust bearing runner in place. Thus, a means of holding the pump rotating element
and motor rotor in axial position when removing the flywheel is required. If the pump is
held in axial position, the seal face would open up, creating a leak. The strongback
was designed with adequate margin to support the pump rotating assembly motor rotor ,

and flywheel. Should the strongback fall and the pump shaft drop, the leakage out'

through the pump seals would still be restricted. This leakage would be relatively sicw
and would be de octed by the seal leakoff alarm or containment sum, ilarm. Action
could then be taken to provide makeup to the RCS and to place a fut. tsembly,if one
is in the manipulator, back into the core.

If the shaft should drop, the shhtt has a step machined on it that sets on a lodge in the
thermal barrier. This was designed into the pump to be a leak limiting seal and is used
by some plants to allow seal work with the cavity flooded. A leak from the pump seal
area will not uncover the reactor core axi in fact, will not drain the RCS to below the
top of the loops. Thus, residual heat removal will remain operable.

Common Considerations: The strongback shall not be installed or removed during mid-
loop operation unless an acceptable RCS hot leg vent exists in accordance with OP 4F.
Mid loop conditions may not be entered with the strongback in place unless an
acceptable hot leg vent exists in accordance with OP 4F The strongback is not
capable of holding the shaft down and RCS pressurization on a loss of RHR at mid loop
could lift the shaft and possibly damage the seals; and create a cold leg break.;

(SER 86473 03)
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30. RMP 23A. Unit 1. (Minor),480 V Breaker Maintenance, Revision 1. (Permanent)

Temporary jumpers are installed and renmod in the conttol circuh for 1852168, j

1B52160 ard 1852178 to allow terr (Ae operation of the breakers under 'non dead
bus' conditions.

l

ISummarv of Safetv Evaluation: The dead bus interlock is presently bypassed by manW
operation of the breaker (by use of the breaker operating bar) or by physically picking
up the */ coil contact of the bracker and allowkng the breaker to electrically operate.
This manual operation can be a safety hazard to the personnel operating the breaker.
By use of the jumpers, operation of the breakers is done remotely and keeps some of
the interiocks in the circuit (e g.,4 kV feeder to 1X13/1X14 must be shut to ensure
transformer is not energlzod from the low sde).

Use of the jumpers is minimlzod curing breaker operation and since there is no
automatic closure of these breakers, it is still adminictratNely controllod by the controt
room. A:1 operations are strictly controlled by the procedure and doutte vent cation is

!used curing the installation and remova; of the jumpers. (SER 894591)2).

39. RMP 238. UNt 2, (Minor),400 V Breaker Mainter.ance, Revision 1. (Permanent)

Temporary jumpers are installed ard removed in the control circult for 2B52 25B,
2B52 40B and 2B52 40C to allow remote operation of the breakers under 'non dead
bus' conditions.

,$ummarv of Safetv EvalualiRD: The dead bus interiock is presently bypassed by manual
operation of the breaker (by use of the breaker operating bar) or by physically pl; king
up the 't coil contact of the breaker and allowing the breaker to electrically cperate.
This manual operation can be a safety hazard to the personnel operating the breaker.
By use of the jumpers, operation of the breakers is done remotely and keeps some of
the interiocks in the circuit (e g,4 kV feeder to 2X13/2X14 must be shut to ensure
transformer is not energized from the low side).

Use of the jumpers is minimized during breaker operation and since there is no
automatic closure of these breakers, it is still administratNely controlled by the control
room. All operations are strictly controlled by the procedure and double verification is
used during the installation and removal of the jumpers. ISER 89 053-03)

40. RMP 30 (Minor), Routino Maintenance Procedure, Opening of Pressurizcr Manway,
Revision 3. (Permanent)

The revision specified and described the temporary cover to be installed over the
pressurizer manway. An evaluation was required because installation of the enver over
the pressurL%er manway could have an impact on the consequ nces of a loss of RHR
accident when in mid loop operation. This accident is not described in the FSAR but is
the subject of NRC Generic Letter 88-17,

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: Installing a temporary cover over the pressurker
manway has the potential of impacting the assumed vent path for RCS protection during
loss of RHR during mid-loop. An evaluation was performed to determine acceptabte hot
leg vent paths to prevent RCS pressurization and ejection of fluid from a cold 109
opening. The analysis states that a vent capable of maintaining RCS pressure <2 psig
following bolling in the core is required to minirnt2e or prevent spillage cut of a cold leg
opening. Figures 7 and 8 of the subject letter show the vent size needed (in terms of
resistance factor) to rneet this requirement.

.
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The resistance for the pressurtzer vent path was calculated to be 26 ft with the surge
line being the Ilmiting path. The cover over the manway will result in a pressure byldup
M the pressurtzer unti the cover is lifted off. This pressure bulldup will reduce the '

avanable pressure drop through the surge line. The static pressure required to move
the cover is calculated to be p = 0.039 psl.

As the cover tips, the required force (pressure) will continue to decrease until it is blown
off.

This pressure differential would only reduce the available pressure drop for the surge
line by about 2% and thus, has an insignificant impact.

The pressurtzc4 manway is considered an acceptable vent after 108 hours assuming an
Inkial RCS temperature of 140*F. The bolloff rate at 08 hourc after shutdown is about
5.5 lbm/sec; 6.5 lbm/sec of 212'F steam blowing thrWgh the manway would have en
impact mcmenturn force of 18 lbf. There is sufficient forew 2 blow the cover completely
off, A cover weight of up to 18 lbf is considered acceptable., This would be a 3%
reduction in the P available for the surge line.

Installation of this cover over the prer4urizer manway opening as a safety precaution
and to prevent foreigvi objects from entering the pressurizer is accepttble and has no
impact on the consequencer of a mid-loop loss of RHR accident provided the time
since reactor shutdown has been >110 hours (consistent with OP 4F). RMP 30 requires
the cover to be less than 18 lb. ,($ER 89 072 02)

41. , BEE (Minor),4 kV Loss of Voltage Belaying & Auxillary Feedwater Indication,
Revision 2. (Permanenti

The revislof t added survelliance for undervoltaqe relay testing associated with nonvital
bus (A01 and A02) stripping, including reactor coolant pump (RCP) breaker trip on bus
und:,rvoltage. Because of the consequences of actuation of bus stripping (including
RCp breaker tilp and reactor trip), the actuation $lgnal is disabled during the course of

- the test by opening a knife switch in series with the actuation circutt.

Summarv oflafetv Evaluation: Prior to performing the test, the primary protection from
loop low flow bistables is verified operatMe. The test itself will provide better retlability of
the *RCP breaker trip from bus UV* signal, and thus. Improve reliability of the backup
protection for single. loop reactor coolant low flow trip. There is no effect on the total
loss of flow analysis since the undervoltage reactor trip relays are not tested !ni:n -
procedure.,

'

The duration of the test is expected to be less than one hour during the month, and'

thus the surveillance is justified to (myove reliability. When the kolfe switch is restored
to operable status, the continuity of the cirnit is again verified. The knif e switch (cover)
is also administratively controlled with red locks and independently vertfled.

Although the disabling is not directly Irxilcated in the control room, operators are -
knowledgeable of the procedure in effect and the annunciation of 4 kV undervoltage -
alarms. Additionally they are informed by the proced e that the reactor trip signal from )
*RCF' breaker trip on UV* La disabled during the pv * 'e. These meet the intent of"

continuously indicating the disabilng ccidition in 741.on TW toom and keeping the -
operator awaro of the ramifications of the Inoperable condition, fSER 90-079)

,

*
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42. RMP 78, (Minor), CC 7t9 Valve Operator Maintenance, Revision 1. (Permanent)

This safety evaluation amends SER 88037 to incorporate operator maintenance on
valve 200 719 by installation of a stem clamp. The original evaluation addressed only
100719

Summm.,Qf_Safetv Evaluation: Valve CC 719 is kept in the open postilon during normal
operation. This valve prwidos an isolation for the component coding water (CC) to
contalnment. The valvo does not recoNe an auto close signa! and is not required to
pose for containment isdattort The component coding water is suppliod to the reactor
cootant pumps and the excess lotdown heat exchangor. During a cold shutdown or
refueling shutdown with both reactor codant pumps secured, CC 719 can be closeo.
The component cooling water system provides coding for the residual heat removal
system during a cold shutdown or refueling outage.

The design of the clamp is adoquate to maintain the valvo closed and not damager the
valve stem. The wolght of the Stem clamp is less than the weight of the valve operator;
therefore, the 60lsmic stresses will be reductd

Clamping this valve closed will not increas,o the probability of a loss of residual heet
removal. Installatin of the clamp does not affect the pressure boundary of the valvo
and the vaNo is not being used as an isolatlon valve; other valves (.xit,t for tagging
components out of service to be worked on. Thus, the pressure rotaining boundary of
the component coding water system is not degraded. The clamp will not see any
solsmic loading because the valve is shut, verticolly oriented and the vertical *g* forcu
are not enough to overcome the weight of the components. The weight of the
components was conservativedy left out of the clamp load calculation.

The valve stem will not be supported horizontally with the motor operator f emoved
during a solsmic event. By engincoring judgment, th6 is not considered a problem-

becausa the 1 1/2* diameter stem only extends about 12* above its support point in the
valve gland.

It was assumod that the piping was designed as requiroc to have a natura! frequency
abovo 30 H2. Removal of the motor operator reduces the weight which would increase
the natural fr04ubncy, so the abovo 30 Hz *g* loads can be used.

This valve is shown as an MOV in the P&lD figure in tat TS AR. Thus, removal of the
motor operator could be considorod as a change to the ta::Imy as describod in the
FSAR.

It is recognized that the clamp does not exert a force y me valve stem to push the
wedge into the seat. This fact is not considorod to N a problom with respect to
maintaining a loak tight shutoff. The reason for this a because the valve will haQ been
shut with the motor oporator prior to installing the earg and removing the trator
operator, Thui the valvo disc will have boon wooped mto tho seat with the normal
closure force. The valvo stem must have some tras of rior to starting to r love the disc.
Also, from MOV testing, it has boon noted that a consterable force is ioquirod to pull
the disc out of the seat. Based on this, it is ewec that the disc will renain wedged
in the seat and will have the same leak tighhora e :he clamp installed as s h.J with
the motor operator insta!M ,(SER 88 03MM

i
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43. RMP 84. (Minor), SI 370 Valve Operator Maintenance, Revision 1. (Permanent)

This safety evaluation amends $ER 88 029 to incorporate operator rnalntenance on
valve 2SI-870B by installation cd a stem clamp. The original evaluation addressed only
1 SI-870B.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: This safety evaluation amendment accomplishes
corrective actior.: specified in the referenced NOG and amends SER 88 029 to
Incorporate operator maintenance on valve 2SI 870B. The amended safety evaluation
follows.

Valve SI-870B ls the suction isolation from the RWST for the 'B' spray pump. This valvo
is open during normal operation. When a unit is in a cold shutdown, refueling outage or
P14B is out of service, SI-870B can be closed. Via RMP B4, the valvo is clamped in the ;

closed position so the valve operator can be removed for maintenance. .

The clamp has been designed not to damage the stem and to provide adequate force
to keep the valve closed at systen' design pressures. The valve will only be clamped
shut during a cold shutdown or retualing outage when operablilty of the spray system is
not required. The f act that the valve is clamped closed does not pose a problem for the

,

RWST. The seismic qualification of the system will not be adversely affected since the
removal of the operator (200 lbs) and installation of the clamp (5 lbs) will reduce the
system weight and the stresses on the system.

Additional seismic concems are the possible effects of loading on the clamp and the
unsupported valve stem with the motor operator removed. Since the valve is shut and
mounted vertically, the clamp can only be loaded due to vertical down acceleration.
S!nce the weight of the stem and disc was not subtracted out of the clamp force
calculation, the vertical down 'g' load would have to be greater than 1 g. Our SSE

) loadings are not that high, assuming the piping was designed as required with a natural
frequency higher than 30 Hz. Removal of the motor operator weight would increase the
natural frequency. The stem is unsupported in the horizontal direction above the gland
with the motor operator off. By engineering judgment, the approximately 12'

,

cantilevered,1 1/8" diameter stem would not be a problem at our *g* loads.

Because the unit is in the cold shutdown or refueling shutdown condition, the spray
7 system and 4WST are not required for nuclear safety of the plant. The clamp is

installed to 6 sep the valve shut so it can be used as an isolation for the RWST for
working on the out-of service spray system. Malataining the RWST as a possible source
of boric acid for injection to meet TS 15.3.2.A is desirable, however. Since the pressure
boundary is inalntained and seismic capability is maintained, the RWST remains
operable as a boric acid source.

This valve is shown as an MOV in the P&lD figure in the FSAR. Thua, removal of the
motor operator cnid be considered as a change to the facility as described in the
FSAR.

It is recognized that the clamp does not exert a force on the valve stem to push the
wedge ir.to the seat. This fact is not considered to be a problem with respect to
maintaining a leak tight shutoff. The reason for this is because the valve w l have beena

shut with the motor operator prior to installing the clamp and removing the motor
opera'or. Thus, the valve disc will have been wedged into the seat with the normal
closure force. The valve stem mus' have some ravel prior to starting to move the disc.*

Also, from MOV testing, it has been noted that a considerable force is required to pull-

the disc out of the seat. Based on this, it is expected that the disc will remain wedged

e
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in the seat and will have the same leak tightness with the clamp installed as it had with
the motor operator installed. $ER.8009-01)

44. RMP 85. (M;nor), GW 2880 Valve Operator Maintenance, Revision 1. (Permanent)

The safety evaluation amends SER 8f3 036 to incorporate operator maintenance on valve
2SW 2880 by installing a stem i op. The original evaluation addressed only
1SW 2880.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: Valvo SW 2880 is normally open during operation. This
valve supplies service water to the respectNe unit's turbine hall. The unit specific valve
would be required to close when safety injection is actuated on that unit and less than
4/6 service water pumps a v running within 30 seconds. The affected unit in cold
shutdown or in a refueling outage are prerequisites to operator removal and the valve
stem being clamped open.

Since the safety injection system does not have to be operable during a cold shutdown
or refueling outage this isolation feature does not have to be operable. The design of
the stem clamp is adequate to hold the valve open without damaging the stem. Manual
isolation valves are available should the turbine building service water need to be
isolated for nonsafety-related reasons.

Clamp!ng of this valve in the open position during cold shutdown or a refueling outage
does not present an unreviewed safety concem. The valve stem clamp weighs less
than the valve operator, therefore selsmic stresses will be reduced: The seismic
capability of the stem clamp was not addressed since failure of it has no nuclear safety
consequences; By engineering judgment, coismic loading on the 13/10' diameter stem
is not a problem.

The Technical Specifications require that two service water loop headers be operable.
This is maintained with MOV 2880 clamped open since the seismic capability of the
piping is maintained. The FSAR states that, ' Motor-operated Isolation valves are
provided which are controlled remotely from the control room and which automatically
isolate nonessential services in the event of a safeguards actuation signal.' The
previous discussion addressed this factor, however, the FSAR goes on to say, 'The only
portion of the system in a non Class I structure is the piping in the turbine building to
nonessential equipment. This portion of the system can be rapidly isolated by remotely-
operated valvcs with redundant manual backup valves in the supply headers located in
the Class I section of the control building *

With the motor operator removed from SW 2880 and the valve clamped open, the
remote operation capability is lost The probability of a failure of the piping downstream
of this valve ls not increased, only the time to isolate it would take longer, since a
manual isolation valve would have to be used. The capability to remotely isolate the
service watr> header would still be available to the operators to ensure adequate flow to
the safeguards systems if required.

Because the redundant manual isolation valves are operable and the capability to
remotely separate the service water headers remains, it is felt that the consequences of
a failure of the turbine hall service water supply piping is not increased.

,
fSER 88-036-01)

|

45. RMP 89. (Minor), CV-350 Valve Operator Maintenance, Revision 1. (Permanent)

j The cafety evaluation amends SER 88 038 to incorporate operator maintenance on valve
2CV 350 by installing a stem clamp. The originel evaluation addressed only 1CV 350.|

L
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Summary of Safety Evaluation: Vatve CN 350 is n ept in the closed position during
normal operation. The valve could be required to Spen in order to provide a path for
emergency boration to bring the reactor to a cold shutdown condition The use of this
valve would only be needed in the event of an abnorms at beer accident situation. s

The required condition for stem clamping is cold shutdown or a refueling outage. With
the unit in a cold shutdown condition, emergency boration is not required. The valve is
c!amped shut so 12% boric acid is not leaked into non-heat traced piping which would
allow the boric acid to crystallize. The stem clamp is adequately designed to maintain
the valvo closed without damaging the stem. The weight of the stem clamp is less than
the weight of the vatve operator. Therefore, the seismic stresses will be reduced.

The valve is being clamped closed instead of isolating it so a path for boric acid
injection from the boric acid storage tank remains avallaUo. Also, the boric acid
recirculating pump and its flow path can remain in serv;ce. The pressure retaining
capability of the valve remains intact; thus, the piping on either side of the valve remains
operable. A path is required to meet TS 15.3.2.A.

Leakage through the valve is not considered to be any more likely than with the motor
- operator on just prior to removing it. The valve will have been shut using the motor

operator, which will have wedged the disc into the seat. The clamp w!!! be installed

B prior to removing the operator; thus the established seal will not be disturbed. Even *

though the clamp will not exert a closing force on the valve, the seal is expected to be
maintained based upon the fact that the stem must undergo some movement before it
wl!! start to move the disc. MOV testing has also shown that a considerable force is
required to pull the disc out of the seat.

The clamp does not have to be seismic since failure of the clamp and opening of the
vane has no nuclear safety consequences. By inspection, however, the clamp would
be able to handle our seismic loads since it would only be subjected to loads from a
vertical down acceleration. Assuming the piping was designed as required with a
natural frequency above 30 H2, the vertical 'g' loads are not enough to offset the weight
of the disc and stem. The natural frequency would increase with the removal of the
motor operator webht. Seismic loading on the approximately 10" cantilevered 3/4'
diameter stem is not considered a problem by engineering judgment.

With the unit in cold shutdown, removal of the motor does not affe.t any description in
the FSAR. (SER 8843801)

46. RMP 150, (Minor), installation & Removal of Purge Valve Component Bypass Lines,
Units 1 & 2, Revision O. (New Procedure)

Temporary jumpers were installed on the Unit 1 purge valves under TM 89-019. This
was evaluated per SERs 09490 and 8949041. This SER evaluates the same changes
to both units' purge valves and reaches the same conclusion; that is, there will be no
adverse effect on the purge supply and exhaust valves.

Summarv of Safetv Evaluation: Installation of a jumper around the cam operated valvo
is necessary because the existing Unit 1 valves leak and the design of replacement
va'ves and those currently installed on Unit 2 is such there is inherent leakage. Thus,
the boot pressure wl!I decay on a containment isolation or the loss of instrument air.
The air pilot valve is also being jumpered out to further improve the leak tightness of the
boot supply system.
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The jumper will improve the sealing ability of the purge valves during a loss of
instrument air by eliminating potent 6al laaks in the boot air supply system. The cam-
operated valve and the boot air pilot valve are in the control scheme for inflating and
deflating the boot when the valve is manipulated. - The jumper will be installed when the
valve (s) are shut and they wil not be operated with the jumper in place, This will be
procedurally controlled by the RMP and applicable operating procedures including

o
- OP 3C, OP 90, TS 35/36, IT 360/365, IT 380/365, 0164, and WMTP 12.18, as
appropriate. Tne jumper is intended to be in place whenever the unit is not in the cold
or refueling shutdown mode except as allowed by TS 15.3.6.C.

When the jumper is removed, the vatves will function as originally designed and will be
able to close as required during refueling operations for containment closure for mid-
loop operation. Loss of instrument air and the need to maintain boot pressure to seal
against containment pressure for an extended period of time is not considered a part of -
the desgn requirements for these conditions. 4

When the jumper is Installed, the sealing capability of the valve and boot supply system
will be verified per TS-35(36) and IT-380(385).

When the jumper is removed, operability of the valve and control system will be verifiedi-

- ty IT M0(365) and oy RP 10. (SER 89 020-02)

47, RMP 152. (Minor), installation & Removal of Penetration 67 Foam Assembly for Steam
Generator Eddy Current Cables, Revision 0. (New Procedure)

Summarv of Safetv Evaluati.ga: The basis of the foam penetration is to provide a
leakage limiting barrier for refueling operations for steam generator services cabling
The leakage is driven by HVAC-induced pressures only, The maximum static pressure
the purge supply fans can provide is -4' of water. There is no established crite'la for

' leakage during this operating mode.

The Intent was to provide a reasonable seal for the design configuration (e.g , limit
leakage to cable sheathing for standard steam generator cabling); The leakage goes to -

-the primary auxillary building and would be monitored by the radiation monitoring
. system and filtered by the primary auxiliary building HVAC charcoal filters if a high

" airbome problem is detected.

Thus, the leakage criteria in riMP 152 could be relaxed from 10 lpm at 5 psig to a
somewhat lower pressure value without having any impact on the public health and
safety, This is in concert with the existing fuel handling accident analysis as it assumes
the_ radgas released to containment is discharged to the atmosphere. However, it
should be noted that the analysis also acknowledges that contalnment will be available
to minimize the release (but does not credit this in the offsite dose calculation). The
leakage to the primary auxiliary bulding is not a concern from a licensing standpoint as
it would be much less than that which would be present during a fuel handling accident
in the spent fuel pool area. Thus, a reduced leakage criterla of 10 lpm at .5 psig is
acceptable. (SER 90 092)

- 48. RMP 168. (Minor): Unit 1(2), Calibration and Testing of Safety Related Protective Relays
- Not Under Technical Specifications, Revision O. (New Procedure)

The procedure performs routine annual calibration and testing of safety related
protective relaying not covered by Technical Specifications associated with 4 kV buses
A05 and A06. It does not cover protective relaying associated with the emergency
diesel generators.
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Summarv of Safety Evaluatl20: During performance of the calibration and testing, single
relays are removed, calibrated and testod for equipment which remains in service and
operable. For the phase and ground overcurrent relays associated with the 4 Kv supply
breakers for the X13 and X14 station service transformers of the PISA or B safety
injection pump motors, removal of one relay at a time is acceptable because the
remaining three phase and ground overcurrent relays provide adequate protection for
the load.

During calibration of the AOS (A06) bus dlfferential relays, one phase differential
protection relay will be removed at a time. When this is performed, protection will be
provided by the A03 (A04) phase overcurrent relaying, the diesel generator G01 (G02)
phase overcurrent relaying and the A05 (A06) bus load phase overcurrent relaying.
Initial conditions are established to ensure that the A05/A06 buses are not tied together
and the B03/B04 buses are not tied together. This w91 ensure that a single fault wDl not
afioct both trains of safeguard power.

Throughout the testing, all equipment will remain property coordinated electrically to
permit safe operation of the equipment under normal and short circuit conditions.
(SER 90-096)

49. SMP 1042 Un!L1, (Minor), Reduce Spring Preload on PORV 1RC-430, Revision O.
(New Procedure)

Summarv of Safetv Evi h. The work to be performed under SMP 1042 is sir aar to
the PORV spring adjust ,ormed under SMP 1007. SMP 1007 was evaluated by""

SER 89466-02. This SEF, a applies to SMP 1042 except that:

The work will be controlled by SMP 1042, not a temporary modification. (A.

procedural temporary modification was used for the PORV spring adjustment in
SMP 1007. The review of thh temporary modification is valid for SMP 1042.

Due to a change in the Technical Specifications since SMP 1007 was*
performed, SMP 1042 referenced the reactor coolant system temperature at
which LTOP is required as 360*F, not 354*F. (SER 89-066-04)

50. SMP 1045. Unit 1. (Minor), Replace Flange & Reducer Downstream of Valve SW 144,
Revision 0. (New Procedure)

The 8'x14' reducer downstream of SW 144 was eroded due to cavitation. Per
- TM 89433, a second reducer was sandwiched over the top of the original and welded
in place to provide replacement wall thickness while the line was in service.
MWR 900299 was written to replace the reducer and flange with stainless steel
components. The material substitution was authorized based upon a generic evaluation
done for MR 87158. SMP 1045 coordinates the evolution to replace the reducer and
flange.
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Summarv of Saferv Evaluation: The work requires the Unit 1 fan coolers to be out of
service. Thus, the replacement was done during a refueling or cold shutdown. Other
equipment was taken out of service as addressed in the SMP. This included the service |
building cooling coil, service building etllier, Unit 1 electrical equipment room cooler,
auxiliary building coo |ing coll, SGBD analysis cabinet, and the gas analyzer sample
cooler. Outside air can be recirculated as necessary in those areas where ventilation
cooling colls are taken out of service. In regard to the gas analyzer sample cooler, the
RETS required sample from the gas decay tanks will not be affected since this sample is
dry gas and no moisture needs to be condensed. Other administratively-required
samples taken which do need the coo'er can be rescheduled with forewaming given tc
Chemistry.

The replacement of the roducer downstream of SW 144 will resuft in open an unisolable
14' hole in service water overboard. The location at which the 14' line connects into the
20' overboard retum header is at El. 34'4' south of the 20' flange (used for dam
installation) east of CS9. Thus, the level of the water in the service water overboard
lines has to be lowered to an elevation below the north / south horizontal run of 20' pipe
(in which the 20' darr, f;ange is installed). To minimtze effects on Unit 2 (at 100%
power), the dam will be installod in the 20' header east of CS9. This will also minimize
the amount of water that will be able to retum to the Unit i side of the retum header
from the CC heat exchangers (which tie in north of the dam) while the 14' line is cut.
The retum header level will be controlled W .ae butterfly valves (SW 146 and SW 104)

,

at the entrance to the Units 1 and 2 circulating water system. Pressure indicators will,

be positioned at each valve location for monitoring head in the retum headers. The'

flange at the dam will be kept slightly open to provide a vent path into the system to
help ensure good head indication at SW 146 and SW 104.

To ensure that flooding does not occur in the PAB, personnel will be continuously
stationed at the overboard valves, the flange to the dam, and in the area of the dam and
14' open line. The person in the area of the flange at the dam and 14' cut will be in
radio contact with the people at the overboard valves to ensure that the valves are
immediately opened in the event that the level rises causing leakage in the open system.

In add!! ion, an in!!atable pipe stopper will be installed in the 14' line when open to
provide some protection against leakage if the level would suddenly rise. The stopper
to be used is rated to hold back 4.8 psl. A second stopper is available as backup. To
minimize the possible changes that could occur in the service water supply and retum
header, several things will be done to put the system in an " extreme' condition prior to.
opening the system. This includes running four service water pumps and opening the
Unit 2 fan cooler retum MOVs. This will help ensure that a signal which would result in
starting of more than the normal two service water pumps and cycling open of the said
MOVs does not resutt in a sudden overboard pressure increase. The 'A' service water
pump is tagged out of service for motor work which will reduce the starting potential to
one.

The reducer replacement will be started and worked to completion (to the point of
getting systems closed) to minimlze the time that the system is open.

Considering the position of the supports on the 14' cooler retum line relative to the 20'
header and the fact that the fan coolers (Unit 1) are out of service, seismic impacts are
not considered.
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installation of the new reducer results in SW 144 being relocated -4' upstream of itsw
present locationi It appears that a slipon flange was Installed on the existing reducer"

when SW 144 was replaced with a flanged stainless steel valve some years ago. The
; new stainless steel reducer will be welded to a weld neck flange, thus resulting in tho
overall length of the reducer and flange being lorger, This is not considered to have
any adverse effects on the seismic capabWity of the piping. .(SEBJqs301 -

. St. SMP 1055. (Minor), Transition to New DC Control Power Alignment, Revision O.
(New Procedure) y

SMP 1055 directs the method for switching DC control power for 4100 V and 480 V
buses to the new normallineup; 4

,

Summary of Safety Evalu41100:- Control power supplies to 1 A01,2A01,1 A04,2A04, . .. j
!1801, and 2001 wWI be momentarily interrupted whWe shitting from ttye present power

..
supply to the new normal supply, During this switchover, the following protectko
relaying and automatic features for Unit 1 and Unit 2 wWI be lost:

ML.Md - (1) RCP 'A' breaker open on undervoltage (UV) and undorfrequency
(UF). These feed the reactor trip circuit with the RCP breakor contacts.

"J (2) A0t UV. reactor trip signal (falls to the trip conditicn, but nood UV on A01
and A02 to trip the reactor). (3) AMSAC star 1 circuitry for motor and turbino-
driven auxillary feed pumps wWI not start on main food pump breaker openin0
due to bus UVs (4) 4 kV UV Initiation of the turbine 4 riven auxiliary food pump.
(5) 4 kV UV trips for A01 (non safety related). (6) 4 kV breaker control (A01-
and A04) including overcurrent trip for A01 and A04 loads. (7) 4 kV fast bus

*

. transfer capabl!!ty (A04 to A02); ,

. 311. (1) UV load shedding and indication. -(2) 400 V breaker control (001)

The features In question are expected to be out of commission for no more than about
1 minute; Control power will be disconnected from only one bus at a timo. A
procedure WWI be used to control the switchover, and WWI have a dedicated operator to
minimize time delays.

!

The momentary loss of the listed protective relaying and automatic features is
addressed in Technical Specification 15.3.0.D, which covers momoritary loss of power to -
a componentc immodlate action wWI be initiated to reonergize the components from the

' alternato source. During the interim, the operator will be snnsitive to the capabilitios
-

which he has lost. ISER 89134 0M

52, SMP 1050. Unit 2, (Minor), DC Transfer Switch Opening Force Measurement Revision O.
(Now Procedurot

SMP 1058 measures the force required to open the DC control power transfer knWo
- switches on the 4100 V.and 480 V buses for Unit 2. These switches select olther a-
normal of alternate source of 125V DC control power for the breakers on their L ;

respective buses < The measured force will be compared to an allowable force to
determine the seismic adequacy of the switches. ,

Summarv of Safety Evahlatkg During the test, Unit 2 will be in a refueling shutdown
condition. DC power to the switches (both trw normal and altomate power) will bo -

Isolated while the switch associated with a paWcular bus is being testod. 'While the
offoct on the shutdown unit is minimal, some cpt,rabit!ty concoms for the operating unit

(Untt 1) must be addressed.
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- Isolation of control power to the 2A05 bus and 2A0( bus will result in the inability of the
diesel generator associated with that bus (G01 for 2 i05: G02 for 2A06) to be
automatically sequenced onto the bus in a postulate i loss of offsite power scenario.
The result (!, a loss of emergency power to safeguars s buses 2A05 and 2B03 while they
are being tested, and 2A06 and 2B04 while they are iming testod (the procedure has
these related buses being tested sequentially,2A05 f Wlowed immediately by 2B03 and
2A06 followed immediately by 2B04). The expected ume of inope' ability, based on the
scope of the work, is expected to be less than one hour.

The shutdown unit, while in a refueling shv%own condition, will be largely unaffected by
the test. Both trains of RHR and CC are expected to be available, in the event of a
loss of offsite power coincident with the testing of either of the safeguards buses, the
opposite : rain may be selected.

The situation is more complicated for the operating unit due to lha fact that service
water pumps are ' shared' between units, three being powered from Unt! 1 safeguards
buses and three being powered from Unit 2 safeguards buses. When buses 2A06 and
2B04 are being tested, there will be two SW pumps technically inoperable because
diesel generator G02 will not be able to sequence onto the safeguards buses at 2A06
Similarly, when buses 2A05 and 2B03 are being tested, there wil! oe one SW pump
technically inoperable because diesel generator G01 will not be abie to sequence onto
the safeguards buses at 2A05. This may result in less than the minimum number of
required pumps (four) per TS 15.3.3.D.1.a. Additionally, if one were to assume a single
failure coincident with a loss of offsite power, and that failure is the G01 diesel during
the testing of 2A06 ar<f 2B04, a total of only one operable SW pump remains. (Note:
From a safety perspective, only three of the six SW pumps are required to be operable
during postulated accidents [FSAR 6.2.2 and 7.2.2]).

For these reasons, during testing of 2A06 and 2B04, diesel Generator G02 will be
declared out of service (it truly will be unavailable to the 2A06 bus) and a 7 day LCO will
be entered per TS 15.3.7.B.1.0 (similarly, during testing of 2A05 and 2B03, diesel
generator G01 will be declared OOS). This LCO is conditional, based on the fdct that
the remaining diesel will be tested daily to ensure its operability and that the engineered
safety features associated with this diesel shall be operable. This operability test will be
performed prior to declaring the remainire diesel 00S. Also, the entering of a 24-hou'
LCO for having less than four SW pumps available (TS 15.3.3.D.2-a) is precluded by '%
provisions of TS 15.3.0.C which addresses the question of operability of a componcnt

,
when one of the component's power sources becomes inoperable.

1

An additional concem is the availability of AFW pump P388, powered from bus 2B04.
During testing of 2A06 and 2B04, as discussed above, emergency power will be
unavailable to P388. TS 15.3.4.C.2 stipulates a 7 day LCO for an OOS motor-driven
feedwater pump. However, entering this LCO is also precluded by the provisions of TS
15.3.0.C. The goveming, and only, LCO applicable during this test will be the 7 day
LCO associated with declaring each of the diesels OOS. (SER 90106)

53. SMP 1060, (Minor), increasing the 2W1C1 Delivered Air Flow to Meet Design
Requirements, Revision 9. (New Procedure)

During U2R15, RMP 31 was performed to verify the performance of the containment
accident fan coolers. The testing identified a deficiency with the alt flow rate delivered
by the 2W1C1 accident fan. The accident fans are designed to deliver 38,500 cfm each,
but the 2WICI fan was only delivering 37,476 cfm. A justification for continued
operation was presented and accepted during MSSM 89 22. In order to resolve this
issue, SMP 1060 was implemented to restore the performance of the 2WtC1 accident
fan to its original design requirements.

,
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Summary of Safety Evaluation: SMP 1000 controls the adjustment of the 2W1C1 fan
blade puch. The blade pitch is increased in small increments while monhoring the effect
of each increase on fan air flow and motor amperage. The fan motor amperage is
monitored to ensure that it does not exceed 80 amps without further evaluation. The
value of 80 amps was chosen as a ceiling since both the 2W1 A1 and 2W1B1 fans are
currently running at 80 amps (reference RMP 31, dated November 13,1989). The
2W1C1 fan motor is currently running at 75 amps. All of the Unit 2 accident fans were
tested and operated satisfactorty durir g the 1989 ILRT with a maximum motor
amperage of 151 amps (2W1 A1). The 2W1C1 fan motor amperage during the 1989
ILRT was 143 t.mps. These currents are well below the rated amperage for the
containment accident fan motors of 176 amps.

SMP 1000 restores the 2W1C1 accident fan alt flow to the original des'gn value by
adjusting the fan blade pitch. The procedure controls the adjustment to ensure that the
fan motor will not be overioaded in a post LOCA environment. (SER 90105)

54. .6J.d, (Major), Integrity, Revision 1. !Temoorarvi

Safety Evaluation Detail: Figure 1 and the status tree were temporarily changed due to
new Technical Specification heatup and cooldown curves (Figure 15.3.1 1 and 15.3.12)
as specified by Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2. .(SER 89443 01)

!. .SId, (Major), integrity. Revision 2. (Permanent)

Safety Evaluation Q.dgll: The Limit A curve was changed to a straight line at 285'F,
which in tum, removes the Limit A table from Figure 1. Along with the wording change
in the red path block of the integrity status tree from ' pressure-temperature points in
both cold legs to the right of Limit A* to 'temnerature in both cold legs greater than
285'F,' the red path condition now exists between 0-285'F; the orange path between
285'F 315'F; the yellow path between 315'F 345'F; and the green path >345'F of
both RCS cold leg temperatures. Due to the elimination of the Limit A curve, Figure 1 is
no longer needed and thus, was deleted. (SER 89-043-02)

55. STPT 1.2. Unit 1. (Major), Reactor Trip OTAT, Revision 4. (Permanent)
and

STPT 13. Unit 1, (Major), Reactor Trip OPAT, Revision 4. (Permanent)

The setpoint change revises core full power AT for the Unit I white channels from
$5.2'F to 54.5'F based upon reactor coolant system flow data measured on January 4,
1989. This setpoint change ensures that the calculated ATSp1 and AT sp2 are

. conservatNo in comparison to Technical Specifications.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The proposed change was previously evaluated per
SERs 88-141 and 88-14101. The AT change to a channel based AT will more accurately
reflect the loop AT as sensed by the individual channels. The new ATs were selected
based upon the lowest value of loop AT for each channel from U2014. Flow test data
for U2C15 shows that the channel ATs are higher than the previous cycle. Therefore,
the actual ATs being greater than the ATs will provide an additional conservative margin
to the Technical Specification setpoint. (SER 88141)

The proposed change lowers the red channoi ATo value from 56.1 *F to 54.9'F. Based
upon channel RCS flow measurements following the refueling outage, the UICl7 red
channel AT is 55.2*T. This represents a reduction of 1.2*F from the previous cycle to

I the present time. With an lodicated 53.2*F AT and a ATo of 56.1*F, the red AT setpoints
are not less than the Technical Specification requirements.

|
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The present Unit 1 rad channel AT setpoints are based on a ATo that is greater than the
actualloop AT as indicated by the red temperature channel This results in the OTAT
trip being nonconstwative in comparison to Technical Speelfication requirements. The
change to the red ATo for STPT 1.2 and 1.3 results in the OPAT and OTAT setpoints for
the red channel being lower than required by Technical Specifications. The setpoint
change affects only the Unit I red instruments. (SER 88-14101)

The evaluations performed for SER 88141 and 88141-01 are also applicable to
changing the ATo for Unit 1 white channel No additional evaluation is required.
(SER 8814103).

56. STPT 1.2. Unit 1. (Major), Reactor Trip OTAT, Revision 6. (Permanent)

The 1% setpoint conservatism on OTAT channel was changed to 0.75'F and deletes
s1.117 Tech Spec constants on K1 channel,

and
STPT 1.3. Unit 1. (Major), Reactor Trip OPAT, Revision 6. (Permanent)

The -1.75% setpoint conservatism on OPAT channel was changed to 1.312S'F.

Summary of Safety Eva'uation: The ATo setpoints for the OTAT and OPAT
instrumentation are being lowered to more accurately re loct actual core full power ATr

and to ensure that the setpoints remain conservative in comparison to the Technical
Specifications. The new ATo's were selected based upon full power AT data.

The instrumentation changes required to implement the ATo changes are within the
design capabilities of the OTAT and OPAT instruments. The operation and reliability of
the instruments will not be affected. (SER 88-141-04)

57. STPT 1.4, (Major), Revision 3, Pressurizer Pressure and Level. (Permanent).

The procedure involves lowering the existing high pressurizer water level reactor trip
setpoint for 1&2LO-426A,427A and 428A from 90% to 80%. This setpoint change was
necessitated by the performance of the pressurizer level transmitters LT-426, LT-427 and
LT 428. These transmitters are Foxboro Model N E13DH differential transmitters
installed under MR 10-259/260 as part of the post TMI instrument upgrade program.

- Based on four years of operating experience, it is known that these transmitters have a
tendency to drift between the annual calibrations. , Every instrument calibration
procedure performed since the new transmitters were installed has resulted in at least
one of the transmitters being out of tolerance. Usually there is sufficient conservatism In-
the setpoint that the TS requirement is not exceeded. However, on one occasion one
level channel was found to be nonconservative in comparison to Technical
Specifications. To ensure that this does not happen again, the setpoint for the high
pressurizer water level trip was lowered to increase the margin to TS.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The TS for the high pressurizer water level trip is found
in Section 15.2.3, 'Umiting Safety System Setting, Protective instrumentation." which
requires that the high pressurizer water level reactor trip setpoint be sei at <95% of
span. According to the TS Basis, the high pressurizer water level reactor trip protects
the pressurizer safety valves against water relief. The specified setpoint allows adequate

_

operating instrument error and transient overshoot in level before the reactor trips.

The high nrescurizer water level trip is discussed in several sections of the FSAR.
Secten 1.3.3, ' Nuclear and Radiation Controls' (GDC 11 GDC 18) states, ' Additional
tripping functions such as high pressurizer water level trip . . are provided to backup the
primary tripping functions for specific accident conditions and mechanical failures.'
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Section 4.1.5, ' Cyclic Loads; Loss of Load Transient 's'ates, 'The loss of load transient
is the most severo transient on the Reactor Coolant System. The transient applies to a
stop decrease in turblno load from full power occasioned by the loss-of load without
immediately initlating a reactor trip. The roactor and turbine oventually trip as a
consequence of a high pressurtzer level trip initiated by the reactor protection system.'
However Section 14,1.9, ' Loss of Electrical Load' states that core protection is provided
by either the high nuclear flux trip of the pressurizer pressure trip depending on the
plant conditions at the time the load is lost. It does not require the high pressurizer
water lovel trip to show protection.

The description of the high pressurtzer water level trip is found in Section 7.2.1,
' Protective Systems Design Bases.' The high pressurtzer water levol trip is provided as
a backup to the high pressurtzer pressure trip. The coincidence of two out of throo high
pressurizer water level signals trips the roactor. This trip is bypassed when throo of the
four power range channels and two of two turbine first stage pressure channels read
below 10% power (P7). This section also states, ' Finally, as shown in Section 14.1, the
combination of trips on nuclear ovorpower, high pressurizer water level and high
pressurizor pressure also serve to limit an excursion for any rate of reactivity insertion.'

i The only analysis in Section 14.1 that directly discusses the high pressurizer water level
trip is Section 14.1.2, " Uncontrolled RCCA Withdrawal at Power,' An uncontrolled RCCA
withdrawal at power results in an increase in core heat flux. Since the heat extraction
from the steam generator remains constant, there is a not increase in reactor coolant
temperature. Unless terminated by manual or automatic action, this power mismatch
and resultant coolant temporature rise would eventually result in DNB. Therefore, to
provent the possibility of damage to the cladding the roactor protection system is
designed to terminato any such transient with an adequate margin to DNB. The
automatic features of the reactor protection system which provent coro damage in a rod
withdrawal accident at power include the nuclear power range instrumentation
overpower trip, OTAT trip, OPAT trip, ard high pressure trip.

A high pressurizer water level trip, actuated from any two out of three level channels, is
artuated at a ftxed setpoint. This afiords additional protection for RCCA withdrawal
accidents.

The fixed sotpoint for the high pressurizer water level trip is not specified in the FSAR.
Lowering the setpoint to 80% does not require any changes to the descriptions found in
the FSAR but it has an impact on the FSAR analysis. By altering the high pressurizer
water level trip setpoint, it may be possible to change the order in which the various
reactor trip signals will be received. This will not affect reactor protection but may
change the conclusion of the RCCA withdrawal accident analysis.

Lowering the setpoint to 80% adds an additional margin of protection against a water
relief from the pressurtzer safety valves. It will also increase the margin for operating
instrument error However, it will reduce the margin provided for transient overshoot in
level before the reactor trips. A high pressurtzer water level trip of 80% is acceptable if
it providos a sufficient pressurizer volume margin for transients.

Prior to unit full power operation, the full power Tavg was lowered to 570'F in order to
reduce steam pressure to the turbine. As a result of lowering the full power temperature
to 570*F, the pressurizer level control program was changed and normal fuli power
pressurizer water level was lowered to 45.8%.
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There was originally a margin of 11,320 lbm between the full power pressurizer water
level (60%) and the high pressurizer water level trip (90%). If the high pressurizer water
level trip is lowered to 80%, there exists a margin of 13,180 lbm between the full power
pressurizer water level (45.8%) and the high pressurtzer water level trip (80%). The 80%
high pressurtzer water level trip setpoint provides a greater margin for transients than
originally specified. Therefore, the sequence of the reactor trips described in
Section 14.1 of the FSAR will not be affected. Additionally, since the TS setpoint of
<95% of span will be met a setpoint of 80% will provide the reqdred reactor protectiort
(SER 90-003)

68. j,TPT 1.5. (Major), Reactor Coolant and 4160 Voit Setpoints, Revision 4. IPermanent)

The setpoint change establishes settings for reactor trip based upon loss of primary
coolant flow through reactor coolant pump (RCP) breaker trip on undervoltage (UV).
These settings specify TS 15.2.3.1.B(8)(b) for the required setpoint specification and
reference STPT 21.1 for the actual UV setting.

Summarv of SafeN Evaluation: The time delay proposed for the setting is 7.0 seconds
(which includes the time delay associated with the UV relays on detecting a total loss of
voltage on the buses) as documented in the analysis for NCR N 89117. Since these
UV relays also actuate a portion of the auxiliary feedwater system, specifically 1(2)P29
steam supply valves MOV-2019 and 2020 through another time delay relay, the time
delays aro selected to ensure that all safety parameters are coordinated ana will meet
the accident analyses evaluations.

As presently listed in FSAR Table 7.21.8.b.2, the time delay associated with RCP
breaker trip on U'.' Is 15 seconds. However, by analysis described in NCR N 89117,
this long of a time delay is not justified. Therefore, the setting of 7.0 seconds (including
time delay for bus relays on total loss of voltage) will yield a more conservative safety
function, yet will not increase the probability of a reactor trip since the actuating devices
will not be changed. The reactor trip on RCP breaker opening on UV is a backup to
both the loss of (4 kV) voltage reactor trip (total loss of flow) and the partial loss of flow
trip (for loss of one RCP) as implied from FSAR Sections 14.1.8 and 7.2.2. Therefore,
the reduced time for the time delay will only improve protection for any active single
failure of the primary trip functions. A change to the FSAR at Table 7.21 will be
required when the setpoints are established by maintenance procedures.

Lowering the time to trip the reactor cociant pumps on bus undervoltage could result in
reduced time of forced convective reactor coolant flow through the core. However, the
lowered time is still wc|| beyond the time to reach minimum DNBR, and the results of
the loss of flow accident are unchanged. (SER 90G4)

69. STPT 31. Unit 1. (Major), P6, P7, P8, P9, and P10, Revision 3. (PermanentL

The setpoint changed Unit 1 full power first stage turbine pressure from 560 ps!g to
550 psig. This change ensures that the control functions which utilize first stage turbine
pressure as an indication of turbine and/or reactor power property reflect actual plant
conditions.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: Turbine first stage pressure is used for determining the,

reactor coolant system reference temperature, the 'at power" reactor trip unblock
permissive (P7), turbine runback load limit reduction, rod control variable gains, auto

! rod withdraws! block and condenser steam dump arming.
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Units 1 and 2 control systems were originally set up with a full load first stage turbino
pressure of 550 psig. In September 1985, the Sotpoint Document full power first stage
turbine pressure for Unit 1 was changed to 500 psig to reflect actual plant parameters.
Existing plant paramotors and RESP 6.2, ' Precision RCS Flow Measuromont,' data
indicate that the Unit 1 full power first stage turbine pressure has changed again. Based
on the RESP 6.2 data and cabulations the actual full power first stage turbino pressure
is 550 psig t0.5 psl.

With a full power first stage pressure of 560 psig and an actual first stage pressure of
550 psig, the setpoints that ut9tze first stage pressure will all actuate at a value 2%
higher than actuatly required. For examplo, the P7 permissivo actuates at 9.16% power
instead of 9% power and the steam dumps arm on a 10.2% power loss instead of
10% power. Additionally, this results in a lower than desired Trof. The most obvious
indication of this is Tavg. Instead of controlling at a full power temperature of 570*F
with rod control in automatic Unit 1 is maintaining approximately 569.7'F at 100%
power.

; The FSAR and the Technical Specifications do not directly address full power first stage
I turbine pressure values. The FSAR ws state that the reactor coolant average

temperature setpoint change is made ts a function of turbine load as dolormined by first
stage turbine pressure. TS 15.2.3.2.A states that the 'at power" roactor trips (low

| pressurizer pressure, high oressurizer level and low reactor coolant flow for both loops
shall be unblockod when power range nuclear flux 9% (11%) of rated power, or turbine
load 10% of fullinad turbino pressure.

Changing the setpoint and calculation value for first stage turbine pressure will not
change olther the FSAR or the Technical Specifications. It will provide for control
functions based more closely on actual plant reference conditions. (SER 89146)

70. STPT 21.1. (Major), Data Shoots, Shoot 37 and 42, Revision 1. (Permanent)

The setpoint change revises the overcurrent trip setpoint for safety injection pumps
1P15A&B from 7.0 soc to 7.3 soc to reflect re'ay manufacturers published curves.

Summarv of Safetv Evaluation: The increase in the time setting more accurately reflects
the manufacturer's curvos.

This sotting change is conservative for operability in the fact that the overcurrent trip
time is extended by 0.3 sec and the safety injection pump is given that much more time
to start prior to tripping on overcurrent.

The FSAR mentions overcurrent iQp!ng of safeguards pumps in Section 8.2.3,
* Emergency Power, Loading Description? The FSAR states that if the safeguards
pumps of fan motors (from the auto sequencing table) trip due to overcurrent, they can
be reclood from the control room. This feature is not changed. (SER 90-059)

.

,
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DESIGN CHANGES

1. MR M 785 02, Fire Protection.' The addendum provides a Halon automatic fire
suppression system for the computer / Instrument rack room.

,

Summarv of Saterv Evaluation: The FSAR does not address fire protection requirements
for the computer / instrument rack room. The new automatic fire suppression should be
interlocked with the control room HVAC system. - The final design of the ' ire suppression
system has not been determined. The new system should be interlocked with the
smoke removal system and with the retum air damper frcm the computer room. This
prevents exheusting the Halon before the fir 9 is suppressed and from retuming smoke
and Halon to the air handling unit and discharging it to the control room. The retum air
damper should be capable of being reset from control panel C67. The Halon system
should also discharge into the raised floor area to suppress any fire in the
instrumentation and data cables. (SER 80-068)

2. _MR M 815 (Common), Fuel Oil Symem. The modification changes the control circuitry
for the heating boiler day tank fill valve to prevent accidental overflowing of the tanks.
Rewiring will cause the fill valve to automatically close if either day tank is filled past its
high alarm level. (Tne MR was approved during MSSM 82 08 on February 8,1982.)

Sg.rr,marv of Safety Evaluation: When one tank is filled over its high alarm level, the
only way to open the fill valve to fill the other tank is to hold the control switch 10 the
open position. Because of this and the high level alarm, the automatic shutoff will not
be used as normal procedure when filling the tanks. The level will still be monitored
locally by an operator while filling To accommodate this, the local level indicator was
replaced with a more accurate and easy to read pressure gauge.

The modification does not affect the availability of fuel oil to the EDG day tanks. The
control circuit still prevents filing the heating boiler day tanks if either of the EDG day
tank's level is low.

For a short time during installation, power was be isolated to the control circuit for CV-
3923, which is usm! to fill the emergency fuel tank from the fuel oil storage tank. This
valve could be opened manually if required. This did not violate TS 15.3.7.A.1.0
because the 11,000 gallons of fuel oil required was available in the emergency fuel oil
tank, it the emergency fuel oil tank had to be refilled during the installation, manual
operation valve would accomplish this. Adequate time is available to ensure this is
done during accident conditions It was verified that the emergency fuel oil tank is full
prior to Installation. (SER 90-001)

3. MR 83-107 (Unit 1). Steam Generator Level Instrumentation. The modification alters the
piping arrangement of the two wide range water levol transmitters to provide additional
redundancy.

Summary of Safetv Evaluation: Design and Installation requirements meet or exceed
those for the existing wide range level piping. Connecting a wide range level transmitter
to a narrow range level transmitter needs to be fully evaluated for possible effects on the
safeguards (narrow range) channel;. The addition of the second wide range level
transmittcr to each steam generator was approved with the exception that it should not
be tied in to a narrow range sensing line.

4. MR 85-056*A (Unit 1) & 85-057*A (Unit 2), Main Control Boards. MRs 85-056*A and
85-057'A replace thu analog display for the subcooling meter with a digital display; The
subcooling meter 's part of the post accident monitoring system required by
NUREG-0737. There are two independent subcooling meter displays on each 1(2)C20.
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The digital displays will be in the same locations as the analog displays. The signal
inputs to the subcooling meter and the analog computation of subcooling are not i

altered by these modifications.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The change to a digital display was reviewed for human
factors and recommended by the control room design review committee. The display
utRized red LED segments of the same size and type that are used in other control
room displays and are easily read by an operator The digital displays require 120 V
AC, which the analog displays did not. One will be powered through a 10 ampere
breaker from the white instrument bus and the other through a 10 ampere breaker from
the yellow instrument bus. The digital displays require 6 V amperes power each, which
is a negligible increase in load on each bus and is acceptable.

An analog meter wDI show the pointer * pegged * If the input signal goes outside of its
normal range. A digital meter will not give the operator any such indication and will
continue indicating normally and proportionally to other input when the input signal
goes out of range. After this change to a digital meter, the operator must rely upon
other means, such as his own knowledge of the range or the computer, to indicate

| when the signal goes outside its normal ange of 50*F superheat to 200*F subcooling.
It is judged that from a human factors viewpoint the not impact of this change is
positNo.

The digital displays were purchased as commercial grade equipment and the'y will be
seismically qualified using SOUG methodology.

Installation of Jach unit's modification is planned during a refueling outage. As such,
there are no TS limitations. If a modification is performed at power, only one meter
shall be inoperable at a time in order to avoid entering Limiting Conditions for Operation
(reference TS Table 15.3.5-5). (SER 90441)

MR 85-056*A. Summarv of Amended Safety Evaluation: Tho new digital subcooling
meter display weighs -2 lbs. The mounting plate for the new display is attached to the
control board by four 1/4' diameter machine screws. Each screw has a net cross-
cectional area of -0.0318 sq in and the steel has a tensile strength of ~85,000 psi.
Therefore, each screw can support -2700 lbs. Four screws could support 10,800 lbs.
The display weighs 2 lbs. Conservatively using peak accelerations of 3.15 g (2%
damping) yields a worst case seismic load of <10 lbs. The new support design of the
meter is more than adequate to withstand 10 lb loads in any direction under any
conditions.

A formal calculation documenting the adequacy of the design will be completed at a
later date and will be submitted as an amendment to this evaluation. All provisions of
SER 90441 and its conclusions remain valid. (SER 90441-021

MR 85-056*A (Unit 1) & 85-057*A (Unit 2). Summary of Ar, ended Safety Evaluation:
This amendment documents that a formal calculation evaluating the seismic adequacy
of the design has been completed. This amendment is applicable to both MR 85 056*A
and MR 85-057*A. Results of the calculatlon show that the new mounting configuration
satisfies the requirements for Seismic Class || design. The calculation has been
documented per Calculation N 90436. All conclusions of previously approved safety
evaluations remain valid. (SER 90-041 03)
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S. MR 85 056*C (Unh 1) & 85 057'C (Unit 2), Main Control Boards. MRs 85 056*C and
85 057'C remove the 'RCS gas vent header pressure bl* annunciator from 1(2)C20.

Summarv of SMsty Evaluation: The pressure in the RCS gas vent header is sensed by
a pressure transmhter, displayed on an analog meter on 1(2)C20, sont to the plaret
computer, and alarmed on 1(2)C20. The design package oetects solenoid valve
leakage between the reactor coolant system and the header. Since there is no practical
means of repairing the valves during power operation, the annunciator can remain in the
alarm condition for an extended period of time resulting in a nuisance alarm. Having an
alarm energized for an extended period of time is not desirable from an operational
standpoint.

The operator can obtain the same information by viewing the analog panel meter. If
combinations of vatves leak enough to create a leak of safety significance, the leakage
will be detected by inventory control measures. Consequently those solenoid valves, if
they have a slow leak, would not be required until the following outage. It is concluded
there '.s no safety signtficance astociated with deleting this annunciator.
(SEP 90-041-01)

O MR 85 213*D (Unit 1), AMSAC MR 85 213*D revised AMSAC by using larger wire duct
in IN16 to provide room for addcional wires; adding a third computer input (ZAMSAC20)
so the status of the P20 is recorded and alarmed on the enable / disable transition by the
computer. This enables the operator to octter determine when certain failures ofier and
will alert him to the failure; and adds a normally closed set of switch contacts to safety
injection switch A 2 and wire them in series with the feedwater pump breaker switches.

J ummarv of Safety Evaluation: The new SI Swltch A 2 contacts would be closed during
normal operation and open during ORT 3 testing to isolate AMSAC during testing so a
recorder will properly incicate breaker position. Since the new switch contacts are in
series with the AMSAC input from the feedwater pump motor breakers. failure of the
switch contacts to close would enable this part of the AMSAC input circuitry. The
probability of switch failure is low.

The summary and conclusions of SER 89455 remains valid with the addition of the
above described design improvements. (SER 89-055 01)

7, MR 85 243* A (Common), Instrument Air. Design Package A installs a second
instrument alt header, including the filter / dryer dedicated to Untt 2 and replacement of
compressors K2A&B with new 2 stage compressors.

Summarv of Sa'etv Evaluation: The system will be more reliable due to the flexibility
available for isolating and cross tying the headers. Tle-Ins in the existing system were
controlled and monitored by cpecial maintenance procedures. Tle-ins to auxiliary feed
pumps 2P28 and P388 were done during LCOs. The tie ins to the existing system and
the modifications to the existing pipino ".ms not affect the safe operation of the plant.

The modifications to the Un".1 containment and main header were dono during a
refueling outage. Other r' adtfications will be done during normal operations. The
components that were not supplied by Instrument air during the modifications were
either (a) supplied by service air; or (b) not required for service. A loss of service air
does r.ot adversely affect plant safety because either the component falls to a safe
postilon or the component has a backup supply. The service air used for temporary
connections was the same as instrument air except that it will not be dried. Filters will
be provided on the temporary lines. The tie-ins were made to the requirements of
B31.1, meeting original plant design criteria.
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The air dryer being replaced can be isolated from the system, Therefore, the
replacement wul not affect operation of the system. The compressors were replaced
one at a time so instrument air was always available.

A cross-tie from service air to the new instrument air header was added. This addition
makes a service alt backup available to either header if it is isolated. (SER 87-011)

8. MR 85 243*B (Common), Instrument Air Upgrade. Design Package B addresses
electrical changes, including replacement of compressors K2A&B; replacement of dryer
231 and other instrumentation and control changes,

jummary of Safety Evaluation: Each replacement compressor increases the load on its
power supply by -25 amps The compressors are locked out following an undervoltage
trip so they will not be an initial load upon the emergency diesel generators. The
compressors can be restarted manually if the operator determines that the diesel
generator can supply the additional load.

| The power supply to instrument air dryer 231 has adequate capacity for the
replacement dryer.i

The control and indication changes provide increased reliability and allow operators to
more effectively monitor the instrument alt system.

The additionalloads to the instrument buses from the control / indication circuits wCl be
negligible and will be insignificant from a loading standpoint. Cable routing will be
performed in accordance with Appendix R requirements as applicable.

Each of the new compressors replacing existing IA compressors K2A and K2B increases
the load on its respective power supply by ~25 amps. The existing power supply cables
and motor starters associated with the lA compressors are adequately sized to supply
this increased load. Motor control centers 1B32 and 2842, which supply compressors
K2A&B, respectively, are fed from 480 V load centers 1803 and 2B04, respectively. The
limiting factors on the amount of current supplied by the load centers are transformers
IX13 and 2X14, which supply 1803 and 2B04, respectively.

Two loading studies were performed to determine loading on transformers 1X13 and
2X14. The results indicated that these transformers could sometimes be operating at
greater than rated capacity during normal plant operation and could also be overloaded
during emergency operation. The amount of transformer loading indicated is probably
higher than actual due to conservative assumptions. One such assumption is that all
loads were assumed to operate continuously at 100% rated output. Many loads, such
as charging pumps and battery chargers, operate at less than rated capacity,

i
| Based upon observation and recorded data, transformers 1X13 and 2X14 are not being

overioaded. Readings taken Indicate that weekiy maximum oil temperatures of the two
transformers during normal plant operation range from 50-65'C. ANSI
Standard C57.92, which covers loading of mineral-oil. immersed transformers, states the

, maximum oil temperature for normal life expectancy of the transformers at 100% rated
|- load is -7S-80*C.
|'

|
The new instnrmnt air compressors increase load on the transformers by -1.1%.
Based upon the present operating condition and loading of the transformers, this
increased load is acceptable. (SER 67-01101)

l
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9. JgtOS,gP* A (Unit 1), Auxillary Feodwater System. MR 85 252'A eliminates the spring
retum loblo center auto feature on the control switches for steam supply MOVs to
turbino-driven AFW pump P29. MR 85 252 then provides for annunciation of the ' Unit 1
AFWS Oit.ablod' alarm whenover IP29 steam supply MOV control switches are placed
in the maintained closo position.

Summary of Agfotv Evaluation: To prov de annunciation for discharge valve AF-4022
ard AF 4023 control switches, the present auto-opon switch contact was removed from
the AFW discharge MOV circult. The contact then foods an intermodlate relay located in
the P38A control circutt. Two sots of contacts off the Intermodlate relay replace the
auto-open switch contact ard provide alarm annunclation as soon as the control switch
is taken out of the full pushed in auto position.

To provide annunciation for steam supply valve 1MS 2019 and 1MS-2020 control
switches, th91MOV 2019/2020 low suction pressure circuit was reconfigured so a set of
switch contacts food an added alarm relay, Another set of contacts off the alarm relay
provide atrm annunciation when the control switch is in the maintained closo position.

The Installatlon of additional rotays does not substantially degrade rollability of the
modified circutta The added relays are of a typo presently in use in OA applications.
The relays have a good operating history and are Class 1E qualified. Mountin0 of all
components was accomplished similar to other comparablo components in order to
maintain seismic qualification of the control boards. This modification does not
introduce a t. ingle failure fault since separation of train related components and wiring is
maintained No other changes to the auxiliary foodwater system are made other than
the above described changes in control circuitry within the main control boards.

Operability testing of valves, control switches and annunciation was conducted as part
of the proceduro controlling installation of circuit modifications. ,(SER 90483A)

10. MR Bfr253 (Unit 2), Auxillary Feedwater System. MR 85 253 changed the annunciation
provided by control switch logic for AFW pump P388 discharge MOV1 It eliminated the
spring retum left to conter auto feature on the control switches for steam supply MOVs
to turbine-driven AFW pump 2P20. In addition, the MR provided for annunciation of the
' Unit 2 AFWS Disablod' alarm whenover 2P29 steam supply MOV control switches are
placed in the maintained close position.

Summary of Safety Evaluation: To provido annunciation for discharge valve AF 4020
and AF-4021 control swhches, the present auto open switch contact was removed from
the AFW discharge MOV circult. This contact then feeds an intermediate relay located
in the P 388 control circutt. Two sets of contacts off the intermediate relay replaces the
auto open switch contact and provide alarm annunciation as soon as the control switch
is taken out of the full pushod in auto position.

To provido annunciation for steam supply valvo 2MS 2019 and 2MS 2020 control
switches, the 2MOV 2019/2020 low suction pressure circuit was reconfigured so that a
set of switch contacts will food an added alarm relay. Another set of contacts off the
alarm relay provido alarm annunciation when the control switch is in the maintalnod
closo position.
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Installation of additional relays does rut substantially degrade rollabliity of the modified
'

,
control circuits. The added relays are of a type presently in use in OA applications.
These relays have a good operating history and are Class 1E qualified. The new control
switch for 2MOV 2019 and 2020 ls also of a type presently in use. Mounting of all
components was accomplished similar to other comparable components in order to
maintain seismic qualification of the contrd boards. This modification does not
introduce a single failure fault since separation of train related components and wiring is
maintained. No other changes to the auxiliary feedwater system were made other than
the above described changes in control circuitry within the main control boards.

Operability testing of valves, control switches and annunciation conducted as part of the
procedure controlling installation of circuit roodifications. (SER 904838)

11. MR 87182 (Units 1 & 21. Component Coding System. The MR consists of adding drain
valves to the component cooling pump casings to provide two drain valves for each
pump casing. The additional draln valves minimize personnel exposure to chromated
water during maintenance actMtles which require draining the pump.

Summarv of Safetv Evaluation: The component cooling system outside of containment
is a ' closed' system for containment integrity purposes (second Isolation boundary).
The additional valves do not adversely affect this function, nor do they adversely affect
the operability of the component cooling system.

Each drain point currently exists. The drain plug was replaced with a SwageM fitting
and Whitey vaNo. Mechanical joints were used. The resulting configuration I: seismic.
The temperature and pressure rating of the new components meet or exceed original
system design criteria. ISER 87 061)

12. MR 87-218*C (Unit 11. Reactor Coolant System. MR 87-218*C replaces the hmit
switched that were installed by MR 87-218'A with more appropriate limit switches for the
application and installs a solenoid valve in the spray valves' air line to provide the
operator a means to cause a Unit 1 spray valve to fait closed. The solenoid valve
requires no alt assistance for operation. The design package also inclucos wiring
changes in the main control board.

Summary of Safety Evaluation: The cabling, controls, Indicators, and override feature
were addressed by SER 89408 for the first two design packages of this MR.

The limit switches Installed by MR 87 21B*A were unnecessarl|y scoped OA due to a
concern with a limit switch lock up, disallowing a spray valve to fuuy close. The
RC-431 A&B spray valvea are OA-Scope only because they provide a portion of the RCS
pressure boundary; they provide no Gafety function. Umit switches and solenoid valves
added to the valves are a concem only since they add weight to the valve supports
which could affect the seismic qualification. Therefore, the new limit switches and
solenoid vanes will not be OA-Scope.

The seismic adequacy of the spray valves' mountings are under question by IN 89 028.
The additional weight of bracket, limit switches, and solenoid valve (<25 lbs.) on the

,

valve supports is negligible compared to the weight of the valve itself (-490 lbs), and is
acceptable.

The installed limit switches have cast aluminum housings that weigh less than 8.4 oz
and have less than 1/4 square foot of surface area each. The hydrogen generation
(due to aluminum in containment) calculations were reviewed to evaluate the impact of
adding these limit switches. This review concluded that the new limit switches pose no
significant impact on the hWrogen generation.
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Section 5.6.2 of the FSAR states the aluminum inventory listed in Table 5.6.2 2 reflects
the determination to exclude as much as practicable the use of aluminum in
containment. Due to the small amount of aluminum being installed inside containment
and the large amount of effort required to use limit switches made of a non aluminum
material, it was concluded that it is not practicable to use non-aluminum limit switches.-

(SER 89-006-01.)

13. MR 87 219 (Unit 2). Main Control Boards. The modification Installs limit switches on the
pressurtzer spray valves and indicating lamps on 2004 for control room position
indication. In addition, a solenoid valve is installed in the spray valves' air line and a
selector swltch mounted on 2004 to provide the control operator a means to cause a
Unit 2 spray _ valve to fall closed.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: Section 4.2.2 of the FSAR states the spray valves limit
pressure during load transients and that they can be manually operated from the control
room. This remained unchanged.

Section 7.7.3 of the FSAR states control stations on the main control boards are
packaged in a modular concept and are grouped according to function to minimize
operator error it also states the vertical section of the control boards incorporates
instrumentation, trend records and annunciator panels and that the console section
contains control devices and indicating lights. These concepts were employed except
indicating lamps are located on the lower vertical section of 2004 just above the spray
valve controllers. This is consistent with the intent of minimizing operator error and
packaging control stations in a modular concept.

The spray valves are OA Scope but not environmentally qualified. To prevent a limit
switch lockup from not allowing the valves to fully close or fully open the switches are
OA Scope.

The solenoid valves are fall open; and non OA. To avoid inadvertent spray valve
closure, the solenold valves fall open on loss of power. Power is supplied by a
non safety related bus (2Y05) so the station batteries or diesel generators are not
unnecessarily loaded.

Going to * override shut * on the selector switch is similar to going to manual closed on
the controller when the controller or the positioner works. Going to overrido shut on the
spray valve solenoid valve causes the valve to shut but not provide a manual closed
signal to controller PC-431H or PC-431C. It is therefore possible that when the override
shut signal is removed, a wound up controller could provide a full open signal to a
closed spray valve.

The only time the override should be used is when the manual control station cannot
shut a spray valve. This circumstance can only be detected after making such an
attempt. Thus, the manual control station should be sending the valve a full closed
signal when the override is used. Administrative controls can be used to ensure a
bumpless transfer if the spray valve controller is not in manual shut when the override is
changed from closed to auto. No automatic feature changes. There is an insignificant
impact upon the seismic qualification of the spray valve In view of similar applications.
(SER 88-1081

14. MR 87 227 (Common). Electric Generator /EDG, MR 87-227 modifies the main
generator base adjust control switch and the emergency diesel generator (EDG) voltage
regulator and govemor control switches so the * raise * function is on the right and the
' lower" function is on the left. Also included are the minimum and maximum excitation
lamps, which are located directly above the base adjust controls. Lamp wiring was
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exchanged so the minimum excitation lamp is oriented to the left of the maximum
excitation lamp.

The null meters for each unit were rowlred so null meter motion follow the motion of the
modified base adjust switch. Rewiring of the meters to match the drawings retums the
circuits to original design.

Summary of SA 91Y.f, valuation Contrd sw!!ch changes involve the exchango of twof

wires at each switch and the installation of now nameplatos. Irdication lamp changes
Irwolve exchanging one wire from each lamp and exchanging the lamp labels. Double
vedfication was performed to verify loads as they are lifted and rotorminated. Continuity -

checks will be used to verify proper switch operation and the integrity of the
roterminated leads. There are no selsmic or Apperdix R requirements. There are no
system functional changes. !SER 9044Q}

16. MR 87 231 (Unit _1), Main Control Boards. The modification replaces the four Si spray
ready / spray active and containment isolation status light panels in main control board
COI with pano!s that: (1) Have larger windows, allowing larger, more readable text.
(2) U111120 the CHAMPS database equipment numbering system. (3) Have windows

|
functionally groupod for pattorn recognition. (4) Operato on the on/off/ push to tost
sequence rather than the dim /bdght concept currently in uso.

.S11mmarv of Sgetv Evaluatl .0: The new panels enhaace the operator's ability to0
determine SI system and contasmont isolation status by prosenting the same
Information as the existing panels a a more clear format. The most significant
improvement is that it is easlor to toll which windows are on and which are off.

The now panols are larger than the existing panels and, require larger cutouts in the
control board. The mounting of the now status light panols was analyzed to ensure that
a seismic event will not cause the panels to becomo dislodgod. Control board C01 has
been ovaluated with regard to the now cutouts and panol patches required for this
modtlication.

The status light panels provido a secondary indication of the position of Si and
containment isolation valves. This Indication is provided from a set of contacts on the
valvo position switch. The contacts drMng the status light panels are not in the valvo
control circuitry and are considorod to be perfonning a nonsafety related function. The
new ststus light panels moroly replace the existing panels; they do not connect in any
way to the valvo control circuitry Therefore, the new panels do not have any offect on
the startup or operation of any component or system important to safety.

The maximum load associated with the replacement status panels is 184 VA por train or
1.54 amps on each of the 120 V AC instrument buses which provide the power supply.
This determination is documented in calculation Impoll 89 007. This load is present on
instrument buses 1YO3 and 1YO4 only when all status lights are on. Norma' load is
approximately one half of this value sinco approximately half of the windows will bo ;ff
at any timo.,

The existing maximum load associated with the status panels removed is 80 VA por
train or 0.72 amps on each of the 120 V AC instrument busos 1YO3 and 1YO4, Again,
this load is present only when all the status lights are on. Normal load will be
approximately 3/4 of the maximum load or 0.54 amps (half of the status lights are on
(bright status) and half in the dim state).

|
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The actual load added to instrument buses 1YO3 and 1YO4 is. ~0.23 amps during
normal cperation and 0.82 amps at conditions which would result in all lights being on.
Based upon observations of the existing loading of instrument buses 1YO3 and 1YO4
and the inverters which supply them, this load addition is insignificant.

The four replacement status panels are supplied from two 120/24 V AC control
transformers located in 001. The control transformers and thus, the status panels, are
isolated from safety-related loads supplied by 1YO3 and 1YO4 by a series of three
devices: (1) a 3 amp fuse located in C01; (2) a 6 or 10 amp molded case circuit
breaker in COI (MOB); and (3) the branch circuit breaker in 1YO3 or 1YO4 which
supplies C01. Prooer coordination of the 3 amp fuse with the 6 or 10 amp MOB is
addressed in calculation Impell 89407. Proper coordination of the 6 or 10 amp MOB
with the branch breaker in 1YO3 and 1YO4 is original plant design and is assumed to be
adequate. This isolation is the same as the status panels presently in C01.
fSER 89446-02)

16, MR 87-235 (Common). Fire Pro & tion. The modification enables operators at C01 to
remotely silence alarms on D400, master fire alarm panel, a capability which already
exists at the D400 panel.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The mod}fication does not affect the ability of D400 to
detect or respond to alarms. The modification allows operators to silence an existing
alarm, enabling them to receive subsequent alarms while the initial alarm condition still
exists.

The addition of a pushbutton switch and LEDs to panel C900 in C01 has no impact
upon the seismic qualification of C01. The modification does not change the operation
of panel D400, therefore there are no Appendix R impacts from the modification.
fSER 90-115)

17. MR 88 008 (Unit 1), Main Control Boards. MR 88408 rearranges the nuclear
instrumentation (NIS) meters on 1(2)C04, respectively, in order to resolve HED #350.
The rearrangement involves removing the meters from the control board and
remounting them in the existing NIS cutouts using the existing components. Some
main control board (MCB) Intemal wires between the meters and risers were replaced

i due to inadequate lengths.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: Each meter is electrically isolated from its associated
input or protection channel via an isolation amplif!or. This configuration allows meter
rearrangement without taking any associated protection channels out of service.

L
FSAR Section 7.4.1 states that 'startup rate Indication for the source and Intermediate

j range channels is provided on the main control boards." Section 7.4.3 also specifically

| states that there are source range count rate, intermediate range current, power range
% power, power range delta flux, and post accident NIS meters on the main control'

boards. While these FSAR statements will not hold true during the modification
Installation process, their intent will be met by having all these meters mounted on the
control boards before and after the modification work is performed.

The work was done while the associated reactor was shut down for refueling so no
power range or intermediate range indication was needed. All associated protection
channels remained operable. The audible count rate was available both in the control
room and containment. Visual and audible annunciation of any abnormal increase in
core activity were available in the control room as well as audible annunciation in
containment.

,
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TS 15.3.8.3 states that, ' Core subcritical noutron flux shall be continuously monitored by
at least two neutron monitors, each with continuous visual Indication in the control room
and one with audible Indication in the containment available whenever core geometry is
being changed. When core geometry is not being changed, at least one neutron flux
monitor shall bo in servico.' The motors were roarranged when tuol movement was not
in progress.

FSAR Section 7.4.2, under * Protection Philosophy,' states, 'Soparation of redundant
protective channels is maintalnod from the neutron sensor with its assoclated cables to
the signal conditioning equipment in the control room with its associated output wiring.
Indicating or recording devices, and protectNo devices.' The Isolated output signal
cabios from the signal conditioning equipment to the NIS meters on the MCB do not
moot this critoria nor do they nood to since the outputs are isolated. The new wiring
also does not moot this critoria as the existing wiring paths were used. Therefore, the
abovo statement on separation of rodundant channels were changed to clarify the actual
wiring configuration such that wiring separation is not required for non.protectNo
portions of the circuitry.

FSAR Section 7.4.2, * Equipment Design Basis,' states that for the wide rango detection
channel, 'all electrical equipment is seismically supported * The seismic support
configuration is not degraded by this modification. The meters were remounted using
the same hardware. Making the post accident meters' mounting plate flush with the rest
of the control board increased the control board strength by filling an existing hole.

FSAR Sect ons 14,1.1 and 14.2.1 analyze an uncontrollod RCCA withdrawal from a
subcritical condition and fuel handling accidents, respectively. The NIS monitors
reactMty and provides protective inputs under abnormal conditions. Since these
protective foa Jres are not affected due to isolation via isolation amplifiers, neither of the
analysos is affected. (SER 89113)

18. MR 88-022 (Common), Miscollaneous. The modification provides permanent power
supplies for friskor stations and installs five (5) shioided frisking booths in the primary
auxiliary building. The frisking bootha are located near the spent fuel pit, in both unit's
El. 66' lan rooms, in the central of El. 44', and in the El. 8' lan room. A spare frame,
without shielding, was provided for use during infrequent jobs, such as blowdown
evaporator outages or steam generator replacement or sleeving projects.

Summarv of Safetv Evaluation: The location of the semi portable frisking booths is such
that safety related or seismic category structures or equipment will not be affected or
else the booths will be permanently attached (not portable) and installed seismically.

Other issues that shall be addressed in the design and Installation of the frisking booths
and stations include: Effects upon ingress / egress and personnel evacuation routes
shall be minimized, existing equipment accessibility shall be maintained to the maximum
extent possible; and the lowest local background levels will be sought for frisker booth
and station location.

Permanent power shall be supplied from grounded non. vital power supplies. There are
no adverse offects upon any vital or instrumentation buses. Transformer and circuit
loading was considered and determined to be satisfactory.

The final design minimizes required rnalntenanco. Materials selected are compatible
with existing plant components, background radiation levels within the booths are
acceptably low, and the auxiliary building's combustible loading is not increased.
Appendix R compliance was addressed and the resulting configuration does not impact
our Appendix R commitments. ISER 88-020
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19. _MR 88437 (UnN 1). Reactor Coolant System. MR 88-037 installs thermocouples on the
shells of the steam generators and provides local readout capability.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The attachment of the thermocouples is via high
temperature epoxy cement and the steam generator shell is carbon steel. This
arrangement has no deleterious effects on the shell metal or hs abilky to retain
secondary system pressure. In addition, the conduit was seismically installed and is
mostly located inside the steam generator shield wall. Due to its location and small
physical size, there are no postulated failure modes which may cause any impact on
safety-related equipment. ISER 89475)

9 MR 88-045 (Unt' 1), Plant Shielding. This is an addendum to SER 89112, which
discussed the use of portable shielding racks in the regenerative HX cubicle.
Subsequent to that evaluation, it was decided to store the lead blankets and racks.
Insido containment to minimize time and effort that would be required to install the
shielding each outage.

,Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The racks have a paint coating qualified to withstand
post accident atmospheres. The racks were secured to a nonsafety-related structure
(staltway) during power operations. The stairway is assumed to be Seismic Class 2.
Securing of the racks to the staltway was done with chains or heavy straps, and was
administratively controlled. The smallload of the empty racks secured to the stairway is
not a significant concern. Therefore, storing the racks in this location will not
affect / impact any safety systems.

The lead blankets will be kept in a closed storcge container (gang box) made of
stainless steel. Storing the lead in this container does not exceed the floor's live loading
limit. The container is anchored in place (using QA anchorage), to prevent it from
affecting/ impacting any safety systems.

The storage of the blankets inside containment is acceptable from a fire loading
standoolnt. The blankets are good up to 225'F for extended periods of time, Accident

1- conditions would result in temperatures in excess of this, but only for short duration.
The container is located in an area where it is not subject to high energy piping failures.
The storage container is covered to prevent / minimize direct contact between the lead
blankets and containment spray. it is also vented so even a severe pressure spike may,
at worst, cause only minimal buckling / damage. These factors ensure that the lead
blankets (and all material associated with them) is contained, will remain at this location
and will in no way affect the containment recirculation sump.

This equipment decreases the free volume of containment by 25 30'. This is
insignificant compared to the 1 million ft of volume presently in containment.
(SER 89-112-01)

,

i

21, MR 88 070 (Unit 1) & 88 071 (Unit 2). Main Control Boards. MRs 88-070 & 88-071
rearrange SG level controls and steam and feedwater controls and recorders by moving
one recorder from the front of 1(2)C03 to the back and rearranging other controllers
and another recorder on the front of 1(2)C03 to provide a symmetrical pattem.

1
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A review of the original modification determined that a safety evaluation was not
required because no changes to circuit diagrams or circuit functions was involved. Tnis
change was determined to be cosmetic only and involved no safety significance.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: In the new arrangement, a control board path is used to
fill the space between a one unit wide Foxboro support shelf and a two unit wide
Foxboro support shelf. The more tsarrow shelf holds a controller and the wider shelf
can hold either two controllers or one recorder. The patch supports one side of each
shelf. The control board patch is attached to the control board with four 1/4' diameter
machine screws.

Each controller weighs -11 lbs. A one-wide support shelf weighs -8 lbs. A two-wide
support shelf weighs -15 lbs. Total weight for three controllers and two shelves is
56lbs.

Each screw has a not cross sectional area of -0.0318 square inches and the steel used
in a Grade 5 screw has a tensile strength of -85,000 psl. Therefore, each screw can
support ~2700 lbs. The controllers and shelves weigh 56 pounds.

Conservatively using peak accelerations of 3.15 g (2% damping) yields worst case
seismic loads of <200 lbs. The total mass of the shelf configuration is decreasing,
which indicates that the existing seismic qualification of the board for global
considerations is conservative. Therefore, only the patch must be addressed.

Since the patch is made from 3/16' thick stainless steel material, which for the given
loads and dimensions acts as a rigid structure by judgment, the design adequately
withstands designed earthquake loadings. (SER 90-068)

After the original evaluation was periormed, a question was raised regarding the
continued adequacy of the main control boards as a result of this modification. The ,

original evaluation was amended per SER 90 068 to address seismic concerns
associated with the modification.

"*Summarv of Amended Safety Evaluatiom A formal calculation evaluating the seismic
adequacy of the design was completed. Results of the calculation show that the new
mounting configuration satisfies the requirements for Seismic Class 11 design. The
calculation was documented per Calculation N-90 037. All conclusions of the previously
approved safety evaluation remain valid. (SER 90-068-01)

22. MR 88494*B (Unit 21. Secondary Chemistry. MR 88 094*8 made the tie ins and line
routings for batch tank water and chemical injection for the new Unit 2 hydrazine and
morpholine chemical Injection skid. The tie ins were made and root valves Installed
during the 1989 Unit 2 outage. The line routings to the new chemical injection skid
were made efter the skid was installed. A separate design package and associates
safety evaluation was prepared for placing the new hydrazine and morpholine chemica'
injection skid into service.

Summary of Safety Evaluation: The batch tanks' water supply is provided by gravity
feed from the condensate storage tanks (CSTs). A 1' line was connected to an existing
6' line which was valved into the CSTs by normatly locked open valves. The new
components to be installed met the design pressure and temperature ratings of the line
class which was tied into. The new 1' line was supported in accordance with Power
Piping Code USAS B31.11967. A liquid penetrant examination of the welds up to the
new root valve were performed along with an initial service leak check. The leak
tightness of the remainder of the new 1'line was assured by a post installation leak
check at design pressure.
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| The point of chemical injection lnto the cordensate system from the new chem' cal
injection skid ls unchanged from its existing position at the condensate pump discharge
header. A tie-in was made and a new root valve installed in the ex! sting 3/8" iriection
tubing upstream of existing root valve CS 21, in addtion, a new in-line valve was
installed upstream of this new root valve to facilitate the removal of the existing
hydrazine system once the new chemical injection skid has been functionally tested and
accepted, The new components were installed to rneet the design pressure and
temperature ratings of the line class which was affected. The now 3/8' injection tubing
was supported at least every 6'-6' per standard plant practice. A post Installation leaks-

exk at design pressure was performed on all of the newly installed components.
(DefR 89-103)

MR 88-093*B (Unit 1) & TM 90 013 (UALD, Chemicalinjection System. This designI

package makes the tie-ins and line routings for batch tank water and chemical injectbn
for the Unit 1 hydrazine and morpholine chemical injection skid. TM 90-013 installs a
temporary Unit 1 hydrazine injection system for use when the chemical injection de in
were made with the une at power,

SER 89-103 was approved and was accomplished in Unit 2 via MR 68-094*B. This
report amends the original safety evaluation report to address Unit 1 considerations.

Summarv of Safety Evaluatign: The batch tank water line was instal!od during the
.

U1R171990 outage. The safety evaluation done in SER 89103 for the Unit 2 batch tank
water line installation applies directly in the Unit 1 installation,

The installation of the chemical injection line for Unit 1 is identical to the Unit 2
installation except that the installation was made with the Unit at power, The safety
evaluation done in SER 89-103 applies and is supplemented by the following
discussions.

.

To install the cher*.al injection tie-In at power, hydrazine injection from the hydrazine
addition system was isoisted. A temporary Unit 1 hyorazinc injection system was
connected to the Unit 1 condensate sampling connection via TM 90413. The TM was
Installed, tested and operated via IWP 88493*B-03. The temporary injection system
provides hydrazine to the Unit 1 condensate system while the hydrazine addition system
was isolated from Unit 1 to make the tie-in. The temporary hydrazine injection point into
the Unit 1 condensate system was within 2' of the permanent hydrazine injection point
and therefore the temporary change in injection point was not expected to affect water
chemistry.

Cordensato sample flow to the secondary sample panel was isolated while the
temporary injection system was used so hydrazine was not lost to the sampling system.
PBNP 8.4.1, ' Secondary Water Chemistry Monitoring Program,' liste Action Levels 1 and
2 for Oxygen concentration in the condensate system. However, the temporary isolation

'~ of the condensate sample flow was considerxi justified.

The temporary hyd azine injection system meets the design critoria of Power Piping
Code ANSI B31.11967 which meets original design criteth of the condensate system.

| The temporary injection system was functionally tested before hydrazine from the
hydrazine addition system was isolated to Unit 1. Hav;ng hydrazine at this location
does not present any unacceptable safety or fire hazards.

|
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in addition, this amended report noted thst a posbinstallation leak check at nominal
operating pressure or greator was to be performed on the newly installed chemical
injection linos for both the Unit 1 and Unit 2 linoi lnstead of a leak check at design
pressure as stated in SER 89103. Since the leak tests are not procedurally or B31.1
requirod, the change in leak test pressure was acceptable.1$ER 89103-01)

)

MR 88493'C (Unit 1) & 88494*C (Unit 2), Chemical injection System. The design
2 packages make the final electrical connoctions and testing of the Unit 1 and Un!t 2

hydrazine and morpholine chomical injection systems.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The modifications do not chango the chemical addition
point into the condensate system, nor do they change any secondary system water
ct.emistry action levels. Therefore, corrosion rates of the steam generator tubos will not
lx negatively impacted by this change.

A malfunction of the hydrazine controller wouid be detected by the residual hydrazine,
oxygan or pH analyzers. The abnormal levols would cause secondary sample panol
alarms which would bring in the control room secondary sample panel alarm. With the
problem in hydrazino feod rate identified, the pumps could be placed in manual
operation if necessary to repair or adjust the controller.

The feedwater flow signal is obtalnod by connecting to the existing I/I convertor'

connected to the steam generator A foodwater flow loop which provides a signal to the
hydrazine pumps in the existing hydrazine addition system. The I/l converter provides
isolation to protect the foedwater flow signalloop. During installation the 'A' steam
generator main feedwater control was placed in mannal for a short time while the old
foodwater flow signal was disconnected and the new cable was terminated.

The Unit 1 system is supplied with power from 480 V power panel PP 3, whl e the Unit 2
system is powered from 480 V power panel PP-8. The load analysis performed in the
final design showed tnat the additional loads being placed on the power panels is
acceptable. Those power panels are not (>Jpplied by the emergency diesel generators

The fluid handling components of the system are compatible with the chemical
concentrations which will be used. The pressure and temperature ratings of these
components moet the system design ratings. The system design and construction was
in accordance witt' :he B31.1 Power Piping Code,

in order to prevent contaminants from entering the condensate and f oodwater systems,
the system fluid handling compononts were thoroughly flushed with batch tank water
beforo injection into the condensate system takes place. The batch tanks were
equipped with gasket 9d covers to preclude debris from entering the tank. The chemical
injection pump suction lines connoct to the side of the batch tanks instead of the
bottom to allow any debris entering the batch tanks to settle out on the tank bottom
instead of entering the pump suctJon line. The chemical injection pump suction lines
contained Y stralnors which will filtur out any particios which do get into the suction
Knes.

Shutoff valves and tubing lines are connected to the suction line Y-strainers and the
pump discharge lines to alkm flushing o' the Y strainers or venting of the pumps when
necessary. These tubing coanections along with the injection pump rollef valve
discharge tubing lines are routed to a funnel at the side of the skid. The tank draln
header is also routed to this funnel. The funnel is routed to a turbine hall sump drain,
This path of discharge is slightly different than that previously used, however both
routings end up going to the retention pond in which the chemical concentrations are
Suted before proceeding into the lake.
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Hydrazine spills are addresmi in AOP 12A. At the skld sites, the floor sloping : ~1
nearby turbino hall sump drain allow the chemicals to be containod within the plant
boundarios. A sersico water hose connection is available within -20' of each skid and
could be used to wash down any spill. A subsoll drain manway exists .'ust east of the
Un!! I skid location The floor is sloped such that a spill of chemicals would not naturath
flow toward the manway However, if a catastrophic tank failure occurrod, a portion of
the intilal slug ci liquid could flow to the manway. In order to guard against this unliko ,
event, the manway opening was sealed just below the manway cover. The seal was
designed such that it could bo temporarily removed if access to the manway is over
toquired.

The systems do not present an urwcoptable increase in firo Ic.ading. The highest
concentrations of the chemicals which will tw present at the skid locations are 35%
hydrazino and 40% morpholine. In those conWrations those chemicals do not burn,
are not considorod flammablo; and therefore mJ not be kept in fire proof storage
cabinets. If hydrazino spills are wipod up with rags, the system operating proceduro
Instructs the worker to rinse the sgs thoroughly with water after their use to ensure that

,

the rags do not present a fire hazard as they dry out. ,(SE&f2dQ102)

ECRs PBROJ04020 to MRs 80R3'BIORE, Chm; cal injection System.
ECRs PD-90419 ar.d PB 90420 mado changos to MRs 88 093*B and 8e - Tne
ECRs do not chan00 the conclusions of SER 89103 and 8910341 for the A fy
aspects of those modifications The ECRs, bwever, mado minor changes to the
ovaluation summaries. The l' batch tank wh or fill lino could be installed at any time
sloco the now tie in point is downstream of an existing drain valvo. The l' tio-in point is
now from a 10'line instead of e 6'line. NDE was not required for the root connection
since this connection afroady exists.

Swnmary of Safete Eyaligiliga SER 89-10342 is not affected by the ECRs-
ISLE _89103 03)

23 M&fD 110 (Un!LO Primary Plant Instrumentation. The MR breaks up the string of 6
Indicators (4 pressurtzer levci, RV dual level and pressurizer relief tank [PRT) level) by
moving the PRT level indicator (LT 442) over a few inches to the space that was
previously occupied by an LTOP key switch and indicating light The RV dual level
Indicator (U-447/447A) was (non moved to the position Li 442 waa In. The indicators
woro mounted in the same manner as existing and the electrical connections are similar
to existing; thereby the design and function of the instruments was not changed.

l

. Summary of Safety Evaluation: To minimize the potential for installation impacts on
plant cporation, the work was dono during a refueling outage. Since the PRT loven and
the RV lovel Indication woro not avalable for a short time while the indicators were
being moved, the work plan minimlzod the time the indication was unavailable, and
identified the specific plant corvJitions required.

The indication was removed from service while the cavity was flooded and the reactor
vossol head was removod. RV levol indication is not required during this time. PRT
level indication is not essential for 110 short period of time the indicator was being
moved becauso dischargo into tho ?RT could be observed by mon!!oring the PRT;

| temperature and pressure indicr orsa

; No additional weight was being added to the control boards and no structural supports
were cut so the soismic ratli a of 1(2)C04 was not affected. ISER 8912t)'

I
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24. MR BB %6A*Ei (Common) Main Control Boards. The MR rorr % two trerd recorders
in 1(2)C03 per unn, add CRT in 1(2)C03 por unh ard one W acter display in
1(2)C04 per unk.

2 Summarv off3.g.tyha 1 trord recorders were controllod via the plantf

computer. Tano computer W. puts woro placed on cristing hard witW trend rectMders
- - - in the Unk 1(2) ASIP. The hard wired paramotors tomoved from the ASIP to

accommodate the computer outputs may be placed on the trerd recorders.

The CRT installed in 1(2)C03 in place of the removed trord recorder is controllod by
both the SAS ard PPCS keyboards; making h useful during normal plant operation as
well as emergency shuations. The 1x20 charsetor display is an addnlon to the one that
Meady exists in 1(2)C04.

) ~

The items involve no change to the plant functionality. The bus load changes are
| indgnificant.

All devices were mounted Seismic Class 2 aru all (3ntre8 board modifications maintain
tne belsmic response that existed prior to this change. g/R 89122)

L 25. MR 88-151 (Untt 1), Foodwater System. The MR int.talls circuhs to trip the condensate
pumps by anorgizing their respectNe lockout relays and trip the heater drain tank
pumps by paratioling the pump stop contacts on their control switches upon a
containment high pressure $lgrcl. Tripping these pumps ensure that main foodwater
flow is terminated.

k Summarv of 4fetv Evaluation: Termination of foodwater flow in the event of a steam
line break inside containment and a stuck open foodwater regulating valve is required to
resolve LER 206/08408. The containment high pressure sigml which actuates at or
below 6 psig was chosen as the initiating signal. Tripping oil the motors for the
condensate pumps and heater drain tank pumps was chosen as the method of
interrupting foodwater flow.

The inhiating signal is mechantzed as two out of throo logic by using additional contacts
- on existing safety injection rolays and switches. The circuh used for saloty injection is

not hte;rupted o' alterod.

The circuit was Installed to respond to a double-erded steam line break insido
containment which results In a rapid increase in contanament pressure. Per calculation
N00441, the containment high pressure actuation point is reached within 2 r.oconds
after the double ended break. For a smaller steam line break insido containment or a
lossef coolant accident, it is possible that safety Injoction would have boon actueted by
another inhiating signal and reset before containment pressure reachos the high set.
point. In this situa%n the condensato and heator drain tank pumps would not be
tripped by this circuk. Under these circumstences, motor oporated valves on the
discharge of the mah foedwater pumps would have closod, thereby stopping foodwater
flow and the cont:ol room operators would have had time to analyze the accident
skuation and icke appropriate actions. In any case, the condensato and heator drain
tarik pumps will be oporable following a safety injection roset.

E..her tripping the heater drain tank pump motors or tripping closed a valvo in their
common discharge line could have boon used to interrupt the water flow from the
heator drcin tank. Tripping the pumps was chosen to eliminate the time delay
assocLatoo with the valve clocing. This results in a lower peak pressure during the
postulated accident. 1

_
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If this circuitry is actuated, it is expoettd that the socordary sy' am will be stressed.
When water flow through the tubos of No. 4 foodwater heaters is stoppod, the water in
the tubes is expected to Rash into steam, pressurtzo the system ard force open tho
safety valves. Although this is not a desiratWe situation, it is no worse than wh:.t

,

hnppens during a loss of AC power incuent IER 89125 0.1)i

26. MBEE.164 (Unit 11, Roactor Codant System. The MR replaces PT 420, the c,riginal
reactor codant system widd range pressure transmitter. PT 420 is a 0 3000 psig
pressure transmitter with an accur ey of s15 psi. PT 420 is used in thes

overpressurization mitigation system (OMS). When the CMS is actuattd, PT 420
provides a signal to blstaue PC-4200 to open PORV-430 when RCS pressure increases
415 psig. The TS toquirement is for actuation 425 psig. Therefore, it is possible to
vidate TS with PT 420 in calibration. To (diminate this possibility, PTJ20 was replaced
with a narrow range 01000 psig s2.5 psl Rosemount pressure transmitter.

Summary of Safety Evaluation: The pressure transmitter was quattfiod and suitsuo for
this application. It met or exceed (d all design ratings and characteristics of the
originally Installed transmitter with the exception of maximum overpressure. However,
the transmitter has a maximum allowaue overpressure of 7500 psig, which is sufficient
for use in this application. Additionally, the trant,mitter was seismically qualified in

| accordance with the SQUG guidelines.

The transmitter is completely et patitAo with the power suppty a4 instrument loop for
PT 420. Therefore, the replacement of PT 420 will not increase the likelihood of a
spurious actuation or the failure of the OMS.

Since PT-420 will no longer be a wide range pressure channel, it was removed from the
RCS wide range pressure recorder, PR 420 was replaced by PT 420C, which is one of
the throo EQ wide rango pressure transmitters. Since PT-420 and PT 4200 share the
same sensing location, there will be no change in RCS pressure information indicated
on PR420

i

i A digital display was added to the control board to provido Indication of PT-420. This
adds 5 pounds to the control board. This will not affect the seismic characteristics of

| the control room. The replacement of PT 420 will not adversely affect the operation of
the overpressurtzation mitigation system. (SEA 09111)

27, MBM169 (Unit 2). Electric Generator. The modification added a redundant vapor
extractor on the generator boating drain tank. This rodundancy more positively
prevents the posslue buildup of hydrogen gas in the drain tank or bearing podestals.

.Eummarv oLEafety Eval all.0.0: The physical characteristics and performanceM
requirements of the new vapor extractor closely match those of the existing extractor.

The now extractor has a more rollable drke train design than the existing unit. The inlet
and outlet of the now extractor was tiod into the existing system por the applicade
piping specification ard B31.11967. The now extractor shares instrumentation and
control board irdicating lights with the existing extractor, which are noodod for proper

| operation of the system. Power is obtaintd from the same motor control conter 2B41
| that powers thf existing extractor, but since only one extractor will bo in service at a

time, it does nu change the overallload on the motor control contor. The chans does
not affect the functionality of the system, but provides added rollability and availability. it

ISER 90020J J
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28.

MR 88173 (Unit 1), Feodwater System. MR 88173 charges ISV406D and 1SV 476B
trom a 'unNetsal' 3 way vane to a 'normally closed * 3 way vane This chan.

ensure the reliable operation of these vatves. . ge is to

.hrnmarv of Safetv Evaluation:
A unNersal 3-way vatve can have pressure supplic 1 at

either port #2 or port #3. Port #1 is contmiod to the ' load.' A normally closed 3 wayvalve has port #1 connected to the ' load,' port #2 connected to the supply alt and
port #3 vented to atmosphere. The doenorgtzod condition is for port #1 alignod to,port #3.

The function of the 'B'solenod vatves is not specifically describod in tt e FSAR.
coolant temperature is below a gNon temperature or when the respoetNe steamChapter 7.3 refers to ari override signal closing the foodwater vaNo when the average
refers to the same signals closing the foodwater control vanes.Doneg. tor level rises to a gNon value of upon a safety injection signal. Chapter 10 2.

vane does not change me override signals indicated in the FSARChanging the *B'solonolo vane from a unNersal 3 way vatve to a normally closed 3way
.

The tubing changes to 1SV4660 and 1SV 276D assure the valvos are installod i
The abNty of these vanes to close the foxiwater control valves was verified byaccordance wr~th the original design. The function of these vanes will not be changod.

n

acceptance testing. The solenoid valves and the foodwater cantrol valves were teued.

The ' slugging * feature provdod by 1SV-466A afd 1SV 476A is described in Chapt
of the FSAR. The MFRV slugging is for operational consideratiens only. There are noor 10 2

safety related functions associated with the slugging The prhnry concern is to
maintain the inventory of water in the steam generator itsing hot foodwater and to kee.
the steam generator water levol in thu riarrow renge level The 6 secondp

for the slugging of the MFRV is not critical and time can be increased as r
. opening time

enterino the steam gonorator. (SER 89 021) increased, the closing temperature should be lowered to maintain the amount of wat
equired. If

. er

29.

MR 88175+C (Unit 1), Steam Generators. The modification providos lockable
diaphragms are normally in contact with reactor coolant and are highly contamistorage containers for diaphragms on each containment El.10' platform. These

, shletdod

Typicat dose rates for a diaphragm are 10 R/hr gamma contact; 100 R/hr bota co tnated.
1 R/hr gamma at 18', end 7 R/hr beta at 10', n act;

Summary of Safetv Evaluation:'

were that each container be capable of storing tyr., Jiaphragms and the plas'ic bagsDesign requirements of the shieldod storage containers
used for contamination contro ; the containor's shleiding decrease the dose rate from
the two diaphragms to <1000 mr/hr at 18' (the calcutated dose rate from th

container be a soismically mounted, pourod load shield, with the load cordaint-| 'nis equkalent to the normal containment El.10' , attorm general area dose rate); th
e container

e

quallfied paint. These design requirements assure that the container does not introdstainless stool; and the stainless steel container doos not require the use of post DBAany new hazards to the plant. uce

The lockable, shleided storage containers for the steam generator primary man
diaphragms moet the requirements of NRC Information Notice 88-079 (SER 89120)way

. . -
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MR 88-164'8 removed the existing Ct.rdorf r the
M&S!LtDi'3, Fire Protection System.carbon d6 oxide control system ard installed a new suppression actuation system o30. ides

fire protection for the gas turbino GOS bunding The new suppression system prov
automatic electrical supervision d the heat detector circutt, the power circutt, ard the

,

! l d to
suppression actuation circuit per NFPA requirements. An auxiliary relay was instalef h G05

provde alarm functions and to actkate the automthe shutdown functions o t econttols. Tripping GOS removes the p imary teat source in R building ard stops the
fuel oil pumps.

The existing Cardox system is shown in Figure 9 0 3 ofi d to allow
Summarv of Saferv Evalual!QQthe FSAR. The entire system was removtd The heat detectors were rew rtd

electric supervision por NFPA requirements. The heat detectors were monitorodule

throuh a new zone input module in 0411. Tha output of the new input moprovides a contact to Zone 1 of C140, local control panel for FP-3707. C140 e ec r
l t ically

trips FP 3707. This allows water to flow into the sprinkler pip!ng
The ' Technical Evaluation of inady;rtent Suppression System Actuation at PBNP'The

Indicates that the suppression system for the GO5 building is carbon dioxide.i greatty
modification changes this evaluation. The probability d inadvertent actuat!on si kler head

reduced by requiring independent operation d both a closed automatic spr nand operation of FP 3707. The equipment in the GOS building is not safe shutdown
related. $EED$LQM)

M&&Q 1B4 01 (Comment Fire Protection System. The addendum provides sprinkler
protection on the gas turbine building north ard east exterior walls.

The 1&2XO4 transformers are not located a tufficientd

djstance from the Das turbine building to satisfy NFPA cwes. The ,prinklers are closeSummarv of SafetylYaitaliQD:
d back

head and the piping is galvanized for outdoor installation. The piping was pitcheto the supply header so existing drain provisions are adequate. The system s rei quired

! t in the

to prevent the propagation of fire between the XO4 transformers and equ pmenbine

gas turbine building. Heat detectors at the XO4 transformers or in the gas turfi

building trips the deluge Valve, allowing water to enter the system. Heat from a rei i

actuates the nozzles as necessary. Thus, no additional alarm of initiating dev ces srequired. Fhw calculations show that the system water supply is adequate or t e wf h all

spray sprinkler flow plus either the gas turbine sprinkler system flow or the XO4
transformer sprinkier system flow. HER 8949t@2)

MR 88188 fCemmorn, Various Systems. MR 88188 involves three different motor-operated valve (MOV) betterment changes The three changes consist of. (1) insta kng
l

31. nd

4 rotor limit switches to aliow for the complete separation of position ir@cators ai li ht while
torque switch bypasses. This increases the accuracy d position Indicat on g ,di
eliminating the occunence of premature tripping d torque switches due to inertia ur ng
startup of the operator; (2) Installing T drains to Limborque operators to provide a
reliabie and quattfied way to remove damaging foreign liquids from limtt switch
compartments; ard (3) Providing overload inoication to the control room

The operating time and characteristics for any and all of
% h ThisSummmy_Qilaf ety EvalualiOD:

the valves does not change with the introduction of the new 4 rotor hm annc .l

change enhances MOV poshion Indication ard torque switch bypass operation on y.i

The function ard operation of interiocks remains the same. The 4-rotor limit switch s a
standard Limitorque-supplied component.
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The T drain Is both EO and QA for MOV operators. Existing weep hole drains were not
qualified in some locations and they prwkfe a direct path to the intemals of the
operators. These plugs were replaced. The parts, the T drain and pipe plug add no
extra weight and are selsmically quallfied in the MOV.

Overload Indication in the control room is discussed in FSAR Section 7.5.2. This
modification makes the few non-overload bdicating MOVs consistent with the FSAR.
The ground wire of the open and closed light was rnoved to the posithe terminal of the
overioad relay so both indk:ation Lamps are deenergized on MOV overload. The
wertoad relay contacts are adequate for the CJditional current of the indication lamps.
All wiring changes were made in the motor control center.

EQ or OA parts were required. No new penetrations were made; there were no
additionalloading of conduit or cable trays. There are no Appendtx R considerations
associated with these changes. ,[SER frM39)

32. MR 89-016'B. Fire Protection System. MR 89416*B changes the location of an
isolation in the service buuding to accommodate the t,ervice building renovation.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The change only impacts the fire protection system in
an administrattve area. The piping system pressure boundary meets or exceeds original
design crtarla. There are no impacts on safety related systems or equipment.

The installatlon removes a significant amount of the Unit 1 turbine building and primary
auxHlary building fire suppression equipment for the duration of the installation. The
installation minimized the amount of time that the affected systems are isolated.
(SER 90107)

33. MR 894t7 (Unit 11. Electric Generator. The MR removes the 32% generator power
relays and will replace that cicult with a new circuit which trips the generator lockout
relays when the generator output breaker opens at any power level. The new circuit
can be defeated during startup using the turbine trip-to-lockout switch.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The lockout relays (86-TG01 and 86 X01) wul be tripped
when the generator output breaker opens s' any generator power level, instead of
tripping only at power levels above 32%. The reason for *50 existing circuit is to prevent
damage to m., tors from overspeed resu'tN rom turbine overspeed upon loss off

electrical load. To lower the setpoint, as the new circuit will (to 0% effectively), would
further reduce the amount of overspeed, and therefore, would be more conservattve.

The probabutty of the new circuit malfunctioning is not greater. Loss of power to the
auxHlary relay in the circuit wDI not prevent the circuit from tripping the lockout relay.
Two redundant trains were used to increase reliabHity.

There are no sections of the FSAR or Technical Specifications which refer specifically to
the 32% generator power relays. Adequate train separation wul be maintained. Seismic
adequate of main control board CO2 will be m11ntained. The MR does not impact the
turbinegenerator overspeed analysos since the change is below the load level in which
an overspeed event can be achieved.

This MR results in a change in operating phuosophy in that the turbine trips to lockout
switch will be placed in defeat before the generator breaker is opened for turbine
overspeed testing. This prevents turbine trip events from causing a lockout. This would
result in a reverse power trip if a turbine trip occurred whue the generator breaker was
shut. This is not a significant reduction in protection as the trips defeated have a 60 sec
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;

timo dolay ard the reverse power is similar, There are no s.afety concoms in view of low
power level ard the non safeguards status of the turbino trip fosture. $iER 09119)

34. MR 89 023'A'B' Addtdum 01, Reactor Codant System The purpose of Addendum 1
is to: (1) Install a new reactor codant system (RCS) reduced inventory level channel
(LT447A) that is basically kjentical to existing level channot LT447. This new level
channel was added in response to NRC Gener6c Letter 8817. (2) Replace the
Instrument manifold for LT447 with Whitey valves to make the vatving configuration for
LT447 the same as LT447A.

Summarv of Safety Evaluntion: LT447A usos the same connection as LT447 for the
variable log The reference log for LT447A is trtopordent from the reference log for
LT447 in that a single vatvo is not capable of isolating both reference logs. The now
reference leg taps into the pressurl2er steam space sample line between manual valve
SC 950 ard containment Isolation valve 60 951 just downstream of SC-950 in the upper
pressurtzor cubicle. Wolded connections woro used up to the first normally closed
(during power operation) valve New tubing with Swagolok fittings run to LT 447A.

In order that a pressurizer steam space sample is not inadvertently taken when LT447A
is in use, which could cause a perturbation in the level Indication, a now in.line valve
was installed between the reference log tie In point and valve SC.951. This in line valvo
is procedurally controlled so it is shut when LT447A is in use and normally open when
L7-447A is not in use. Since pressurl2er steam t, pace samples are not periodically
required or taken, there is not a concern in isolating this sample line during the periods
of time when LT447A is nooded in addition, this now in-line valve provkjes a test
boundary for performing ORT 37 (seat leakage test on SC-951) such that valve SC-950
and the new reference log root valve will not have to be shut to perform the procedure.

Swagolok fittings were us(d throughout the installation after the first normally closed
valve, This portion of the line does not experience severe t+ ' mal transients WC'ded
fittings were used in line portions that rnay experience sovere operational thermal
transients. The acceptability of Swagolok frrtings is based on their use in the variabic
leg of LT-447 and in the pressurizer steam space sample line where Swagolok fittings |
exist outside of the pressurtzer cubicle both upstream and at valvo 1SC 951. The newly

'

installod fittings wore hydrostatically testod/ leak checked at 2500 psig before retuming
the affected lines to service.

Review of FSAR Section 9 4.2 reveakd the incorrect stalement that socket wolded joints
are used throughout the sampling system except at sample vessels, sample panels and
samplo sinks. This statomont in the FSAR was modified to include the approprote use
of Swagolok fittings. There is not a safety concem with using Swagolok fittings in 3/8'
diameter lines connected to the RCS that do not experience sovoro operational therreal
cycling.

Swagolok ftttings have boon proven to be highly rollable by their extenstvo use
throughout the plant As stated in FSAR Section 14.3, the rupture of a 3/8" line in the
RCS can be accommodatad for by the chstging pumps; thereby allowing an orderly
shutdown. More specifically, the FSAR 6:atos that typically one charging pump can
accommodat6 for a 3/8' diarneter hole in the RCS. The resultant radioactive impurities
contained in the dischargod coolant would be confinod to the containment.
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'the refueling cavity was flooded before isolating LT447. Since LT447 is only required !
during reduced inventory condhions, Isolation of LT447 did not violate its avaHability |
requirements. A post Installation leak check of all newly Installed fittings at 2500 psig )
was performed. The variable legs of LT447 and LT447A was filled and vented, and the
reference legs were drained after instattation acceptr.nce so the level channels were
prepared to retum to service.

The new level transmkter, power supply and alarm bistable are of the same model or |
I

type as existing level channel LT447. The level indicator is a dual input Indicator which
|will display the level for both LT447 and LT447A, and is used in other applications on

the control board. The new instrument channel (LT447A) is powered from the red |

Instrument bus, while the existing channel (LT447) la powered by the yellow instrument
bus. Separation of the channels, in accordance wth IEEE 384, was maintained to the
extent possible.

The changes made do not add any new failure modes or channel functions (besides the
redundant level Indicetion channel) that did not exist in level chanr.e4 LT-447. The
additional level channel provides added assurance that RCS level indication will remain
avanaik durbo twfuced inventory condhions. (SER 89414)

35. MR 89-023 (Unit 1). 89424 (Unit 2), Reactor Coolant System. An increase in scope for
these MRs was made to accomplish the following: (1) relocation of the reactor vessel
flange leakoff line manual valve (RC 522); (2) addition of a draln valve in thlt line; and
(3) elimination of the tie-together line between the reactor vessel flange Inak ;ff line and
LT447s varlable leg drain valve.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The evaluation documented In SER 89-054 apples b its
entirety except as revised or supplemented herein. Manual valve RC 522, which is the
final valve to the RCDT from the RV flange leakoff line, was simply moved upstream 15'
to alleviate ALARA concerns. In addition, the 3/8' tubing line between the RV flange
leakoff line and manual valves RC 522A,523 and 525 which allowed the RV flange
leakoff line to be dralned through LT447s variable leg drain valve (RC 525A) were
eliminated, and a 3/8" drain valve will be added to the RV flange leakorf line

,

downstream of temperature element TE-418. The addhlon of this drain valve allows the
drainage of the RV flange leakoff line to be visually verified without affecting LT447 or
LT 447A, and it also allows a procedure to be simplified (RP 1B), thus reducing the
chance of valve mispositioning. These installations involve 3/8" Swagelok fittings and
are OA and seismic. An MWR was used to control work and a post installation leak
check performed as practical to 2500 psig Since the modified portion of the RV flange
leakoff line was downstream of temperature element TE 419, this change does not

| significantly impact Indication of RV flange leakage-

The alarm bistable being used In level channel 2LT447A is the same model which was
Installed in level channels 1LT447 and 1LT447A, and which will be installed in level
channel 2LT447 via MR 89410.

A small manometer type loop seal exists in the refererre leg for LT447A at the
reference leg tie-in point a; the top of the pressurtzer. The existence of this loop seal is
justified based upon the administrative controls applied to the use of this level channel,

,

l

|
.

G
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The reference log is inhlally blown down with nitrogen in OP4D ' Draining the Reactor
Codant System.' A signoff step in OP4D vertfoos a positive outf;ow of nitrogen at the
transmitter's reference leg drain vatve. After the initial tbwdown, if the pressurizer is
fimdod up offscale high, it will again be required to drain down using OP4D. A
precaution was placed Iri OP40 which states that the reference leg may not be self.
draining since a small inverted manomotor ard a very long run of small diamotor tubing
are present.

The level !ndication from LT447A was cross chocked against the Irdications from
LT447 and the Tygon hose /locallevel Indicator (when avatable), and recorded if a
deviation of 3' or more is notod, action wbl ts taken, if the reference log was sloped
completely dowrrward, any water entering the line would still affect the level Indication,
and, after initial blowdown of the line, the upward sloping tie-in may, in fact, preclude
water from entering the lino. (SER 89454 01)

30. MR 89429 (Unh 1), Reactor Protection. The modification removes the de'ta flux
function (f(Al)} from the overpower AT setpoint (OPDT) for all four protection channels
of each unit. The end result of the modification (s) is that the OPDT will only vary as a )
function of Tavg, f(Tavg), and then only when Tavg is >573.9e F. The modification
consists of rewiring " signal cables for the OPDT summor, the Al current source. the

,

f(AI) high current succtor and the overtemperature AT (OTDT) compensator. Following
'

the modification, the f(AI) signal wul only be input into the OTDT compensator. The f(l)
signal to the OPDT summer will be replaced with a constant 10 ma input from the I
current source. This 10 ma input corresponds to f(61)= 0. This input to the summer is
nocessary to malntain the proper relationship between the f(Tavg) input to the OPDT
summer and summer output following the removal of the f(AI) signal.

Summarv of Safetv Evaluation: The olimination of the f(Al) input to OPDT is r'eeessary
in order to Utillze the full detta flux operating envelope requested under Techn'. cal
Specification Change Request #127. The acceptab!!:ty of removing the f(A!) term from#

the OPDT setpoint wth respect to plant /rea.: tor operation and safety was addressed in
the TS change submittal. This safety evaluation report wH1 address only the physical
changes to plant hardware required to 911'ninate the f(AI) function.

This modification has a small effect on p|cnl hardware because there is an increase in
the load on the Al current source and a corresponding decrease in the load on the f(AI)
high current sofoctor. This load change is associated with adding the OPDT summer to
the Al current source loop. The inpJt resistance of the OPDT summer is 100 ohms.
This will result in a total load on the I current source of 200 ohms. The I current source
is designed to provide an output of 10 50 ma into an output load of up to 600 ohms.
Likowlso, the load on the f(Al) high current selector wul be roduced to 100 ohms.
Following the modification, the Al current sources and the f(AI) high current selectors
wHl stHI be operated within their capab0lties. (SER 09-110)

37. MR 89434*A. Circulating Water System MR 09434*A installs a welddet in the 3'
section of the Unit 2 LP trap header. The wolddet will contain an isdation valve with a
nippio and cap. This will serve as a future tio4n point for radwaste steam trap drains.

Summarv of Safetv Evaluation: MR 89434*A is designed to meet B31.11967. It is
designed to 1085 psig, similar to the upgrade modification to the LP trap header. This
is a much greater design pressure than the original LP trap header. The modification
uses stainless stool to guard against the effects of eroseon/ corrosion in the steam /weter
environment. |

!

l
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A worst case failure of this rnodification is a catastrophic failure, which would essentially
resu4 in a ' hole * In the LP trap header. The probablity of this occurring is extremoly
unlikely. The consequences of this faRute are limbed by the consequences of any other
catastrophic failure of the LP trap header. These consequences are limhed because the
accident analyses do not take credh for the condonsor being available. In a steam
generator tube rupture, the steam to the condonsor is isolated very quickly.
ISER30407)

38. MR 89440' A (Common), Bulding & Structures. MR 89446'A Installs a removablo
support just inside the vital swhchgoar roorn to turbino hall doors. The support provides
a bearing surface for the doors to and in their abutty to survko a design basis flood.
Ensuring that the doors do not fall ensures the operability of the vital switchgoar during
a design basis flood.

Summarv of Saferv Evaluation: The support was Hitti bottod to the floor and the wall
using flush mounted Hitti bdt expansion Insee The support was not attachod to the
doors, thus not affecting the doors' fire rating Miscellaneovs changes to the door's
hardware to resolve support interierences woro performod in scordance with
acceptable fire door prctices.

The support was designed to withstand 4' of ficoding in the turbino hall. The support is
not solsmically analyrod, however, it would withstand a solsmic event in view of its
flooding load capablittles. Combining solsmic and flooding is not considorod credible.
The installation is just inside the door and could not impact the vital switchgoar in the
event of a catastrophic failure. The installation has no significant impact on any system
or structure that could cause an accident or is required to mitigate an accident.
(SER 90467)

39. MR 894!2 (Unit it. Safety injection System. MR E3452 wolds a threaded pipe stub
Into the vatve body of safety injection accumulator nitrogen fill vont valvo, HCV 957. Tho
throaded connection allows the volumetrics tester to be directly connected to the valvo

,

for testing.

Summarv odafety Evaluel!on: HCV 957 Is a romoto operated valve which serves as a
coniainment isolation vafvo (CIV) and as a relief salvo protecting the piping betwoon
Insido containment CIVs B34A and 834B and outsido containment CIV B46 from
overpressurization from the nitrogon supply connected downstrcam of CIV 846. There
is a remoto possibility that the isolating components of HCV-957 could be damaged
when wolding in the pipo stub due to excessive heating. To decrease the possibility of
damago, the welding was done with the valvo open to lesson the amount of heat
buildup. Since the valve was open while wolding in the pipo stub, the installation was
done whh the piant in the cold or refueling shutdown condition at which t!mo
containment Integrity is not required. Prior to returning HCV 957 to service, 'HCV 957
was leak testod and stroked to ensure the operability of the valve was not affected by
the modification.

The addition of the throadod pipo stub to HCS957 has a negligible affect on !!s rotieving
capacity since the pipe stub's inside diamotor is the same diamotor as the valvo's inlet
piping. It is not considorod possible that the installation work could affect the setpoint
of HC'! 957. Thorofore, stroke testing of the valve was considered adequate to ensure
that the valvo oporator is free to move ard will open at its setpoint if required.C

To provent Inadvertent capping or plugging of HCV.057, a stop was added to ORT 32
and CL 7A which vortfies that the pipe stub has not boon capped or plugged. In
addition, a placard stating that HCV 957 is a relief valvo and is not to be capped or
plugged, except during testing, was hung from the valve. Also, the text was modthod to
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ensure that the nitrogen spoolploce is removed or the nitrogen 12. packs are
disconnected prior to capping the relief valve. Based on these controls, the probability
of the relief port being inadvertently blocked is considered acceptably low.

Since the welded in pipe stub does not breach the pressure boundary, no pressure,

testing is required. During test performance, any leakage from the threaded pipe stub'

would add to the leakage measured through the valve, which ls conservative. The
threaded pipe stub is inade of stainless steel to preclude iusting of the pipe threads.
Since the pipe stub is open to atmosphere and is a free end, the s!)ght difference in
thermal expansion coefficients of the two steels is not a concem.

The placard and pipe stub add -0.7 pounds to the vatve which is considered to be an
insignificant weight addition to the selsmically supported valve and is within small bore1

piping selsmic guidelines. $ER 89128)

40. MR 89456 (Common), Ufting Dwices. MR 89456 provides a generic lifting pad eye for
lifting plant equipment such as valve operators and intemals.

SummaN of Safetv Evaluation: This equipment is not specifically addressed in the
FSAR, the lifting pad eye will be used to facultare maintenance practicos that were
considered as part of the design of the plant. The lifting pad eye was designed to
support a 1000 lb load.1000 lbs does not constitute a heavy load A specific seismic
evaluation was not done because the system must be out of service when the lif ting pad
eye is being used. When the lifting pad eye is unloaded it will have sufficient strength to !
prevent dislocation during a selsmic event. (SER 90-032)

MR 89056*A. addressed the design of two new pad eyes that are for increased loads.

_Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The original safety evaluation addressed a lifting pad
eye designed to support a 1000 lb :oad. This addendum addresses a Type A lifting pad
eye designed for a 1000 lb load; a Type B lifting pad eye designed for a 5000 lb load;
and a Type C lifting pad eye designed for a 3000 lb load. A specific seismic evaluation
was not done because the system must be out of service when the lifting pad eye is
being used. When the lifting pad eye is unloaded it will have more than enough
strength to prevent dislocation during a seismic event.

The lifting pad eyes and the addition of the approved loading will not adversely affect
the Integrity of any poured concrete wall in the plant.

The lifting pad eyes will be used for maintenance N components that are in sys* ms
which are out of service, so the impact upon the plant is negligible. fSER 90-032 01)

41, MR 89 081 (Common). Hgirogen Monitoring System. MR 89481 adds jumpers in C174
and C175 to connect the existing white and yellow hydrogen monitor power loss alarm
contacts to the existing hydrogen monitor trouble alarms on 1C20.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: Each monitor contains power loss contacts which are -
operated by normally energized relays. This change does not affect either of the
monitors or any portion of the indication circuits. Redundancy between the monitors

| will be maintained. Only the alarm circuit is affected; the original alarm inputs remain.

There are no seismic or Appendtx R concems. OARS for the SIS wire were recorded.
Post installation testing verified that both alarm inputs actuate the respective 1C20
annunciator. The monitors were calibrated prior to retuming the units to service.
(SER 90El
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42. MR 89086 (Unit 11. Feedwater System. MR 89486 replaces the Untt 1 *B' main feed'

pump suction elbow support strut olevis ard pin.

,$ummarv of Safety Evaluation: Replacement of this support clevis doet, not affect the
functionality of this syrtem. The material was standard support grade material, and is
larger than the existing support devis and pin. With targer tearing areas, stresses in
this member are lowered. The design also incorporates cap screws ard can be used to
take free play out of tne joint to minimize future wear protiems.

This support is not within the NRC IEB 79-14 seismic piping supports boundary; ard
therefore, was not qualified as such. Standard construction techniques were used to
verify the adequacy of the base welds to ensure the support will not fall during
operation. ISER 90440)

43. MR 89492 (Unit 21. Refueling Cavity. The MR instatis a permanent set of brackets on
the wall of the lower refueling cavity of each unit. The brackets hold an all.fiterglass

..

ladder, which will be used in the lower cavity. The ladder will be attached to the

i brackets when not in ut.e. This includes during at. power operation as well as during

l,

periods of refueling shutdown when the cavity le flooded,

Summarv of Safetv Evaluation: The ladder was modified to remove all aluminum and
other materials which are not desirable in the borated cavity water or in a post.LOCA
containment environment. The only remaining materials are: Stainless st091 (small'

amounts on the ladder and the entire bracket); fib 6tglass (the ladder, including rungs);
and natural rubber (the new ladder feet). The liberglass and the natural rubber were
analyzed for leachable chlorldes and fluorides. Based upon these analyses the
materials will not have an adverse effect on the cavity water or on the reactor coolant
system.

The total weight of the ladder is 30 pourgis. It is being floidly held to the cavity wall
using 3/8' flat stock in the event of a design basis accident, the ladder will not break
loose and become a misslio hazard. Even if it would break loose, its physical location is
in the bottom of the lower cavity, which negates missile concern. Since fiberglass is
heavler than water, it will not float in the event that the cavity was flooded up from
containment spray or RCS break flow (there is a drain). The ladder will terimin in the
lower cavity.

The only accident which this installation could affect is a fuel handling accident. Due to
the small slze of the installation, and its significant distance from any fuel motion path, it
was concluded that the modification will not increase the probability of a fuel hardling
accident. The installation was performed with QA welds and by qualified welders. The
Installation was evaluated for its seismic performance. (SER 89145)

44. MR 89496-(Unit 1). Main Control Boards. MR 89496 rearranges the low pressure
heater dump reset buttons on the vertical section of main control board 1C03.

Summarv of Sar ty Evst eUQD' This modification does not change the mountinge il
configuration of the reset buttons. Following reinstallation, the reset buttons were listed
to ensure correct operation. No system functional changes occurred. Each valve was
cycled by using the reset button and a terminal strip slider.

The modification is not safety.related, The MR adversely impacted the seismic
capabDity of the main control boards as no cutting or changes in mounting details are
involved. Electrical separation was not required. .(SER 90 014}

,
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45. MR 89 098 (UnN 1) & 89099 (Unit 2). Containment Spray System. MRs 89-090/099

| Install pressure taps and gauges on the suction of the containment spray pumps.
~

These gauges were installed to facilitate inservice testing. The tap will be located on the
suction line to the containment spray pump and will consist of a tap, isolation valve,
fittings and gauge.

) Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The FSAR describes the containment spray system in

; Section 6.4 Appendix C and in 14.3.4. The eductor is discucsed in Section 6.4.2. The
pressure gauges will only be u.ad for testing. When the system is in service, the
pressure gauge will be isolated from the suction of the containment spray pumps. Thusi

the new tap and gauge have no affect on the safety function of the containment spray
,

system as described in the FSAR.

The new gauge and tap were installed to the requirements of the original code andi

system piping design requirements. The configuration was evaluated and will not affect
the seismic qualification of suction piping. fSER 90-024)

46. MR 89122 (Common). Fire Protection System. MR 89122 installs a pressure gauge on
,

the electric fire pump auto start pressure sensing line,'

J

'

Summarv of Safety Evaluatiory The fire water system itself is not safety related, but
provide fire protection to equipment that is safety-related. Therefore, there is no
postulated scenario which could result in this modification creating an accident which

.

has been described in the FSAR or any accident which has not been described in the
FSAR.'

,

The only postulated faDure of tho proposed modification is a rupture of the new tubing
or the gauge. The consequences of this failure would be the same as the
consequences of a failure in the existing pressure sensing line. Such a failure would
result in a 3/8' hole in the fire water system, which would have an insignificant impact
on the ability of the fire water system to provide fire protection to safety related
equipment,11 the failure occurred during a normal operating period, the ' sensed"
pressure would drop and the electric fire pump would automatica]y start. This would
be quickly detected by the operating crew. Therefore, the consequences of a failure of
the proposed modification would not be increased beyond the consequences of a
failure of the existing system.

The tubing run_for the new gauge is very short. The tubing used is well in eness of the
design pressure of the fire water system and is compatible with the eA* ting tubing. The
new gauge is extremely light weight and even if it did come loose. n Auld not be likely
to cause any damage to adjacent tubing. (SER 90413)

47. MR 89123 (Unit 1). Safety injection System. MR 89123 replaces the accumulator level
nitrogen equalization line from 3/0' tubing to 1/2' tubing and increases the slope of
horizontal runs. This is dorm to faeliltate proper drainage of this line should water

,

accumulate in it.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The tubing and fittings have temperature and pressure
rat hgs far in excess of the design requirements of this system. Stainless steel material <

was used for all tubing and fittings.

The larger diameter tubing (same wall thickness) provides more bending strength than
the original tubing, with an insignificant change in weight. Valves in the tubing run will

Istill be within 6' of a support. The change does not affect the seismic qualification of
the tubing run.

.
,

!
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The change does not affect the functionaltry of this system, but in fact, should make it
more reliable. No control functions are included with the instrumentation. ISER 89117)

48, MR 89-125 (Unit 1), Service Water System. The modification removes four (4)
unnumbereo pressure gauges from the service water system's Unit 1 accident fan
cooler retum lines. Thero are no similar preUWre gaugos on the service water lines
servicing Unit 2. After the pressure gauges were removed, a p'po cap was placed on
the existing pipe nipple v'hich is welded into the downstream skio of each valve.

Summary of Safety Evaluation: The mootfication has no negativo impact on the service
water linos since the changes are downstrearn of existing root vaivos which are normally
closed. Therefore, flow in the lines will nv. b:. fiected. In addition, the root valves,
which are manual containment isolation valves, re not affected by the chango. The
selsmic integrity of the service water system is rot negatively impacted since wolght is
actually being removed by the modificatico. (SER 90065)

49. MR 89-126 (Common). Various Systems. The original filtor elements used in the reactor
coolant filters (1&2F1) and the reactor coolant pump seal injection filters (1&2F39A&B)
were of a tubular wound wool fiber design. No controlling documents woro discovered
which controlled changos to the filters in the mid 1970s. NCRs N 89034 and N 89-167
were issued against this deficioney, and this was issued to document the acceptability
of the modifications made to various fliter internals and to updato appropriato
documentation systems in response to the referenced NCRs.

Summarv of Safets Evaluatio.D: Bonof!ts obtained from the media change include:
(1) simphfied filter changes, which minimlzos the spread of radioactive contamination
and lowers personnel radiation exposure, (2) lower cost por filter change; and
(3) highor filter media differential pressure capacity.

The operation of the filters is not adversely affected from the media chango as there is
no rhange in the particulate filtration rating of the filter media; the weight of the fdter unit
is loss with the ploated cartridge filter media. and there is no appreciable change in the
filtor's contor of gravity. Thus, the filters' seismic evaluations are not adversoly afiocted.

The description of the reactor coola 2 filters, as found in Section 9.2 of the FSAR, is
affected by this modifhation. This section states that ' disposable synthetic fWter
elements are used' in the reactor coolant filters. A more accurate description of the
post modification reactor filtors would be that ' disposable filter elements are used.' The
FSAR description of the reactor coolant pump seat injection filter is not afiocted by this
chango.

Catastrophic fature of the fitor(s) could causo equipment damago and possible failure.
Failure of a soal injection fittor could allow particulato matter to be injected into and
damage the RCP seals. FaDure of a roa,.or coolant filter could allow particulate matter
into the suction of the charging pumps. The postulated failures are no different than the
original fWtors. TN filter elements are encapsulated in a fino stainless steel mesh
screen. Thus, failure of a filter e{oment would only allow small sized particulate matter
to micrato downstream (less than 1/64'). Although this would result in eaulpment
damage, the damage should be soon as an accoletated wear versus catastrophic failure.
The fHtor media usod has withstood the service conditions over the many years of
application. Thus, filter dogradation in this manner is not expected. Normal equipment
performance monitoring should identify filter or downstream equipment problems prior
to catastrophic failure. fSER 90411)
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50. MR 89128 (Common), Emergency Diesel Generators. MR 89128A&B installs isolation
vanes ard test toes on several instrument lines to the Got and G02 contrd panels (C64,

C65).

Summary of Safety Evaluation: A calculation was performed to determine the maximJm
allowable span of 1/4' tubing wtth a 21/4' Whitey valvo located anywhere in the can.
The resuttant maximum 6' span was inclWed in the work plan. Because of the Nismic
acceptabiltty, the probability of failure is not significant. In addition, a worst case fallure
of the valves or teos would have no different impacts on diesd operability than a
postulated failure of the existing tubing, ,(EER 89101)

51. MR 89139 (Unit 1), Nitrogen System MR 89139 replaces components in the nitrogen
gas backup system to 1RC 430 and 1RC-431C. The change was made to improve the
opening time of the power operated relief valves (PORVs) for low temperature
overpressure protection (LTOP) considerations to meet the Westinghouse criteria. The
MR (1) replaces existing Asco 3 way solenoid valve admitting alr/nttrogen to the PORVs
with a sdenoid having a higher CV ard the same electrical characteristics; (2) replaces
the existing 3/8' nitrogen backup tubing from the nitrogen regulator valves with 1/2'
stainless steel; (3) replaces existing 3/8' flexible hose between sdenoid and valve
operator with new 1/2' hose. This change required drilling into tht operator cover and
welding a 1/2' frtting to the cover; and (4) installs a 2 stage regulator in lieu of the
existing Smith regulator for consistency between Unit 1 and Ur.it 2

Summary of Safety Evaluation: The solenoids were secured to the existing supports
using 1/4' bolts with double nuts The solenoids were delNored with footings for this
purpose. The method has been evaluated and is adequate to meet seismic
considerations. The splices to the existing plant wiring are environmentall/ qualified.
The new solenolds are approximately the sarn weight as the existing model and do not
affect the overall valve seismic design. The agher Cv reduces head loss in the nitrogen
backup tubing, thereby decreasing the opening time.

It was determined that the existing 3/8' tubing causes too much head loss to meet the
acceptance criteria. Therefore, the 1/2' tubing was installed on Unit 1 without
intermediate testing of opening times. The 1/2* stainless steel tubing is adequate for ;
the design conditions; was seismically mounted; and was leak tested prior to operation
of the system.

The tubing was supported using the seismic tubing support guidellnes Since there are
several bonds in the tubing between the wall + mounted regulators and check valves and
the solenoids mounted on the PORVs. there is no concern related to movement of the
PORV (RCS) or thermal expansion of the tubing.

The existing fiexible hose between the valve operator and solenoid discharge port was
replacoi The now flexible hose is adequate for the design pressure, has a wire
wrapping to protect it from inadvertent damage during operation and is consistent with
the original valve manufacturer's design. Installation of the new hose required drilling a
new hole on the operator cover and weld.ng a Swagelok fitting into the cover. The
bottom of the fitting was ground smooth with the inner surface of the cover to prevent
interference with valve operation. The weld was a minimum 3/16' and was tested with
liquid penetrant prior to operation.

The hose weighs shghtly more than the existing hose because it is larger; however, in
view of the total weight of the PORV assembly, it is insignificant from the standpoint of
affecting the valve seismic response.
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The 2 second opening time criteria is based upon a consideration of RCS vdume. LTOP
relief valvo pressure setting and mass inputs associated with the actfvation of one safety
injection pump. The analysis was reviewed using slte-specific inputs.

A concern was raised during the modification process regarding the need to estabhsh a
lower setpoint for the opening of the PORVs. This concem was that the valve would
open too quickly and would Induce water hammer into the PORV discharge piping or
that would damage the vatvo. It was concluded that the only criteria for opening time is
the 0.7 seconds established by the manufacturer for protection of their valve. The water
hammer concem is with the relief valve discharge piping. This piping is non.QA and
non seismic. The potential for water hammer damage in this line affecting the PORVs or
upstream piping is minimal in view of the discharge piping and support configuration
just downstream of the valves.

Calculation PB 89436 was performed to quantify the percent improvement in opening
time associated with system pressure under the seat. The results presented different
percentages bated upon the nitrogen regulator set pressure. The values ranged from
-16% for a 100 psig nitrogen supply to -24% for an 85 psig nitrogen supply. Based
upon experience gained during the Unit 2 installation (nttrogen 6 ;> ply left at 100 psig)
and engineering judgment, the factor for pressure assisted operation was applied at
15% ISER 90421)

| $2. MR 89142 (Un}t 1), Buildings & Structures MR 89-142 adds shielding around the
regenerative heat exchanger cubicle to eliminate the high radiation area that currently'

extends into the hallway outside the cebicle. Temporary shielding in the forrr of vinyt
covered lead blankets was placed around the letdown line and arourd the gr p above
the door during outages.

Summary of Safety Evaluation: No lead comes in contrct with the sta!nless steel piping
Temporary shielding will be in place only during outages and will be administratively
controlled.

Permanent shielding was added to the cubicle door. The original design does not
aopear to have been installed in * > dance with design control requirements. Thus,
no documentation regarding rna...ial qualification or structural analysis is avaliable.
These modifications simply add four more 1/8' lead shoots (for a total of 3/4' thickness)
to the existing frame.

The movable door is supported by 4 industrial grade trolleys trapped in a steel track.
The track is welded approximately every foot to a standard 4' channel embedded in
concrete. Similar channels have been rated for greater than 2000 lbs/ft. The movable
door will weigh -800 lbs The load per trolley is well within the load rating for similar
industrial grade design trolleys.

The fixed door section weighs -1000 lbs. It is supported by the track on the movable
door side (middle of assembly) and is continuously supported on the vertical edge by
attachment to an angle welded to another channel embedmont.

I
; Both doors were analytod to ensure that they will remain in place during a seismic

! event. Even if the door (s) should fall and possibly impact the regenerative heat
exchanger, it is outside the containment isolation boundary and is istjable from thet

! RCS. (SER 90445)
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j 53, MR 89150 (Common), Bulldings. The extension building gnrage was remodeled into a
j drug Screening taclitty. The drug screening facility provides servlees for the licensee
i oollection requirements of 10 CFR 26, Fnness For Duty Program, ard normal plan' first

! ad ard medical screening requirements. A new single bay parage was added
immediately north of the extens6on building,

) The existing electrical service to the extension building was not brge enough to

| adequately supply the heating and air corditioning for the addhion and remodeled area.
! The power la supplied from either 1B01 or 2B02, wkh no preference to elther source,

j Accordingly, ECR PB 89108 added a 100 amp panelboard for the remodeled area.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The station distribution system is discussed in FSAR'

2 Section 8.2.2. The panelboard is supplied from a 480 to 120/208 vort,30 kVA
transformer, which is fed from a rnanual transfer switch and fused disconnects which"

will allow the panelboard to be supplied from 1B01 or 2B02.180138 ard 2B02-43D
Were upgraded to accommodate the load.1801 and 2B02 are non safeguards>

equipment distribution buses. These buses are stripped during accuent conditions and
; do not load the vital safeguards buses, the emergency diesel, the instrument bures, or

the DC battery system.

The maximum power required at any gNon time for the heating and alt conditioning unit
n is less than $0 amps at 208 V AC (18 kVA). This adds 22 amps to the load conter (1801

or 2002). The overcurrent setpoints for the load center breakers were changed from
225 amps to at feat.t 240 amps (250 amps max is preferred for reliable load center
operation and compliance with NEC Article 310). The additionalload is nominal when
considering the existing 480 V bus loading and dNorsity factors of the connected loads.

,

Note that the existing 300 MCM supply cable ampacity is sufficient for the added load
ard increased overcurrent trip setting.

The added load on breakers 1B013B/2B02 430 does not degrade the performance of
existing 400 V loads. The 22 amps added to either of the 480 V breakers represents-

less than 10% of the existing breaker trip setting of 225 amps. By taking into account
the proposed breaker trip setting increase and by assuming marginal diversity factors of
connected loads, the continuous operation of the 480 V loads is reasonably ensured.
JSER 89149)

54. _MR 89169 (Unit 11, Condensate System. MR 89169 provides a method by which the
hinge pin bonnet leakage problems on 1CS-466AA and 1CV 476AA can be stopped by
seal welding a disc to the valve body so the as built configuration does not rely on the
carbon steel gasket for sealing.'

,

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The bonnet area exposed to the intemal pressure
(design pressure) of the valve is increased due to the location of the seal wold. The .

j cover thickness and bolt stress requirements due to pressure forces over this area are
p Code acceptable.

The bonnet is offset away from the valve body due to the addition of the seal welded
disc and there will be some added weight due to the disc. The additimal stresses
incurred with respect to seismic loads are considered to be r6 pole.

The valve intemals are still assembled as originalle built, thus not changing its operation.

? The seal welded dise provides the pressure boundary, atthough the metal gasket is still
; installed under the hinge pin shoulder,

|
t
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Failure of the hinge pin bonnet to hold the pin in place due to stud or bonnet failure
could recult in the valve botng inoperable. This is not considered a reasonable failuro
mode based upon stress values calculated and the potential is no greater tten for the
original design. j

FaDure of the sea' wold to be leak tight would be no different than the faDure of the
metal gasket. _(SER E033}

55. M 5175 (Common), Servico Water System. MR 89175 installs solsmic floor supports
w 'ie dischargo pipe of SW.4401 (G02) and SW-4404 (G01). Those are the relief
Qalvos on the service water lino downstream of the EDG glycol coolers (reference NCR |
N-0915e). |

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The modification upgrados the support of those lines
and brings them to the standards of the Bochtel 'Small Bore Piping Gundolines' and
B31.119G7. If the installation faled in the worst possible way, the consequences of the
failure would only bring the system back to its current configuratiort Therefore, the
consequences of the failure are bound by the present analyses.1$fR t%t7)

50. MR 89180 (Unit 1) & 89181 (Unit 21, Instrument Air System. MRs 89100/181
disconnect the instrument air (IA) lines from the containment personnel hatches and
plug the t' diameter hatch penetrations with pipe plugs. The modif cation provents the
possibility of overprossurizing a hatch as requirod by ASME Section Vill or masking the
TS 15.4.4 leak test resutts of a hatch. This modification carries out the corrective
actions for NCR N-89 200.

Summary of Safety Evaluation: The lA line was disconnected from the personnel hatch,
cut back as far as possible without affecting the lA branches to any other equipment
and capped. Both sides of the l' hatch ponotration was plugged with pipe plugs to
ensure that a loak tight soal is obtained.

Removal of the lA linos to the personnot hatches and the installation of tubing caps on
the soverod IA linos eliminates several possible leakage paths from the lA headers (i c.,
4 valves and several soldorod joints), AH safety related equipment supplied with IA is
designed to ' fall-safe' upon a loss of IA or has a backup source. This change does not
affect any of this equipment. Since the installation of the tubing caps on the lA lines
moots original design criterla found in Bochtel lino class Information and Power Piping
Codo ANSI B31.1 1967, the probabl!!ty of a loss of IA pressure due to this change is not
increasod.

The pipe plug material is in accordance with original design critoria as found on the
personnot hatch drawings. To lost the pressure integrtr/ of the personnel hatch after the
pipe plugs are installod, Technical Specification test TS 10 was performod. Removal of
the lA connection does not negatively impact the hatch design parameters (selsmic,
pressure, temperature, etc.).

The installation of the modification temporviy opened a ponotration in the personnot
hatch betwoon the inner ard outer doors. The installation work procedure required that
the plant be in the cold shutdown or refueling shutdown condition and that the inner
door be oparable when refueling operations are in progress. During the Unit 2
Installation, the containment purgo supply and exhaust valves wero Inoperable.
Therefore, the Unit 2 installation also toquired that refueling operations are not in
progress.

TS 15.7.3 requires that olther purge exhaust SPING RE 305 be operable or else grab
samples be taken and analyzed once por 12 hours if offluent releases continue while
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radiation monitor RE 212 is disabled. In addition, TS 15.3 8 requires that SPING RE 305
be operable if refueling oporations are in progress The installation work plan ensured
that these requirements ete mot. (SER 91031)

57. MR 89-183 (Common), Waste Gas System. The modification removes the travol stops
on the waste gas decay tank discharge isolation valves (WG 1617,1618,1619,1620).
The mispositioning of these stops resuttod in the valves being open when the indicators
shond closod. This led to inadvertent roloase of wasto gas docay tank contents.

Summary of Safety Evaluation: The manufacturer recommends the use of travol stops
when the process stream temperature is >170'F to avoid diaphragm damage. The
process stream temperature which these valves see is 00'F per the FSAR. Therefore,
the travel stops could be removed without affoeting the operation or integrity of the
valve. ISER 90430)

50 MR 89191*A (Untt il, Residual Haat Removal System. Modification 89191*A
addresses the reconfiguration of the Unit 1 residual heat removal (AO 601R 2) relief
vatve 061C discharge. The relief valve discharge was installed to connect to the El 21'
floor drain system (during initial rollef va!ve installation via rnodification M 40). These
drains then dischargod into the Sump A This design package decouples the re!ief valve
discharge from the containment floor drain system; removes a section of the old relief
valve discharge line to ensure adequate seismic clearance; and installs a temporary
plug on the floor drain piping in the line.

Summary of Safetvlyaluation: This change was performed due to seismic qualification
requirements for the rollet vatve and intet piping configuration. The FSAR describes
valve 861C in Section 6.2.2, ' System Design and Operation Safety injection System,'
Soction 4.2.3, ' Pressure Rolief Devices,' ard Section 9.3 2, ' System Design and
Operation Auxiliary Coolant.' Roconfiguration of the discharge of RH-861C does not
aller any of its overpressurlZatIon protection capabilllies as describod in the FSAR.

The fluid that could be dischargud will not affect adversely the El. B' of containment.
This area normally serves as a collection point for discharged fluid in its role as
Sump B. The fluid will drain via the El D' floor drains into the Sump A. The current
configuration drains discharge to Sump A. The equipment in this area that is important
to safety is post LOCA qualified up to 10' above the floor of the containment. The
discharge of this valve would not empty any more inventory than is postulated in LOCA
evaluations. Thus, the change is bounded by the existing LOCA accident evaluations-
The discharge line will not aim directly at any safety related equipment

The discharge from this rollef valve would not directly be considered a LOCA unless the
residual boat removal system was required. The relief vatve can be isolated from the
reactor coolant system, at which point cooldown could be accomplishod by the use of
the steam generators or by use of contalnment sump recirculation.

The changing of the relief discharge to the El. B' floor of containment from the drain
line causes a personnel safety concem; however, Design Package B addresses this
ConCem.

The installation was done to the requirements of B31.1, to the original Westinghouse
design requirements and the requiroments of Modification M-46. The entire revisod
configumtion, including the 10' AC-601R 2 residual heat removal piping, was reviewed
for design loadings including pressure, doadweight, seismic and relief valve discharge.
,(SER 8913841)
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IMR 89-191*B (Unit 1), Residual Heat Removal System. This evaluation is a continuation
.

of SERs 89138 ard 89138 01. Those evaluations addressed the reconfiguration of the
RHR relief valve 861C for MRs 89191*A and 89179'A and B. This continuation
addressed the additional details from MR 89191*B. The existing relief valve anchor was
replaced by two pipir'g support guides. This change was based on piping stress
analysis to bring the piping in compilance with Code requirements.

Summarv of Safety Evaluatio0: The floor drain line that the 861C relief vatvo was
previously tied into was capped off. This replaced a temporary pipe plug added by
MR 89191*A. The functional changes were discussed in the other evaluations,

A shleid was added, for personnes protection, that directs discharge from the relief vafve
onto the floor of containment. This same shield design was installed on Unit 2. The
shle!d has no functional impact on the operation of the rollef valve or any other plant
system, structure or component. (SER 8913842)

59. MR 90 002 (Unit 1) & 90003 (Unit 2), Feedwater Heaters, Vents and Drains. MRs 90-
002/003 add a drain line to the piping section between the heater drain tank pumps
{1(2)P27A, B, C} discharge Isolation valves (151,157 and 163) and the heater drain
tank discharge check valves. The drains minimize the potential for personnel burn
injuries.

Summarv of Safety Eva'uation: Although this equipment is not discussed in the tort of
the FSAR, it is shown in Figure 10.2 4A of the feedwater drains. The addition of these
drain taps does not affect any of the conclusions reached in the FSAR. The taps
comply with the requirements of B31.1 and the original piping system design
requirements. This was a non seismic, non-OA installation. (SER 90 027)

00. MR 90 033 (Unit 2), Waste Gas System. MR 90 033 installs two check valves in the
hydrogen line to the Unit 2 VCT, two check valves in the nitrogen line to the Unh 2 VCT,
and tearranges the layout of the Unit 2 VCT gas makeup system to reduce congestion.
This MR provides double-valve isdation between radioactive gas systems (cryogenic
and VCT cover gas), and the hydrogen and nitrogen gas systems.

Summary of Safety Evaluation: Per Appendix A of the FSAR, the VCT and hs
associated piping are Seismic Cass 1. The n!trogen, hydrogen and cryogenics gas
systems are Seismic Cass Ill. Appendix A also states that "The interface between a
Cass I system and a lower class system is a normally closed vaive or a valve which is
capable of remote operation from the control room.' For the VCT gas makeup system,
a normally closed valve would be impractical and a remotely operated valve is not
supplied.

Regulatory Guide 129 describes the interface as 'The system bourdary includes those-

portions of the system required to accomplish the specified safety function and
connecting piping up to and including the first valve (including safety or relief valve) that
is normally closed or is capable of automatic closure when the safety action is
required.' For the VCT gas makeup system, the safety function that would be required
is the isolation of the piping leading to the VCT to prevent the release of fission gases
from the VCT to the auxillary bulding.

The VCT gas makeup line check valve (2CV 263) constitutes the separation between the
Selsmic Class 1 and Oass 3 piping. All portions of this modification were installed in
the Seismic Oass 3 portions of the Unit 2 VCT gas makeup system piping. In addition,
Seismic Class 2 over I criteria was applied in the design.
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All material specified is compatible with the c.xisting arrangement and the design basis
as recorded in the FSAR. All tubing arvi'.uh'ng components are specified in
accordance with Westinghouse Pipe Class 151R and Stone & Webster Piping
Standard IC-NB.

Failure of the VCT gas makeup piping is bounded by the safety analysis for a VCT
rupture (FSAR Section 14.2.3). This modification does not increase the likelihood of a |

rupture of the VCT gas makeup system piping. JSER 9048?)

|61. MR 9M52 (Units 1 & 2), Safety-Related Piping Supports. NRC IE Bulletin 7914 was
Issued to direct licensees to verify that seismic analyses were applicable to as built j

plants. Piping line walks of the as built condition woro performed to verify the
applicability of the as built analyses. Where the applicablilty could not be established,
new piping analyses were performed to document the acceptability of the as built
condition. Because of the magnitude of the discovered discrepancies, over 1000 piping
support upgrades were required. The upgrade effort was completed before the end of
1983.

In 1988, selected portions of the service water inside containment were reinspected.
,

ADain, significant discrepancies were discovered. Acceptability of the post 7914 !

analyses was initiated via a sampling program that included piping line walks.
calculation checks and a review of the mechanical correction documentation. As a
result of this sampling program and a reanalysis of the RHR systems outside
containment (due to an error in the thermal evaluations), MR 90-052 was initiated. This
modification corrects the inadequacies found in the piping supports.

The supports of Design Package A affected were dMded into three categorier,

Category A includes those supports whose upgrades are minor and have noe

potential Impact in the operability of the RHR system. Upgrados of this sort
inck,de shimming, spring can replacement a7d minor structural upgrades

Category B supports include those supports asnociated with the B train of thee

Unit 1 RHR system and require grinding. weldir,g. and/or the addition of some
structural members. A worst case protdom during the installation of these
upgrades cou!d potentially affect the cWility of the B train of this system. In
order to be conservative, meet the twmroents of TS 15.3.1.A.3, and minimize
any potentla! hazards, all Category B supports were modified either during the
time of reactor core unload or when the reactor vessel head was removed and
the reactor cavity is flooded.

Category C supports are those supports which lie on common lines for which*

there is no separation of trains. The restrictions identified for Category B
supports are also valid. As an added precaution these supports were modified
only when the core is unloaded.

Desion Packnoe A: This design package and IWP upgraded the RHR Unit 1 plpir:p
supports which have been shown to be inadequate to meet Code compliance
(ANSI B31.1).

Deslan PackaoLQ: This design package controls the upgrades of the piping supports
that are located in the AFW room. JG 4 H31 is an anchor located at the toe which joins
the service water and the condensate storage tank water to supply the water to the
Unit 1 steam <frNen AFP,1P29. Since the unit was shut down for refueling at the time
of modification, there was no TS or operational concerns.
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The remaining supports are JB 2 H21, JB 2 H22 ard HB 19 SS19. These supports are
alllocated on a branch of the service water supply to tr.e Unit 2 turbine hall.

The upgrados invdvod with these suppbrts invdve no grirding or wolding of the piping
pressure boundaries, bui only the addition of structural members to bring the supports
into Code compliance. Therefore, there were no operatioral or regu|atory impacts as a
retutt of this design package.

pfslon Pattace,D: The supports Irwolved in this design package were associated with
the condensate storage tank ard the AFW mini-rectre piping.

The piping is suffielently isolated from the AFW system as to have no impact on the
AFW operation ard is not required to be seismic in the areas where the supports are
being upgradod No grirding or wolding of the piping pressure boundary was requir(d
and there are no operational or regulatory concorris with these upgrades.

peslanhchantLE: The piping anchor CH 161R4H50 was upgradod ard the existing
Sch 10 elbow was replaced with a Sch 40 elbow. This piping is on the CVCS vdume
control tank bypass line to the holdup tanks downstream of 3 way valve ILCV.112A
This line is toquired during oporation to provent overfilkng of the VCT.

Replacement of this lino during cold shutdcrwn has no impact on the accident analyses,
safety margins or operability since this part of the system is not required during cold
shutdown.

Kummarv of Safety Evaluation: In Design Packages A C and E some of the supports
were temporarily removod to facilitate the piping support upgrados Control of these '
temporary corditions was Hentified in the irdMdual IWPs and will document the
required temporary support values and directions. This is acceptablo because the time
of required temporary support was very short, the failure of any of the temporary
supports could not pose an operability problem. ard the purpose of these temporary
supports was to minimize the deadweight deficctions thht would occur during the timo
that the permanent supports were not in service. The use of temporary 6upports via the
MR installation procodures was considorod adoquato and does not pose an unresolved
safety question.

Installation of these upgrades brings the piping supports into Code compliance, thereby
allowing the affected systems to function as requirod during all design basis events.

,

Installation of the upgrades during the planned time porlods shall not resuti in Umiting
Corditions of Operation, Technical Specification violations or oporational concerns.
ISER 904291

MR t4052*B, Residual Heat Removal System. The RHR piping supports outsido
contalnment wore improved to moet Codo allowables. The modification includod the
temporary removal of some of the e :isting piping supports to facilitato the required
changes.

Summary of Safe.tylYlLMaligry During the time of the modification of the IndividualI

supports, temporary supports were in place to prevent the support system from being
compromiso1 Contrd of these tsmporary supports resided in the installation Work
Plan (lWP) and this adequately documented the requiroments for temporary supports.

Installation of these upgrades brings the piping supports into Code compliance, thereby
show!ng the RHR system to function as requirod during all design basis events.
Installation of the upgrados during the plannod time periods shall not result in Limiting

|
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Conditions of Operation, Technical Specification vidations or operational concerns.
(SER 90-02901)

62. MR 90 050*A (Unit 2), Containment Vontilation The MR installs temperature
instrumentation for 2HX 15D the lowest containment fan coder (CFC), for rnonttoring
heat transfer performance of the boat exchangers. This monitoring of the performance
of containment fan coolers is in response to Generic Lotter 8913, 'Servico Water
System Problems Affecting Safety-related Equipment.' I

1

Summary of Safety Evaluation: Thormoccuplos woro installed at the inlet and the outlet
of the containment fan cooler coils with local indication to be usod fer monitoring The
thormocouples are attached to the structure containing the coding coils. If the
thormocouples break, the mass of the thermocouples will not impact the oporation of
the faris. RTDs wors installod in the service water lines for monitoring, which also have

,

local indication. If the RTD thortnowolls broke off in the system. they would be trapptd )at the bottom of the first vertical riser in the system and would not impact the flow in the ;

pipo. The diamotor of the thermocouples is 1/2' and they are 4.5' long The pipos are J
B' diamotor so the flow is not impacted by the installation of the RTDs. !

Installation of the instrumentation does not affect the ability of the containment fan
coolers to perform their safety relattd function of removing heat from containment.
Rather, the instrumentation will be ustd to verify the capability of the CFCs. The
instrumentation will not increase the probabillty of a malfunction of the containment fan
coolers. The thermocouples will not affect the air flow in the coolers and therefore the
heat transfer capabilhy. Ti * Os will not affect the service water flow to the CFCs.

The installation of instrumentation does not affect the operation of the CFCs The mass
of the thermocouples will not affect the oporation of the coolers or fans. I$1Rp114)

03. ALRM075'B'C (Un,lt2), Circulating Water System. DP'8 involves drilling additional
holos in the longest of the four bypass steam dump linos in each condensor to increase
the steam dump distribution header flow area and thus roduce steam velocity. The
reduction in steam velocity will reduce crosion of tubos near the bottom of the burso.
The volume of stoam passing through the pipe is controlled by the steam bypass volves
upon system pressure signal. The flow volumo is also limited by the pipe slze as
documented in the FSAR, so the additional holes do not significantly alter the operation
of the bypass stoam dump. This design packago also does not affect the seismic
qualification of the bypass steam dumps of the condonsor (Seismic Class lil por
Appendix A of the FSAR).

DP*C reversos the modulating sequence of the condonsor steam dump valvos so the
longest operating time will be assigned to the physically longest condensor steam oemp
diffusers. This effort removes the crosion source from the immediatry affected area.
Roversing the sequence was achieved by exchanging respoettvo 1/1 repeators insido
rack 1(2)C107,

DP'C rearranges the condensor vafvo position indication lamps on the front of 1(2)C03.
The alphanumeric sequence was sacrificed in favor of maintaining the display consistor.t
with operator expectations. Lamp roarrangement meets the mirror imaging and display
intogration requirements of our control room design document.

Summary of Safety Evalugdgrr Concom for increased probability for a condenser tube
rupture was considottd. The additional hdos drill (d in the bypass steam dump pipo are
of the same diam ) tor, spacing, and pattern as the original Westinghouse design.
Thorofore, stress tomains ovonly distributed por unit longth of pipe.
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The 'tdow opon' features of the condonsor stoam dump system will not be atiect(d by
this modification. Solsmic qualifications of the main control boards wHl not be affected,
and there are no Appendtx R concoms since all rowiring offorts wul occur within the
control boards.

The safoty concoms from an FSAR acekfont analysk viewpoint are not appilcatWo
because the cordonsor is not safety rotated, and its hw removal characteristics are not
taken crodit for in the FSAR, The system wul not clungo as it is descritxd in the FSAR
ISER 90488)

64. MR to-077 (Unit 2), Auxiliary Foodwater System. MR 90477 providos a simple methtd
of chocking to 500 if the drain lino in the 1(2)P29 uuxiliary foodwater pump ext',sust line
is clear By adding a tee / valve assomtdy to the drain line of the exhaust lino the test
demonstratop that the line la clear before cold, fast start testing of the steamerNon
auxillary toWxator pump turbino.

Intmiry 0LSafety Evaluation: The tee was usod for connecting a water sourr;c to the
drain lino for flushing purposes. The vaNo was used for isolating the drain lind during
testing. A soismic support was added to the drain so it meets Solsmic Clast 1 ratings
for small bore piping The function of Ihe auxlitary Ioodwator sy51om was r ot altertd

1$ffilO491)

65. MR CO 10fL[Urdi 2) Electrical Distribution System MR 90100 installs 3 tert points and
2 test switches in tSo undervoltago circuit for each of the 2A01 and 2A02 Jusos This
was dono so the timo delay relays used for stripping the buses can be '. mod The
timing of t".ese relays is required in response to NCR N 89117.

Sum _ mary of Saf ly,fyaluatog For each of the buses, one test swli;h provents the busf
stripping rolays from onergl2ing This allows testing of the undervo!! age relays while the
unit is at power. The other test switch was installed in the inp circuit for the station
service transformer breakers This allows testing the stripping of the bus during a
refuohng outage, since the station service transformer breakers are the only breakers on
the A01 and A02 buses that will be closed

The test points are used to ven.ty contact operation and coil Integrity during testing.
They also verity that the knife switches property close upon completion of the testing
The test points were added to the existing undervoltage test panel on each of the
busos The cutouts required for the test points woro small and the mass of the test
points is negligible and will have no structural impacts on the bus.

A 10 pole Flexhest switch was installed on each of the busos next to the existing test
panol. The test switch assombly toquires a 2.3x5.4* cutout and weighs 1.75 pounds
Those switches are usod otsowhere on the 4100 V switchgoar and the mounting of the
now switches was similar to the existing switches No.14 or No.10 AWG SIS wire will
be usod to connoct the switches and test points. The A01 and A02 butos are Seismic
Class 3 structures.

Caution will be taken during the periodic testing to provunt shorting o' grounding of the
test points During normal operation, the test poln's Wul bo covered b/ the existing test
panel cover and will have no offect on the circutt operation. Also, the test swhches.
While closod, will not afioct the circutt operation. During the periodic tt. sting, after each
test switch operation, it was verified that the knifo switch closes properly. Therefore, if a
test swhch faHod open, h would be detected before h would affect the bus stripping
operation. Knife switch falluto would have no offect on auxiliary feodwater Initiation.

I
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$1nce work was done to the station service transformer broab er trip circult, h too was
opened. A temporary jumper was installed to allow closing the tie breakers in on a Ike
bus. Double verification was used to verify that the jumper was proporfy installed and
rernovod. Section 8.2 4 of the FSAR describes these tie breakers stating that they utlhze
a dead bus transfer scheme, because no synchron12ation ab'jfty has been provided.
Since the two 480 V buses were supplied from the same source, no synchronization
was required and the tie breakers could be closed in on a ike bus. (See also
NCR N@ 187 for further details on this issue.) (SER 99 023

GG MR 9>111 (Unrt 21, Auxiliary Foodwater System The MR reroutes the portion of cable
ZC2NA012D which runs between 2A01 and 2A02, so it is not in conduit that contains a
cable for the oppos!!e train. The previous configuration was a nonconformance as
documented in NCR NM 058. Cable 2NA0120 was puilod out of cordult 2DA 1 and
toroutNi through 2DA 2.

Junerv of Safety Evaluation: in order to make room for the additional cable in 2DA 2,
an existing annunciator cable (2K0228C) was rerouted through 2DA 1. The annunciator
cable is not t.afety related and therefore could be moved to the other condult. The
cable is used for the ' Unit 2 common Critical control power failure * annunciator on CO2.
In order to ease the installation and limit the amount of time that the annunciator is out
of service, cablo 2K0228C, which is 3/C #10 AWG, was replaced with a 2 conductor
#12 cable. No.12 AWG wire is acceptable for use in annunciator circuits. The added
resistance in the circut was tmall because the length of cable replaced was small
(<20'), ard does not affect the operation of the annunciator.

The resuhing configuration decreases the percent fill of the condults below that allowed
by NEC Chapter 9 Table 31. The overall combustible loading was decreased

The auxiliary foodwater system is described in Section 10.2 of the FSAR. This
modification did not change the operation of the system. The reliability of the system is
increased because the potential of a single failure affecting both trains of the control
circuitry for the turbine 4rNen auxiliary foodwater pump is being eliminated.

A 72 hour LCO was initiated and the turbine 4rNon AFP declared out of service per
TS 16.3.4.2. Technical Specifications require that th) associated turbino drNon AFP
along with its essential instrumentation be operablo for single unit operation. This
change was done to meet the original design criterla and does not affect the design
basis. No syctem functional changes occurred. (SER 90 03f}

67. JAR 90131 (Unit 1), Reactor Coolant System. The incore thermocouple for location Act
(1TE 00001) was found to be leaking at its electrical connector, The connector was cut ,

off, and a 1/8' stainless stool Swagolok cap was added to soal the 1/8' stainless steel
Mi cable sheath.

Summary of Safety Evaluation: When the electrical connector is removed, the A7
thermocouple will no longer be usable for indication purposes; therefore, its input was
removed from the PPCS scan. Removing the signal will not affect the ability to meet TS
Table 15.3.5 5 requirements to have four operable thermocouples por core quadrant.

The existing oloctrical connectors are seismic components. Th1 electrical connector
was replaced with a lighter Swagolok cap, thereby reducing the stresses which would
be generated in the stalk during a seismic event.

The electrical connectors are also environmentally qualified. Since removing the
connector will make the A 7 thermocouplo non functional, EQ requirements are not
applicable.,
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Calculation P-88-016, performed for MR 88 047, demonstra'es that the thermocoupic
sheath can be expected to withstand internal pressure in excess of the reactor coolant
system's safety vane setpoint. If a leak developed, it would not exceed the capacity of
a single charging pump (FSAR 14.31). (SER 90457)

An amendment to the original SER was Moed to address the use of a Swagelok plug in
lieu of the 1/8' Swage 40k cap described in the original evalua'Jon. Dunng installation of
the 1/8' Swagelok cap usod to seat incore thermocouple A7, it was determined that a
Swagelok plug should be used since the cap could nJt be installed.

"Tummarv of Amendedjafety Evaluation: The Swagelok plug is an acceptable RCS
pressure bourdary since it provides a seal with an edsting Swage fitting and the stub
thermocouple sheath. With the exception of this change, the conclusions of
SER 90-057 remain valid. ISER 90 057 01)

GB. MR 90153 (Unit 21, Main Steam System MR 90153 eliminates the potential of having a
failure of a contact block affect both trains in the main steam isolation valve (MSIV)
manual Initlation circuit.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: Fallure of a contact plunger to be depressed is a singte
failure that would affect the entire switch because it would prevent the switch actuator
from turning This failure would affect the opening of the MSIVs, which is not a saf ety.
related function. Also, this failure would be immediately detecttd since the operator
would not be able to tum the swnch.

The other type of failure is the failure of a contact plunger to reset once it is released A
contact falling to reset will also affect those contacts mounted directly behind it, but v.ill
not aficct those contacts on the other side of the switch. Because of this, the contacts
were rearranged so the A train contacts are on one side and the B train contacts are on
the other side.

The MSIV manual control switches are 2-position maintained switches with no automatic
return operation. The switch actuator is of a simpio design and failure of this type of
actuator seems unlikely. Because of the simple design and the reliability of these
switches in the past, train specific switches are not necessary.

The modification has no system functional effect on the MSIVs as described in FSAR
Section 10.2.2 or their control circuit as described in Section 7.2.2. The requirements of
manual actuation of safety related systems, por St Bn 7.2.1, are being maintained
The change has no impact on the automatic main steam isolation circiAry.
(SER 90-000)

69. MR 90158 (Unit 2), Snubbers / Supports. The modification extends the pressure sensing
line of the hydraulic fluid reservoir of the snubber for the Unit 2 *B' steam generator.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The line was eerded to an area of a lower dose rate
than its current location. The extension line was designed to match the original line
specifications and used materials acceptable for use in containment. (SER 90-111)
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70. MR 91162.(Unh ?). Fuel Transfer System The MR provdes shielding of the fuel
transfer tube to prevent the strt,aming of gamma rays through the expansion crack
between containment and the fuel transfer tubo canal structure.

Summarv of Safety EvaWal!QD: The final design invoMd installation of lead bricks
overlapping the expansion joint between the fuel transfer canal otructure ard
containr'.ent, inside the canal structure. Thirty load bricks,2'x4'x0', were vertically
stacktd. The bricks woro solsmically supportod.

The gamma ray scatter from the fuel transfe: tube will be foduced with lead sheets
stackod on the fuoi transfor penetration tubo. Twenty 1/0' layers (accumutated
thickness of 2.5') wete strapptd Irdkidually with 0.75' WOO,0 030' thick stainless steel
bardt, on each end. The last layer was secured whh straps positioned every 3*.

Fool handling accidents were evaluattd in Section 14.2 of the FSAR to ensure that no
hazards are created. The probabiltty of a failure of the fuel transfer tubo due to the
insta!!ation of lead shielding is not increasod. This was verHied by evaluating the
seismic response of the installation ,($fdif,70ZZ)

71. MR 9>107 (Unh 21. Fuol Transfer System. MR 90107 installs a handrall to the Unit 2
manipulator crane motor platform (MCMP) along with a gateway to access the platform
from the manipulator crano controls platiorm (MCCP).

Surnmary of SMclylybWallOD: General Design Crlierlon 2 requires that systems
important io safety shall be designed to withstard the effects of earthquakes Appendw
A of the FSAR Indicates the manipulator is Seismic Class 3. Tha sodition 0 0 handrall8

does not alter this solsmic classMication. Since the main danger is thy - hardrail
could fall off the manipulator into the reactor vessel during fuel handlin e handrall
was considertd 'important to safety' An analysis was dono to verity t.r. ihe handrall
will not fati off of the manipulator into the refueling cavity during a seismic event.

Fuol hardling accidents are evaluated in Section 14.2.1 of the FSAR to ensure that no
hazards are created. The possiblitty of a fuel handling incident is very remote because
of the many administratNe controls and physicallimitations imposed on fuel handling
operations. All refueling operations are conducted in accordance with prescribed
proctdures under direct surveillance of a supervisor technically trained ir; nuclear safety.

Rupture of one complete outor row of fuol elements in a withdrawn assembly is
assumed as a conservatke i mit for ovaluating the environmental consequences of a fuel
handling incident. Even in the unlikoty event that the handrall should fall and strl> e one
or more fuoi assemblics, there is very little chance that more than the equkalent of one
complete outer row of fuel elements could be rupturod. The postulated accident would
be within the accident evaluated in the FSAR Section 14 2.1. .(KELPO 070)

72. MR 91169 (Unn 2), Roactor Coolant System. MR 90169 removes the second off
isolation valve (RC-500C) from the reactor vossol levol Irdication system (RVLIS)
reference log ard replace it with tubing. The valve, which is located in the refueling
cavity, is not ustd for operation or maintenance of the RVLIS and is not required by
Power Piping Code ANSI B31,11967.

,$nmarv of Safety Evaluatior): The modification was installed during a refueling outage
when operability of the RVLIS is not requirtd. The valve was replaced with stainless
stool tubing and fittings of the same type as thcse already existing in the RVLIS
reference leg The tubing and fittings have pressure and temperature ratings in excess
of the design ratings of the RCS. The new components will be seismically supported.
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The now components woro checked for leaks in accordance with 1S 10.4.3
requiremonts during the postaefoohng pressure test of the RCS

An RCS leak can still be isolated vla the first off isolt.40n valve frcru the reactor vessel
hond. If a lei 1.) the RVUS reference log occurs, it will be within the capacil y of the
charping system. RCS leakage woted be detected and could cause a unit shutdown in
accordance with the Technical S[ech' cations for roactor codant loakugo ard RVUS
operability, JEER 90103)

'.
73. MR E417E Instrument Air System. MR 97-172 revisos the location of test vont valvo

IA 371. IA 371 la the vont on the toot soal bido of the check valvo in the Instrument air
*

line to purgo supply valvo 2VNPSE 3244. IA 371 was originally installed under
MR O')049 (toforence SER 89000). MR 90172 also plugs the existing too whichs

supplies IA 371.

,$u,D. nary gdatelyJyg!mtl00: The now location of IA 371 is in the pressuro bourdaryrr

; of the Joot seal. This installation we3 seismically mour.tod to atsure it does not
adversoly aftoct the bs i soal during a setsmic event. All matorials mot or excooded the
3riginal specification for the system IEER 90 070)

74. MR 90192 (Un!LP). Electrical Distribution System Mil 90190 tomoves the Train B
s

circults from 20160 by (nstaillng separate rolays in the main control board. Where the
existing relay was not alsu providing a Train A circutt function the rotay was relocated
to the main control board. Whore the existing relay provdod a Train A circuit function,
a second rolay was installed in the main control board and the ccil connocked in paraliot
with the on.lsting rotay. Rowiring in the control board was dono to assure train
separation. The three affected circuits were: (1) 2P110 component cooling (CC)
pump relay provides an automatic start of the rolay on low CC beador pressure;'

(2) 2RC-427 RCS lotdown isolation vatvo tolays close thf valve t n low pressurizer
levol; and (3) 2RC 430 pros turlier PORV rolays open the vatvo on high pressurizer
pressure.

_Summarv of.SafetyAnlqguery Upon r:omplean of the MR, the circu!!s are functionally
the 4amo as priot to it. Equipment locMion and arrangement was changed to provide
train separation. The coil portion of the circuit, which is not train or safety related, was
changed in some cases to have 2 relay colis in parallot.

The installation was procodut liy centrolled ard was dono during a cold I,hutdown of
Unit 2. The portions of tha circults to be modified were isolated by opening slide s in
the main control txwd. This allowod the circuits to romain operable except for the
specific control functions listed obove. The 2Pt1B CC pump was designated as the
running pump and thorofore the loca of its autostart featuro would have no otioct on
plant oporabilty, Also the low temperature osorpressure control function for 2RC-430
was not defeated except briefiy during testing.

TS 1!i 3.15.A operability ro,quiromonts woro evaluated to work on the pressurtier
PORV 2RC430 high pressurtzer pressure relay. The proposed work on CC pump
2P11B did not affect the pump oporsbility concoms of TS 16.3.3 C,' Component Cooling
System.' The work on the throo circuits brings the plant back into conformance with
the instrumentation and protection circuit descriptions of FSAR Chapter 7, although the
spectfic circuits are not describod in the FSAR. IShrgg31

1
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75. MB,ybi92*A (Unit 2). Safeguards System. MR 90192 oliminates electrical separation
conflicts in the safeguards racks. Design Package A covers containment isolation valve
circuits; 2V313, RCP soal water retum; 2V3047, containment IA isolation valve; 2V3048,
containment IA isolation valve; 2CV 3200A, R211/212 isolation valve; 2V500, reactor
makeup water Ci vatve; 2V371,lotdown line Isdation; 2V7C9, excess letdown HX CC
outlet; 2VB46, St accumulator T34A & B nitrogen ;upply Cl valve; 2V2083, steam
gonorator A sample isolation; 2V20B4, steam generator B sample isolation; 2V5958,
steam generator bicwdown isolation; 2V5959, steam Donorator blowdown isolaMn:
2V906A, primary system sampling: 2V9000, primary system sampling; and 2V9000,
primary system sampling

Summarv o' Safety Ryaluation: The primary approach involved using sparo contacts on'

existing Cl rotays in the safoguards racks to supply auxillary Cl relays in the main
contrd board. Wiring in the main control board was done in a manner to provide for
electrical separation between circuits. The modified Cl valve circuits are functionally the
same as the original circuits. That is, olther train of containment isolation actuation will
cause the valve to close.

The circuit change fnr valves 2V313 and PV371 was different. Although these were
originally single isolation valves, a modification added redurdant valves 2V313A and
2V371 A. Since there are rodurdant vatvos to 2V313 and 2V371, there was no reason for
these valves to recotve Ci signals from both safoguards trains. Therefore. the opposite
train Cl interiock was removed from these valve circuits to match the design for all other
rodundant containment isolation valvo circurts.

The addition of the new auxillary racks added one additional component to the
actuation circultry which could potentially fall. However, it was felt that the probabihty of
this is remote. With those particular circuits, multiple failures would be required to b;ock
the Cl function. Use of auxillary rolays is a typical design method which is used for
other safety related functions such as stripping the battery chargers on SI,

The MR was installed during cold shutdown with the primary system not solid and no
fuel motion. To maintain instrument air to containment, work on va!ve 2V3047 did not
begin until work on valve 2V3048 was complete. The circuit for 2CV3200A was not
afiocted until most of the other changes were completed to minimize the outage of
RE 211/212 and the associated containrnent vont valves 2V32d and 2V3244. The
RE 211/212 system is not required when the unit is in cold shut,iown and no fuel
motion is in progress. ISER 90109)

An ECR addod DC power failure alarm relays to the now auxiliary containment isolation
rolay circuits. The coli of those alarm rolays is connected in series with a resistor
across the DC power supply for thoto circuits and is normally energized. Contacts from
those relays were added to an existing annunciator circutt, 'Un4 2 Safeguard DC Control
Power Failure? Although those alarm relays do not perform a safety related function.

,

they am part of a safoty rotated circuit which periorms a containment isolation function.'

Thorofore, they may not fail in a manner which could disable this safety function.

The rolay type and design is identical to those Installed in many other safety rotatoJ
circults Examples include the safety injoetion pumps and emorgency diesel generator
output breakers. The only way that this alarm rolay could defeat the safety function
would be for it to short out the DC supply. Since the design incorporates a 1500 ohm
resistor in series with the coll, this would require shorting between two nonadjacent
terminals on the relay base. The relay base is of rugged construction with terminals
rated for 1250 V, Therefore, this is not considered a credible f ailure mode.
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The new alarm relays were mounted on the same steel plate as the containment
isolation auxiliary relays. Selsmic mounting of the relay bases was justified using SOUG
methodology. The relays are mounted below the containment malation auxiliary relays
so they could not full on safety-related equipment. If the alarm relays did fall out, the
associated annunciator would alarm.i

There is no credible fa9ure mechanism associated with the ala:1 relays which could
disable the safety function of these circuits. Also, these relays improve the reliability of
these circuits by prcNkling an alarm if the power supply is interrupted. (SER 90109-01)

76. JAR 90-209 (Commoni, Fuel Oil System. The modification provides scismic support of
the fuel oil transfer piping in the control building. Fh/e new wc.4ets were added to the
transfer piping, along with modifications to four other supporta. te bring the piping into
Code ccmpilance for pipe stress and rupport loads.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The pipinc was analyzed for operaullity and was found
to be within opt ability critetta for piping and supports. The piping was also reanalyzed
with a new support configuration consistent with these changes. The new analyses
show that the piping will fall within Code allowables. The modification provides an
installation consistent with safety analysis report requirem6nts and ensures availability of
the fuel from the emergency tank to the diesel generators, f3ER 90-099)

77. MR 90-226*A (Unit 2). Chemical & Volume Control System The modification replaces
volume control tank level transmitter 2LT-141.

jummarv of Safety Evaluation: Although the control and alarm functions of this levet
instrument loop are described in the FSAR, no specific , are given to describe the level
transmitter. The modification does not affect the centrol function or alarms in any
manner.

The modification does not re*;it in an increased probablaty 'l e volume contru tank
rupture or alter the ev''lusions of the volume contrc4 tank 9 aaalysis found in
Section 14.2.3 of the FS#,. There are no not additionalloao, .no 20YO2/DYOPB
inverters or on the C06 station battery.

The transmittets are not Oh Scope and are not Seismic Class 1. The transmitters are
not environmentally qualified, and Appendix " 'esign considerations are not required.
Existing 2LT 112 and 2LT 114 separation wn at changed. (SER 90112)

78. MR 90-230 (Upig), Containment Spray s, em. ~ This modification provides a new
support confl0uration for the Unit 2 auxiliary spray piping to bring the piping and
noports into code compliance for normat operating, seismic, and thermal stratification
conditions. Two new support designs were installed and two existing supports were
removed. The piping was analyzed with the new support configuration. The new
analyses show that the piping and supports will fall within code allowables for both pipe
stress and support loads.

'

Summary of,.jaf tyEvaluation: The modification provides an installation consistent with2
the requirements in the FSAR, and ensures availabNty of the auxiliary spray line to
perform its intended function. (SER nQdjal.

.
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TEMPORARY MCDIFICATIONS

1. .BLp0 004 funh 11, Radiation Monitoring System. The temporary modification adds
Chrh. ;ex 10PTV1 heat tape to RE 211/RE 212 piping in the Unit ? personnel hatch.
TV sply for the heat tape was taken off the supply to the hatch testing pump, P77B.
Tk s<np is supplied by emergency lighting Panel 31.E.

Su;nmary of Safety Evaluation Using a maximum of 60' ef heat tape the largest
additional load would be 10.5 W/ft (60 ft) 1/120 V = 5.3 artps.

FSAR Section 8.2.3, Emergency Power, and Table 8.2.1 drscribe loaMog on emergency
diesel generator G01. An estimated load for emergency lighting is 50 kW. Minimal load
was added by installation of the heat tape suppiled through breaker 31-E 03. The
current draw of 1.3 amps for pump P77B is intermittent. The heat tape is self regulated
so the maximum current draw would be 5.3 amps (0.6 kW). In warmer conditions this
load would decrease. Potential damage due to fault conditions as a result of fa!!ure of-
the heat tape system would be protected via the 20 amp supply breaker,31 E-03.

From FSAR Table 8.2.1, following a LOCA the estimaiud injection phase loading on the
dl6sel generator is 2529 kW for 30 minutes. The diesels are capable of supplylng
2850 kW continuous. This results in a margin of 321 kW. The estimated recirculation
p'sse load is 2706 kW. This results in a margin of 144 kW. 'The Installation of hcat tape
wn, decrease both margins by 0.6 kW but the decrease will not reduce operability of the
diesci generators. (SER 90-006).

2; TM 90 007.125 V DC System. The temporary modificauon replaces the existing, ' aaker
-on D11-25, a Westhghouse HFA 2070 with thermal only trip, with a Westinghouse Type

'

HFB 3070.

.Sammarv of Safotv Evalufti!g.r.1: The instGd breaker was inadequa'a *suse its
thermal trip e4 ment might not react qti <ly enough to isolate a fault from u,1 or the
DC bus. The thermal / magnetic ..ip ele,t e.i ;n HFB type breakers has an instantaneous
rating, which adequately isolates faults. iherefore, the non safety related load was
isolated from the safety related DC bus.

HFB series braakers are electrically equivalent to HFA series. The HFB series has the
required thermal magnetic trip. The replacement breaker is a 3-phase model, which is
adequate for use in 2: pole DC applications. The center pole of the replacement breaker
will remain disconnected.

D11:Is rated as Selsmic Class 1. HFB hreakers require an adapter kit to fit the space
vacated by the HFA breaker. The adapter kit consists of copper conductors which are
slightly longer (about 3/8?) than original, and mounting Z pletes which are of slightly

.dtfferent width, to accommodate the difference in size between HFB and HFA breakers,
The HFB weighs about 1721 g, while the HFA weighs about 1745 g. Since the mass of
the breakers is slightly reduc 4 the location of the center of mass is essentially the -

. same, the mounting hardware is essentially the same, and 110 mounting method is the
^ same, the replacement HFB breaker is Selsmically accepta9e for use in D11.

_(SER 90-010)
,

a

a
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3. TM 90410 (Unit 21, Feedwater Syst9m. TM 90 010 temporarily repairs support
EB-9-2H11 on the Unit 2 *B' main food line such that the saddie is removed and
replaced with shim plates. The saddle was found broken free from the pipe; thus, its
load-carrying capacity was reduced.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: To avoid welding to the feed line while it is pressurtzed,
the pipe was lifted -1/4' to enable removal of the saddle and insertion of shim plates
and an abrasion plate. The line was lifted using rigging and attachment points with load
carrying capacity equal to or greater than the design load. The rigging was installed
within 2-3' of the support location to minimize any support relocation effects on the
system. The original saddle was for 3' insulation so the t' ; imlng was 3' thick,
including abrasion protection plate.

The shim plates were not welded to the pipe so axial movement is still allowed. The
abrasion shleid was strapped to the pipe to keep it stationary. The shim plates are W ao
enough so any mrth to south movement wul not result in the pipe falling off the shim
stock.

This section of line is Seismic Class 3 but needs to be intact for support of the nearby
class change to Class 1 at the main feed check valves. The temporary restoration of
support EB-9 2H11 restores its load carrying capability to design condition, thus
me'ntaining the aowuacy of the Class 1 o! ping.

While E3 94111 was repaired, the temporary support was located as close as
reasonably * assible to the existing support. It utilized embeds in the overhead es
sim!!ar supports. Several of those are attached to embeds in the floor with sim!!c
loading values. 9 hough the embed load is typically !!mited to 1000 lb/ft. the existing
installation shows greater capability. It utilized 1 beams and rigging capable of carrying
the design load of 558 lb gravity + 2035 !b SSE.

The temporary beam welded to the embeds was left in place for uso during the
permanent repair. This was considered acceptable since it was not located above any
safety.related components and added an insignificant weight to the seismic structure.
(SER 90-018)

4. TM 90 016 (Comment Budding & Structures. The TM removed some of the peiling tiles
in the computer and control rooms.

Summarv of Safety Evaluatice The TM has a short term effect upon the control room.
The cacot was restored by a permanent modification which installed registers, grills
and/or open tRes in place of the removed tiles. The replacements for the removed tiles
were selected to minimize ventilation noise. Removal of these tiles will not affect fire
barriers. (SER 90-028)

5. TM 90-017 (MWR 9010591, Feedwater System. Support EB-9 2H16 on the Unit 2 'A'
main feed line was modified so the saddle was removed and replaced with shim plate.
The saddle was found to be broken free from the pipe, and thus, its load carrying
capacity was reduced.

Sgmmr;v of Safety Eval.ygtign: Tha pipe has an abraston shield Installed to protect it.
Th 1 plate was wolded to the support. Axial movement of the pipe was not
restn...nd since movement between the abrasion shield and shim plate can still occur.
The length of the shim plate was long enough to prevent the pipe from droppbg off the
shim it ide-to-side movement occurs. The thickness of the shim will be sized to
provide the 1/16' gap at the top of the pipe.
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The section of affected piping is Selsmic Class 3 but needs to be intact for support of
the nearby class change to Class 1 at the main feed check valves. The temporary
restoration of support EB 9-2H16 restores its load carrying capability to design
conditions, thus maintaining the adequacy of the Class 1 piping

While EB49-2H16 was ropaired, the temporary support was located as reasonably as
possible to the existing support. It utilized embeds in the overhead as do similar
supports. Loads on these supports are simlar in value to that at EB-9 2H16. Although
loadir.g on embeds is typically limited to 1000 lbs, existing installation in these areas
show higher capability. The temporary support location was upstream of EB 9 2H16.
The temporary support utillzod I beams and tie rods capable of carrying the design load
of support EB49 2H16. The I beam was left in place for later use to restore EB49-2H16
to original configuration. Failure of the temporary support during me would result in a
total deflection of 3' at EB 9 2H16. HER 90 025)

6. TM 90-020 (Unit it Reactor Coolant System. The TM blocked one power. operated
relief valve (PORV) open during the containment Integrated leak rate test (CILRT),

.Sma.y_p.f_ Safety Evaluation: SER 80144 previously evaluated TM % 043, whichr

blocked both Unit 2 PORVs open during a CILRT. Blocking one PORV open rather than
both does not affect SER 89144 conclusions. Therefore, SER 89-144 also applies when
one PORV is blocked open.

Blocking one PORV open is considered adequa'e because the design basis looked at a
single PORV opening assuming a worst case transient of a single high pressure safety
injection pump discharging to the reactor coolant system while the system is solid. One
SI pump is procedurally tagged out by OP 30, ' Hot Shutdown to Cold Shutdown.' A
redundant valve is not required because physically blocking provides a positive means
of venting the RCS to the pressurizer relief tank and satisfies TS 15.3.15.4.
(SER 89144-01)

7. TM 90 Q23 (Unit 1). Component Cooling System. The temporary modification provides
an interim corrective action to address NCR 90489. Cables ZA1810AC and ZB1823BC
both run through Riser B2 Into rack 1C158. These two cables form part of the circuit
which automatically starts the component cooling (CC) water pumps on low pressure.
Simultaneous failure of these cables could result in the automatic start function being
defeated aryd the posslW loss of all control power to the breakers feeding the CC
pumps.

The permanent solution to th 4oblem is to reroute one of the cables through a new
conduit to 1C158, bypassing . .tr 82 This condult was run to meet the separation
criteria. As a temporary measure to place the system into a conservative posillon, the
use of 1P11B as the normal running pump and the opening of sliders In 1C03 to cable
ZB1823BC (cable ZB1B23BC provides the auto start signal to 1P118) was
accomplished by the TM.

.Symmary of Safetc 5 valuation: This configuration allowed the manual and automatic
start circuit of 1P11 A to remain operational and still allows the manual operation of
1P11B. The operation of the associated control room annunciator, ' component cooling
discharge pressure low" remained unchanged. The opened sliders to cable ZB1823BC
prevent a fault from affecting both circuits by isolating this cable from the circuit.

The disconnecting of cable ZB1823BC prevents a single failure involving Riser 82 to
result in the loss of the control power of both CC pump breakers. No additional single
failure could cause this loss of control power. HER 90-ql7M
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e. TM 90 024 (Unit 2), Component Cooling System. The temporary modification providos

an interim corrective action to address NCR 90 089. Cables ZC2B34AD and ZD2828BD
both run though Riser 92 Into rack 20158. These two cables form part of the circutt
which automatically starts the component cooling (CC) water pumps on low pressure.

]
Simultaneous failure of these cables could result in the automatic start function Ming
defeated and the possible loss of all control power te the brockorc fooding the
component cooling water pumps.

The permanent solution to this problem is to rerouts one of the cables through a new
conduit to 20158, bypassing Riser 92. This condult was run to moot the separation
criteria. As a temporary measure to put the system in o a conservativo position, the use
of 2P11B as the normal running pump and the opening of sliders in 2C03 to cable
ZD2B28BD (cable 2D2828B0 provides the auto star' signal to 2P118) was
accomplished by the TM

summary of Safety Evaluation: This configuration allowed the manual and automatic
start circuit of 2P11 A to remain operational and stlti allows the manual operation of
2P11B.

The operation of the associated control room annunclator ' component cooling
discharge pressure low' remains unchanged. The opened siders to cable ZD2B28BD
would also provent a fault from affecting both circuits by isolating this cable from the
circutt.

The disconnectin;; of cable ZD2B28BD provents a single t 1 involving Risor 92 to
resuit in the loss of the control power of both CC pump breakers. No sovitional single
failure could cause this loss of control power. (SER 90-037B)

9. TM 90427 (Unit 1), Nitrogen System. TM 00 027 provides high pressure nitrogon
(160180 psig) to th reactor vessel (RV) inspection par device. The par device
electrical lines are pressurtzod with this nitrogon to ensure they romain dry while the
par dovico is on the RV.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: A nitrogen 12 pack with attached pressure regulator and
relief valve was connected to the existing Swagelok fitting at the truck till connection
upstream of valv; i 837C in the Unit 1 containment facado. A 1/4' ID hose was
connected to tne existing Swagelok fitting at the isolation valve test connectica (IVTC) at
valve 1 1425 on El. 21' in the containment. The hos6 provided nitrogen to the par
device. An air compressor is connected to tho neogon supply line to the par on
El. 66' in Unit 1 containment as a backup to the nitrogon system. This compressor
automatically starts if nitrogen pressure gets too low, thereby assuring that the electrical
lines remain dry. This also ensured that no refueling cavity water can be siphoned or
drawn back into the nitrogen system.

The portion of the nitrogen system piping being used was betwoon the truck fill
connection and the IVTC. This piphg is normally used to pressurtze the Unit 1 safety
injection (SI) accumulators. Since Unit 1 was in cold shutdown, the accumulators were
not required. The accumulatora me isda:M from this piping to prevent their
undosired pressurization. Additledy. this ptpiry was isolated from the Unit 2 nitrogen
piping used to pressurize the Unit : secwrdutors and had no ottoct on tholt operation. <

This piping was also isolated from a awnato nitrogen supply to the wasto disposal
system, and did not affeC',11.

A relief valve set at ~220 psig was connected to the piping upstream of the truck lill
connection to provent overpressurization of this piping and the hose being used,

i
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This part of the nitrogen system is normally isolated from the Unit 2 Si accumulators
and the waste disposal system. Therefore, this temporary rnodification codd affect
neither of those portions. The temporary modification was removed prior to
repressurtzing the Unit 1 Sl accumulators and prior to Unit 1 startup when the
aecumulators are requirod por TS 15.3.3A (SER 93-044)

10. TM 90-028 (Unit 2), Main Steam System. TM 90028 removed the limit switches from
the varve body on MS 2017, 'B' steam generator main steam isolation valve. Removal
of the limit switches results in loss of vaNo - ilgnals in the control room and the
loss of a turbine trip signal generated frc.n tne valve dise leaving its open posit |on.

One reason given for the installation of the trip signal is to provent wipe in closure due
to an actuator loss of air pressure or the failure of an alt solenold. Both of these
problems appear to have boon remodied through the years. MWR 8202 modified the
valves to open further gMng more allowance for a diminished air pressure. Modification
E 201 was installed in 1983 to replace the air solenolds with a more rollable model.
These two changos ollminated the wipe-in problem that was the justification for,

MR E-47. In addition, a larger operator wa: Installed on 2MS 2017; thus this valvo is the
least likely valve to be swept closed at full power.

A second reason in the FSAR for the trip relays was to prevent increased steam flows in
the steam line of the MSIV which did not immediately wipo in. The closure of the MSIV
with the increased steam flow could result in a challenge to the main steam saleties
The atmospheric dump vanes are sometimes unreliablo at the fuh load steam conditions
and should not be depormd to open when required. This would result in one or more
main steam safety valves Ittting. This is within the design of the main steam system,

Summary of Safety Evaivation: The turbine trip signal upon an MSIV leaving its fu!!
open position was added in 19'"1 under MR E 47. This modification and its intent is
described on Pages 10.217 ai.d 18 of the FSAR. The MSIV turbine trip signal is also
describod on Page 7.2 31 of the FSAR. No protactive function is attributed to the trip
signal in this section.

Based on the descriptions as given in the FSAR, the defeat of the turoine trip signal on
the closing of MS 2017 does not result in an unroviewed safety question.

Loss of the valve position indicatinn in the controi room should not hamper normal
operations of the unit. A verification of valvo position is required in the event that
certain EOPs are enterod. If an EOP would be entered that required valve position
verification, this step would have to be fulfilled by a visual observation.

Loss of the valvo position indication does not result in an unreviewed cafety question.
$ The main r1uirement for the hdication is during an event requiring the use of the

applicable EOP. Tho intent of the EOP step can be satisfied by other means of
verification. (SER 90455)

'

11. JM 90 029 (Common),13.8 kV Electrical System. TM 90 029 removed relays 62BF/H10,
62BF/H2O and 62BF/H30 from tholt cases in panels C221, C222 and C223. This
eliminated the potential for misoperation causing a bus lockout.

The 62BF breaker failure relays on the 13.8 kV system provido a backup level of*.
protection. They were added to the 13.8 kV system design to cover the potential
significant consequences of a failure of the primary protection. 62BF/H30 was installed
to provide br.kup protection for a cable fau!! between the H03 and H06 swhchgear.
This wculd normally trip the 2-87/X03 relays which would trip lock out relay 2-86/X03.

|

|
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2 86/XO3 will trip breakers H52 06, H52 30, and circuit r ..icher F89-152. It wih also I

apply an auto-close signal to bus tie breakers H52 21 and H52-31. This automatic bus |

crosstle function was the rosson for adding the breaker failure relay backup protection. |

If the H52-30 breaker failed to trip, the auto-close of the tie breakers would connect the ,

fault to the opposite unit's high voltage station auxiliary transformer. The overcurrent i

relays on this transforrr- rould cause a 1-06/X03 lockout.

Thus, if HSP 30 failed to trip, one fault could cause the loss of an offsite power for both
units 62BF/H30 protects against this by initiating a timing sequence whenever al auto
trip signal is applied to H52 30. If current is still finwing through H52 30 after 160 ms,
62BF/H30 will trip lockout relay 8/H03. 06/H03 will trip all the breakers on the H03 bus
including bus tie breaker H52-31. Since the overcurrent relays on the 1X03 transformer
would take about 1.5 seconds to trip, loss of the opposite units high voltage station
auxillary transformer is avoided. Function of the other 62BF relays is similar. There are
58 SBF 1 breaker fallute relays Installed in the WE system. Several actual misoperations
have occurred over tree last few years. An investigation has attributed these
misoperations to DC control circuit transients. Modification kits have been ordered to
eliminate the problem. Misoperation of these relays in the PBNP 13.8 k / system would
cause a lockout of the associated switchgear bus. For the H02 or H03 bus, this would

,

cause a loss of offsite power to Unit 1 or Unit 2 arid would result in an auto start of both'

diesels.

Summarv of Safety Evaluat_l.QD: It is believed that the potentia! for the misoperation to
occur is much greater than the possibility of a cable fault combined with a fa!!ure of a
brcaker to trip. Altnough this relay was added as part of the 13.8 kV system upgrade,
the potential for a breaker fall.ae causing loss of all offsite power existed prior to this
modification PBNP operated for 18 years without this backup level of protective
relaying.

As specified in FSAR Section 8.2.2 for the original 13 8 kV system (with bus tie breakers
H52-02 and 03), the closing of the bus tie breakers into a common fault was prevented
by trip and lockout Interiocks in the breaker control circuits. This vras trua for a cable
fault between the X03 and XO4 transformers. However, for a fault on the secondary side
of an XO3 transformer, or on the bu3 duct between the XO3 transformer and the
H52 05/06 breaker to trip, the condition could be established for a loss of all offsite
power to both units as described above. This would occur with the auto closure of the
H52 02 and 03 bus tie breakers on the XO3 lockout signal. Therefore, removal of the
62BF relays places the units in a condition where a cab' fmit, with a breaker failure,
could lead to loss of all offsite power, where previously an a transformer or bus duct
fault, with a breaker failure, could have resulted in a loss of a!! offsite power. Tt'ese twc
probabilities of fault with failure are considered equivalent. Therefore, there is no
increase in the potential for an accident situation leading to a loss of all offsite power.
(SER 90-050)

| 12. TM 90-034 fCommont Cranes. A debris catcher was installed on the primary auxiliary
building (PAB) crane bridge to catch small particles of debris which are falling from the
roof. This debris was generated by the ir. reroofing work. Debris from this projectr

|
entered the roof through small holes in the metal decking. These holes were made
during original construction and are ondomly located. The debris caused a concem in
the area of the spent fuel pool (SFP).

| Summarv of Safety Evaluatjg.rc Assembly and disassembly of the debris cover can be
done away from the SFP a there is no concem from falling parts of the cover or debris
that the cover has caugnt. he covnr was designed to the same type of safety margin
as the crane. The cover is close h the rocf and can catch all of the larger particles.
The cover (ar.d crane) can ba rvsed tc stay centered under the roof work. Work on
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the roof was done in Sections 8' O' wide. The crane ls 26' O' wide and covers a large
area on both sides of the work.

The cover was made of a Unistrut frame covered by a tarp._ The frams consistM of a
,,

Unistrut spanning from one bridge girder to the other on 6' 0* centers attached to the *

Unistrut, which was laid next to the t.olley rails. The attachment of the spandng pieces
of Unistrut to the pieces next to the rails was sufficiently rigid so racking of 0.e frame
was not possible. Since the frame was located between the trolley rails, movement of
the cover was limited and it could not fall down. The weight of the cover was
<1750 pounds and is not defined as a heavy load.

A fire retardant, reinforced tarp with grommets was installed sound the perimeter at
about 4_'-O' center-to-center. The tarp was su#iciently IP.rge enough to span from bridge
girder to bridge girder and was attached to the crane with nylon rope to each bridge

. girder walkway at a minimum of 5' 0* center to-center. Each rope had sufficient
strength to hold the entire tarp. Other small areas (such as the gap between the
walkways and bridge girders) were covered with fire retardant plastic sheets and
installed such that they could not fall from the crano. (SER 89118 01)

13. TM 90 038 (Unti 1), Buildings & Structures. Camera and lighting was insta!!ed in Unit .1
containment to visually monitor the weld on control rod drNe mechanism (CRDM) 13.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The camera, lights and associated cabling wero
securely mounted to the handrail on the north side of the cavity. The brackets are

L
selsmically adequate and will not come loose from the railing. The mass of the devices

! is small so if they did fall, they would not cause damage.

The light fixtures and the pivot device for.the camera bracket is partially made out of
aluminum. The total additional temporary weight of aluminum is less than 1 pound.

-

This is small compared to the 163.5 lb contingency factor listed in Table 5.6.2 2 of the
|

FSAR. _(SER 90-072)

14. TM 90-043 (Unit 21,480 V Electrical Distribution System. TM 90 043 disconnected
backup pressurizer group 2T1B from its electrical supply on 2B02 so temporary power
to a Westinghouse induction heating unit could be supplied through the vacated '
breaker.

I- Summarv of Safety Evaluation: TS 15,3.1.A.6 requi es that 100 kW of heaters be
available during steady state power operations. A least one bank of heaters shall be
supplied from an emergency bus, The 2T1B groJp of heaters which was disconnected
supplies 200 kW of heating power; the remainir'g groups supply 800 kW. Heater groups
2 TIC,2T1D and 2T1E are powered from emergency buses 2B03 and 2B04.

- Prior to removing heater group 2T1B from ",ervice, it was verified that at least 100 kW of
- heaters were available and that at least rue bank of heates was supplied from the
emergency bus < Following restorat;on, double verification ensured that the portions of

,.
the control circuit which were disturbed were restored. T.'.e breaks br group 2T10 was

| .tr Mly shut from 2004 and ammeter checks on down tream load cable confirm that
tL , .1 was restored. $ER 90-0751

L
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15. TM 90-046 (Unit 2), Shleiding. The temporary modification placed a water filled
' shadow' shield in the upper cavity. The shield dimensions of 4.5'x6.5'x8' reduce the
gamma exposure rate by 35% The shleid was located in the northwest comer of the
upper cavity and was in place only during reactor vessel head dressing and undressing.

Summary of Safety Evaluation: The effects that the shield could have upon boron
3

dilution were evaluated. The shield holds a volume of 19.5 ft of water. !f this entire
volume emptied into the reactor vessel after the head was removed, the dilution would
be Insignificant (maximum 20 ppm). Since the shield was away from the reactor vessel
ard vessel water Iovel is l' + below the flange, there was virtually no chance of mixing.

There was no piping or equipment in the northwest comer that could be impacted by
the shleid. The chance of water entering the vessel from a ruptured shield is nearly
impossible because the cavity is sloped away from the vessel and the ~ 31 flange
extends above the cavity floor. (SER im

16. TM 90454 (Commo_rd, ServW '%r System. MOV SW 2818 provided isolation of
service water (SW) to the cab.e spreading room air conditioning.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: SW 26tS can be left in the open position for vane
operator maintenance since the SW flow to the hoat exchangers is controlled by the
temperature control valves TCV 2818A and TCV 28188 mounted downstream of MOV
SW 2818. The power supoly for SW 28M is from safeguards power MCC B21 (which is
strippw - ' safety injc :lo- (SI' ' gnat of a :as of AC power), the valve controllogic
rece W 'ttomatic cics signals on an Si intilation. A manual vane SW-338 is
available for isolation if required.

MOV SW 281o provides isolation of service water (SW) to the control room air
conditioning. SW-2819 can be left in the open position for vane operator maintenance
since t|.e SW flow to the heat exchangers is contrniled by the temperature control
vanes TCV 2819A and TCV 2819B mounted downstream of MOV SW 2819. The power
supply for SW 2819 Is frorn nonsafeguards power MCC B22, the valve control logic
receNes nc at; omatic closure signals on an St Initiation. Manual valves SW 340 and
SW 341 are 6vallable for isolation if required.

These valve operators can be removed during any plant conditions since valve closure
is not required by design during an Sl Initiation or a loss of all AC power. Manual vanes
are available and accessible if isolation is desired.

These vanes are Installed in SW piping that is Seismic Class 1, Removal of the valve
.

operato, from the valve reduces tne vane's mass, raising the vanes natural frequency
and reducing the seismic stresses. The selsmic loading on the unsuppo ted s3m will
.not cause the stem to yloid.

The stem clamp was adequately designed to maintain the valve in the open position.
The stem clamp was placed on the valve stem so the clamp was tight against the
packing gland follower. A piece of brass shim stock was placed between the stem
clamp and the valve stem. _(SER 90&8)
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MISCELLANEOUS EVALUATIONS

1. EWR # ele 8MZ, Revised Control Power Alignment for 4100 V and 480 V Busos. The
evaluation documented considera.lons pertaining to selection of control power supplies
for 4160 V and 480 V buses. The e was a concem that upon a loss of a DC bus, no
automatic bus transfer for A01 arxt A02 could occur, resulting in undesirable condttions
for turbine bearing lubrication. Th6 AC lube oil pumps receive power via A02, and the
DC pump receives power from the Lsttery which normally supplies DC control power to
A02. Loss of a DC bus and turt>lne tre would result in no electric tube oil pump running
in the affected unit.

Summarv of Safetv Evaluation: Control power to 1(2) A02 should be from a different
source than that supplying the associated DC lube oil pumo. The new arrangement
ensures that loss of D01 (D02) will not result in loss of lube oil to the turbine
Additionally, to ensure that a loss of D01 or D02 does not result in a complete loss of
control power for the non-vital and switching buses, the control power supplies were
split. To ensure that folio,ving loss of DOI or DO2, at least one pair of non vita; and
switching buses would have control power, and the associated fast bus transfer would '

work correctly.

Safeguards buses should have control power supplies spilt to maintain train separation.
This does not represent a chaage from tne present normallineup. 480 V buses should
recolve control power from the same source as !!s 4160 V supplying bus. This ensures
that control power is available for the energized 480 V buses following fast bus transfer.

DC power for RCP UF trip (device 812) is hard wired to D16 (018) from D01 (DO2). DC
power for RCP UF trip (device 811) is selected with the cho!ce of control power for that
bus. The logic of RCP UF trip is such that 1 of 2 UF signals from A01 and A02 each are
needed to cause a reactor trip. TS require that a minimum of one UF channel per bus
be operating. or else maintain the unit in hot shu'down. As a worst case, consider
when control power to A01 or A02 is selected to the same DC bus at that suppl /ag
the hard wired UF trip channel (as is normally the case), a single failure resu!!ing in the
loss of both UF channels woulo be the result of losing a battery, DC bus or D11 (013).
These would all result in reactor trip. To restore the lost UF channel, in any event, the
altamate control power supply would be selected. it is not a violation of Technical
Specifications to align control power as suggested.

Battery loading is unaffected by the change in control power lineup. Befcre and after
the change, D11 and D13 each supply ten 4160 V and 480 V bus switchgear normal
control power :ircuits.

After considering the applicable criteria for 4160 V and 480 V tw3 control power lineup,
the most reliable lineup was selected. This lineup addressed the concerns of turbine
tube oil pump operability and correct operation of fast bus transfer, and ensured that at
least one set of vital, non vital and switching buses are available following loss of a
battery of DC bus. (SER 89 134-04

2. FSAR Section 10.2-1. The proposed change to the FSAR increased the value listed in
Table 10.21 for the steam generator upper pH guideline from 9.3 to 9.4 s u. Several
minor changes were also included in the change to FSAR Table 10.21, including
temperature for measurements of pH and conductivity. The inclusion of this
temperature is to clarify that the !isted values are for measurements taken at 25*C and
not at system temperatures.

Summary of Safety Evaluation: The chemica! agents used to control pH, i e., ammonia
and morpholine, were added to the !ist of control parameters. However, no nermal
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' wAns are IWed for thess paramotor1, since the governing paramotor is the pH resulting
from thr/r additios The reference to micrombos (umhos) for conductMty was changed
to micro slornens ( S): the accepted nomenclature for the unit of electrica!
conductance The upper pH guidolino change is based on the vendor recommended
guidelines. ,($ER 90 0$2)

3. f,SAR 11.1.2, Nitrogen Gas System. FSAR Chapter 11 Section 11.1.2, ' System Design
and Operation / Pages 11,16 and 11,17, which descr be the nitrogon gas system were
chan09d in June of 1989. The change was made to accurato!y describe the mode of
operation for this system. This description wo not accurato in previous versions as
documented in NCR 89-156.

.$nmmartgf_ Safety Evp!ggilon: This chango describos the high protsure and low
pressure nitrogon system. The change states the low pressuro system can be supplied
by the high pressure system through pressure control valves. It also states the low
pressure systern is the primary supply of cover gas in variout, tanks

.
The change to Page 11.116 on the nitrogon manifold was made to clarify its use in

! relationship to the low pressure system as descr! bod on Pages 11.10 and 11,17, This
does not change system operation for nitrogen Das.

The hign pressure n'trogen 12 packs are normally isolatcd They are primarGy used for
charging the St accumulators, which is a manual operation. There are no automatic
functions associate with the high pressure nitrogen system nor is there any safeguards*

equipment which requ!ros automatic or a continuous supply of high preswre tutrogen.
. SER 90-009)(

4. .MWR 901077, Non installation of SG Safety Valve Heador Heat Trachg. MWR 501077
removed the insulation and haat tracing from the Unit 1 A stean generister safoty valve
header for (Si inspectLs. The MW9 was also scopod to reinctali the insulation ured
heat tracing after the inspections are complete. This safoty evaluation resiews the safety
impacts of leaving the heat tracing aff the safety valve heador,

Summarv ogaforv Evaluation: The purpose of heat tracing on the main steam lines is
not precisely known. Soveral scenarlos are possible. One of the best explanations
appears to be to assist in starting up the plant fram a ' cold iron" concition in extremelyi

( cold weather. For examplo, a steam generator may be in wet layup, including the main
! steam header, a pre startup hydrostatic test of the steam generato e may need to be

performed. Other of those situatiofis would requiro that the main steam lines be filled
up to the MSIVs with water. If thb would be done with facade and pipe temperatures
below 0'F It is possibio that some freezing may be soon on the surf ace of the insido of

| the pipe. Another poss!ble explanation for the existence of heat tracing on those lines is
I a desire to keep 1:ia pipe warm for pressurtzing (Le., brittle fracturo concerns). In any of

| these cases, thoro are other options available.

Most of the scenarios within reasonable possib!!!ty deal with subcritical conditions and
L other non accident conditions. Cocause of this, failure of safety-related systems which

can be postulated are limited to the main steam system during parlods when the steam
generator is not in service. The results of such a lailure would be well bounded by the
steam line break accident which is analyzed in the FSAR. During an actual accident

|
condition, the main steam lines would be dralnod and depressur'.zod before the
temperatures in the stcam piping would approach the freezing point. Therefore,

,

I removing the heat tracing on the main steam line has no impact on an accident
condition.

01
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The FSAR and licensing basis documents were reviewed. Figures 10.21 and 10.21 A
were updated accordingly, fSER 90-060)

5. MWR 901918-901925. MWR 902159-902166. Main Steam Safety Valve Ring Settings.
Ring settings on the main steam safety valves (MSSVs) were changed to assure full
discharge capability. The new ring settings incroase SV blowdown. SV blowdown is
the pressure at which the safety valve ressats. Previous analyses assumed that the
MSSVs open and reseat at the setpoint pressure. This evaluation determines the effect
of the new ring settings, and the resulting increase in SV blowdown.

The ring settings were changed per MWRs 901918 through 901925 for 1MS 2005
through 1MS 2008 and 1MS 2010 through 1MS 2013. This safety evaluation also
applied to changes for the corresponding Unit 2 MSSVs per MWRs 902159 through
902166. A JCO remained in effect for Unit 2 until changing of the ring settings was
accomplished during U2R16.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The primary function of the MSSVs is to limit pressure
on the secondary side of the steam generators te less than the system deugn pressure.
Changing the ring settings assures the valve's ability to perform its primary function.
Fullscale testing of the valves found ring settings that provide the design flow rate at the
valve's pressure setpoint as described in FSAR Sections 10.3.2 and 15.3.4.

A second function of the MSSVs is to back up the power-operated relief valves and the
automatic steam dump control system to maintain RCS temperature at hot shutdown
conditions following a plant shutdowrt The pressure on the secondary side of the
steam generator corresponds to a saturation temperature which determines the
temperature of the reactor coolant system (assuming two-phase the~nal equilibrium
conditions). Increased blowdoivn of the MSSVs reduces secondary side pressure which
decreases the temperature of the reactor coolant system.

The minimum average coolant temperature when the reactor is in the hot shutdown
condition is 540*F. MSSVs should rescat at or above the saturation pressure
corresponding to S40'F. The pressure associated with saturated water at 540*F is
963 psla. Blowdown of up to 12.6% reseats the MSGV with the lowest pressure setpoint
(1085 psig) at or above 963 psia and maintains the RCS in hot shutdown conditions.

Several accidents analyzed in the FSAR include a description of the MSSVs. MSSV
performance is important in an uncontrolled RCCA withdrawal at power accident when
the reactivity insertion rate is small. A small insertion rate produces a slower change in
reactor power and RCS temperaturo. The slower chan ,e reduces the effectiveness of
the overtemperature AT < rip. RCS temperature rises slowly and the MSSV setpoint can
be reached prior to reactor trip. When the MSSV setpoint is reached, the steam release
further sJows the RCS temperature rise and reactor trip is further delcyed. A delay in
rcactor trip reduces the minimum departure from nucleate bolling ratio reached during
the accident. Reactor power and RCS temperature continue to increase until a
protective trip is reached. Increased blowdown of the MSSVs does not change the
results of this accident since rescat of the valve is not considered.

Analysis of the excessive load increase accident is done with the LOFTRAN comouter
code which models the MSSVs. However, performance of the MSSV model in the
analysis is not important. Steam load is set to 10% greater than rated load and the
computer code calculates a new equilibrium condition for the plant. Blowdown of the
MSSV has no impact on the results of tne accident.
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Loss of extemal electrical load depends on MSSVs to limit secondary pressure and cool
the plant. No credit is taken for operation of the steam dump system or the power
operated relief valves on the steam line. Increased blowdown does not change the total
amount of steam released from the steam generator, but it does change the timing of
the release. A change in the timing of the release may impact dose calculations for the
accident. Dose calculations are not reported it, the PBNP FSAR and are not part of the
design bas!s for a loss of extomal electrical load at P8NP.

In a loss of normal feedwater accident, the MSSVs remove heat from the system after
the turbine is tripped. Chang!ng the ring settings assures that full relief capacity is
available, increased blowdown of the valves will not adversely impact the plant during a
loss of normal f aedwater accident.

MSSVs cod the plant during a loss of all AC power. Changing the ring settings assures
that full rollet capacity is available. Increased blowdown of the valves will not adverse!y
impact the plant durbg a loss of normal feedwater accident.

! Calculated doses from a steam generator tube rupture increase slightly with increased
1 MSSV blowdown. Offsite doses to the thyroid increase 35% from 0.55 to 0.75 Rem.
I Offsite doses to the whole body increase 3% from 0.117 to 0.121 Rom. Higher doses

are the result of an increased break flow rate caused by earlier Si actuation, lower
steam generator pres.ure, and a higher break flow fluid density due to lower reactor
coolant system temperatures. Dose calculations are based on a typical Westinghouse
plant using Westinohouse's FSAR analysis methods performe/ with both accident
initiated and pre-accident iodine spikes. Westinghouse FSAR < ",alysis methods provide
the most conservative estimate of the impact of increased blowdown.

The increased doses from a steam generator tube rupture are much less than allowed
by 10 CFR 100. Standard Review Plan 15.6.3, ' Radiological Consequences of Steam
Generator Tube Failure' states that the calcutated doses for an accident initiated iodine
spike should not exceed M of the 10 CFR 100 kmits. The calculated dose of 0.75
Rom is much less thar J0.0 Rem to the thyroid and the calculated dose of 0.121 Rem is
m,uch less than 2.5 Rom te the whole body.

Blowdown of the MSSV3 can be increased to as much as 12.6% without reducing the
margin of safety. fSER 90451)

.

Fotion of the main turbine electro hydraulic (EH) svggm in manual. Operation of the
EH system in manual was necessitated by a circuit card failure which precluded
automatic operation.

Summary c4 Safety Evaluation: The EH system is described in Section 10 of the FSAR,
' Steam and Power Conversion System.' The FSAR states that the EH system controls
the turbine stop valves so they are either in the wide open or closed position. The
governor valves are positioned in response to an electrical signal from the main
govemor controller, Additionally, these valves are tripped by the turbine protective
devices. Features of the EH system listed in the FSAR are the govemor valve controller,
load limit controller, auxiliary controller, speed controller, load controller, operators
panel on the RTG ':ontrol board, high pressure hydraulic fluid pumping unit, and turbine
protective devices, including function limit trips, automatic load rur.back upon receipt of
a dropped rod signal and extraction lim nonretum valves closing signal.

The actual operation of the EH system is not specified. Operation of the EH system in
rnanual will not alter the FSAR description of the system.
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Operation with the EH system in manual results in two significant changes to plant
operations. First, the automatic fet sres associated with the main governor controller
will not be functional. All turbina peed / load changes must be affected by the control6

operator. Since the FSAR or ...e Technical Specifications do not state that the EH
system is operated in autor' atic during normal power operations, operating the system
in manual does not requir' a safety evaluation for its effect on turbine control.

The second difference associated with operating the EH system in manual is that the
turbine load reference unbacks are not operable in manual. These runbacks are
described in the FSAR and therefore require a safety evaluation

The functional description of the automatic turbine load runbacks is found in FSAR
Section 7.2. An automatic turbine load runback is initiated by a signal from a dropped
rod assembly as indicated by either a rapid decrease in nuclear flux or by the rod
bottom blstables. Load runbacks are also initiated by an approach to an overpower or
overtemperature condition. This will prevent high power operation which might lead to a
minimum DNB ratio less than 1.30.

The turbine runback acts by: (a) Reduction of the load reference setpoint of the turbine
EH controller by a preset amount. This is accomplished by reducing the setpoint et a
constant rate for a prese* time; and (b) Redcction of the turbine ioad limit to a preset
value. The load limit (a clamp on the voltage signal controlling the turbino control"s:lve
position) is reduced until turbine thermalload, as sensed by either of two turbine
impulse channels, is be!cw a preset value.

Load reference turbine runbacks affected by being in the manual rnode are 1/4 NIS
Train A channels conses a rod dropped; 2/4 overtemperature AT (OT AT) channets sense
an overWnperature condttion; and 2/4 overpower AT (OPAT) channels sense an
overpower condition.

Load limit turbine runbacks are not affected by being in the manual modo and any
signal from a rod bottom bistable, or 1/4 NIS Train B channels senses a dropped rod.
Operation with the EH system in manual eliminates the OTAT and the OPAT runbacks
and removes the redundancy provided for an NIS dropped rod signal

FSAR Sections 7.2 and 7.3, ' Control Systems Design," describe the dropped rod
pwection provided for the core. RCCA withdrawal is prevented and turbine runback is
ir3tiated by a dropped RCC assembly signal to provide additional core protection. Tv o
independent and diverse systems are provided to sense a dropped rod, a system which
senses e sudden reduction in out of core neutron flux and a rod bottom position
detection +/nem. Both systems initiate protective action in the form of a turbine load
cutback and blocking of automatic rod withdrawal, This r: tion compensates for
possible adverse core power distributions and prmits ari orderly retrieval of the
dropped RCC. The turbim rur back and rod withaawal stop are control systern actions
versus protection system actions. The purpose of tt.ese t.ctions is to prevent ecceding
design fuellimits, but they are not relied upon or requireJ to assure safety.

Section 14.1.3, ' Rod Cluster Control Assembly Drop,' states that a rod drop signal from
any rod position indication or from one or more of the four power range channels
initiates reduction of the turbine load by a preset adjustable amount. The turbine
runback is achieved by acting upon the turbine load limit and on the turbine load
reference. The analysis assumes that a turbine runback occurs, however, core
protection is pievided by the OTAT trip Since operation in manual does not prevent
load limit runbacks, the RCCA drop analysis is still valid.
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Based on the FSAR description of the dropped rod protection power operation without
the redundant dropped rod load reference, turbine runback will not result in an
unreviewed safety question.

Section 1.6.4 of the FSAR, ' Systems for Reactor Control During Xenon InstabPities,' |
discusses the need for a turbine runback to maintain axial power within limits. The !

reactor control strategy during xenon ins"bilities is based on the difference in output
between the top and bottom sections o; ine long lon chambers. If the operator allows
axial power imbalance to exceed operating limits, various levels of protection are
invoked automatically, These include generation of alarms, turbine power cutback,
blocking of control rod withdrawal and reactor trip. This sectior only refers to the OTAT
turbine runback.

An OTAT turbine runback is Initiated when the core AT is greater than the AT rod stop
setpoint where the AT rod stop setpoint is equal to ATsp1 minus a setpoint bias. The
turbine runback is continued until the core AT is equal to or less than the AT rod stop
setpoint. This function serves to maintain an essendafly constant rnargin to trip and
gNes the operator the opportunity to adjust tha rods to reshape the core flux profile
before a reactor trip occurs.

The OTAT turbine runback is included in one of the safety analysis found in FSAR
Section 14.1.4, ' Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction.' For a dilution at
power prior to reaching the reactor protection trip the operator will have received an
alarrr. On OTAT and a turbine runback. Protection is provided by the OT AT trip.
Tnerefore, as in the case of excessNe axial power offset, the OT AT turblos runback is
provided to allow tne operator time to correct the problem prior to re elving a reactor
trip.

The OTAT alarms are still functional with the EH system in manual and will provide
operator notification of a problem which if left uncorrected will result in an OT AT trip.
Since the OTaT turbine runback is not required to show core protection, operation
without the runback does not result in an unreviewed safety question.

The OPAT turbine runback is mentioned in Section 7.2 of the FSAR along with the OP AT
trip. The FSAR states that there is an OPAT turbine runback. No reason for the runback
was given in the FSAR or the Technical Specifications and the runback is not included in
any of the safety anages found in the FSAR.

Since no srcenc requiren.ents for the OPAT turbine runback are given, it was concluded
that the function of the OP4 T runback is to provide the operator the time to correct the
overpower condition prior to receMng the OPAT reactor trip. As such it serves no
protective feature and operation without the OPAT turbine runback will not tuult in an
unreviewed safety question. (SER 90-015)

6. UIC17 EOL Coastdown. This safety evaluation report addressed the UTCt7 end of hfe
Tavg coastdown.

Summary of Safety Eva!uation: Technical evaluations of the systems affected by the
Tavg coastdown remained valid for the Unit 1 coastdown. All evaluations are applicable
to Unit t with the folicrung clarifications.

I

Part 2 of the Ta"g coastdown 570'F to SES'F section states that tne OPAT setpoint will
not be affected by the Tavg coastdown shee Tavg must excw) 574.2*F before the
setpoint decreases. Due to a recent TS c.hange, the reduction in OF AT occurs at
573.9'F. Ukewise, following the installation of the stretch resistors the reduction in the
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OPAT sotpoint will occur at 558 9'F not 559 2*F as stated in Part 2 of the Tavg
coasidown 555'F to shutdown section

Part 2 of the Tavg coastdown $55'F to shutdown section states that following the
installation of the stretch resistors, the overtomporature sotpoints will be conservatively
reduced by -12 3*F. However, due to core changes ard an increase in the TS, Tavg
gain constant from 0.015 to 0 020, the OT AT r.etpoints will be ~16 4* F conservative

SER 68100 stated that the endof.hfe Tavg coastdown occurs in two parts for
instrun*9ntation ard control purposos; coastdown from 570'F to 555'F. and from 555'F
to shutdewn. It also stated that $55'F is the point at which futi power Tcold goes out of
range low. This is not accurcio for each cycle. The full power Teold is deportont upon
the core fW power AT. Sinco core fuit power AT varios shghtly from cycle to cycle.
Tcold willIJf n vary. Additionaby, the roactor may not be at 100% power when 555'F is
reachod The actual power levol also varios from cyclo to cycle. As a result, the Tcold

s at e MS'F Tavg is not a set value.

'Icold instrumentation is no longer able to accuratoly generate a signal that is
proportional to Tcold was considorod SER 68100 Mated that with the normal range
resistors installed this occurrod at -527'F ard with o . Match resistors Installed at;
~512*F. During the UIC16 coastdown, Tcold approa.! d 512*F. SER 88-100 01 was
approved to allow Tcold to docroaso to 510*F for the U tC16 coastdown

The dual current sources iAxl far Tcold Nrd a!so Th';t) aro Foxboro Modoi 66/T dual
current sourcos, These dual cWronts sourm aro unpable of generating a O to 10 V
output in proportion to the temperature of the associated RTD. The range resistors are
selectr,d such that a 2 to 10 V output corresponds to the temperature rango of Interest.
Normally, this corresponds to a temperatuto range of 540*F to 6156F. With the stretch
resistors installod, the range changes to 525'F to 600*F. The output of the dual currori
source is input into a Dana ampllber. The amplifier specifications stato that it can
generato a 0 to 10 V output based on a 0 to 10 V loput.

Although the calibration range foi the temperature loops is 2 to 10 V, the dual current
sources arc calibrated at 0 V. Additionally, the procedure which installs the stretch
resistors performs a chock of the ampilhors for a dual current source output of 0 V.
Deta from previous coastdowns indicatos that the amplifiers are capable of proper
operation at the dual current ovurco null point. Thoroforo, the 2 to 10 V range is not
specthod for the prope' operation of the dual current sources or the amphfiers

The outputs of the Thot and Tcold amphf ers are electrically combined to create a Tavg
signal and a AT sigrmt. The Tavg signal has a range of 540*F to 615'F (525'F to 600*F
with the stretch resistors installed) which corresponds to 2 to 10 V. The AT signal has a
rango of 0 to 75'F which corresponds to O to a V. It is at this point that the 2 to 10 V or
0 to 8 V becomes critical for proper loop operation. Thoroforo, Tcold could decrease to
any value within the capability of the dual current source and ampilhor as long as tho

> generated Tava and AT are within the required vo|tage range.

Additionally, the Instruman'ation must be capable of monitoring a tornporature excursion
that would require actuation of the 'oactor protoction system Specthcally, the
instrumentation rnust be cnpable of generating a AT signal for the overtemperature and

,

overpower AT circuttry.
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or the OTAT trip there are two areas of concern. First at what temperature the Tcold jr

instrumentation wul no longer be able to decrease in a transient to generate the AT ;
'

regulfed for the OTAT trip and at what point the TS OTAT setpoint increases above the
!

range of the measured core AT circuitry. The more limiting factor is the point at which
the TS OTAY setpoint increases above the range of the measured core AT circuitry. This
occurs (assuming static conditions) at a Tavg of approximately 561.3'F. In other words,
the OT AT trip is inherently limited whenever Tavg is below 561.3'F until temperatures
rise and the OTAT setpoint decreases b)iow 75'F. This la not a concem from a
protection star.dpoint becaute as showr on Figure 141 of the FSAR at temperatures
below ~570*F the OPAT setpoint is more Ibniting.

Therefore, if during the coastdcwn, the Tcoid instrumentation is capable of generating
the necetsary decrease in Tcold untu Tavg decreases below 561.3'F then coastdown
wl!I ne' affect the protectiori afforded by :he OTAT trip. The Tcold instrumentation will be
capable of developing the required AT Lntu -98.6% power (assuming a transient which
results in equal end opposite changes in Thot and Tcold). At this power level during the
coastdown Tavg wHl be -559.6'F. Therefore, the Tcold instrumentation will be operable
for all temperatures where the OTAT trip is not limited. Once the stretch resistors are
installed the OTAT trip sotpoint becomes more conservative. Additionally, once the
stretch resistors are bstalled the range of c;re temperatures that provide protection also
increases due to the decrease in T' from 573.9'F to 558.9'F. After the stretch resistors

,

'

are installed, Tavg can decrease to 546 3'F before the OTAT trip retpoint increases
above 75'F. Therefore, installing the stretch resistors will provide a greater range of
core protection from DNB during the coastdown.

Because the TS OPAT setpoint decreases due to a Tavg increase and then only when
Tavg is above T' (573.9'F normally 558 9'F in stretch), the concem of the OPAT
setpoint incrnasing above 75'F does not exist. The only concem therefore in
determining the operability of the Tcold instrumentation and the OPAT trip circuit is
whether or not it will be possible for Tcoid io decrease to a tr perature required to

|

| generate the TS OPAT setpoint bohre going offscale low.
1

! The Tcold instrumentet!on wHI he capaUe of developing the required AT untii -95.6%
power with the norme range resistors irstalled and -86.7% power with the stretch
resistors installed (assuming a tra$ecJ unich results in equal and opposite changes in
Thot and Tcold), At a power level of 95.6% power during the coastdown, Tavg will be

t

-551.44*F. Since the uretch resistors are procedurally installed before Tavg decrease
below 555'F, it will always be possible to generate a TS OPAT trip during the coastdown
while the normal range resistors are installed. The 86.7% power level at which it may
not be possible to generate the TS OPA T trip occurs prior to the projected end of the
coastdown. Il credit is taken for the conservatism found in the calibration of the OPAT
summers and bistables which results lie the actual trip setpoint being a 1.3125'F below
the TS, setpoint an OPAT trip can be generated until the projected end of the
ccastdown. Sufficient margin should exist to account for differences Detween the
projected and actual cot ;tdown.

In cases waere Tavg is below T' (573.9'F normally,558.9'F in streich), the OPAT trip
function is a backup to the NIS overpower trip. Since Tavg is less than T' during
coastdown, the primary trip function for an overpower accident wDI be the NIS trip. If. In ,

conjunction with the overpower condition Tavg increased abcue T', the OP AT trip
setpoint would be reduced. As a result of the increased Tavg and the reduced setpoint,
the problems associated with the Tcold instrumentation going offscale low would no

,

longer exist Additionally, the OPAT runback will still be present during coastdown.'
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The potential for diluting safety in,lwh tiow wore reviewed for applicabil!ty to the end.
of4tfe Tavg coastdown. Unit 1 is within its design basis for shutdown margin during
normal operations (specifically that margin required by the steam-line break analysis).
Coastdown is less limiting thors normal power oporations for two rossons. A lower Tavg
yloids a loss negative rnoderator temperature coefficient, loading to a smaller reactMty
addition upon shutdown. Additionally, a lower Tavg yloids a lower secondary steam
pressure, which results in a lower initial mass roloaso rato ard thorofore a reduced
cooldown rate. Thorofore, the potential for diluting safety injection flow is not a limiting
corcern.

With the clarifications stated above, previous evaluations are applicable to the U1C17
coastdown. IELER 88100-02)

7. Mj_Q17 Bumuo Extension: SER 89471 states that the U1C17 bumup is limited to 9,480
MWD /MTU plus a 1000 MWD /MTU power coastdown. The 9,480 MWD /MTU bumup
was the prediction of the UIC17 lifetimo. The UIC17 roload safety evaluation states that
the Cycle 17 bumup is limhed to end of full-power-capability (EOFPC) plus 1,000
MWD /MTU power coastdown. EOFPC is defined as all rods out cnd a boron
concentration of 10 ppm.

From the U1C17 boron letdown curve data, it was estimated that actual EOFPC would
bo Gbout 9.200 MWD /MTU. It was also estimated that the EOFPC plus 1,000
MWD /MTU burnup limit could be exceeded during UIC17. Therefore, a safety
evaluation was performod for an additional 500 MWD /MTU cycle burnup.

Jummarv of Sa ety Evaluatio_r): There are no unreviewod safety questions identified as ar

result of the UIC17 extended operation. These conclusions were based on (a) Cycle 17
bumup not excceding 10,700 MWD /MTU; (b) coastdown is achievod by power
reduction and the Tavg program for rud control, pressurizer levol and steam dump
systems are not changod; (c) there is adnorence to plant operating limitations; and
(d) the safety aspects on the reactor intomals of Utilizing PPSAs are acceptable.

The assumptions regarding coastdown being achieved by power reduction and Tavg
program changos for the noted systems are not spechily true for U1C17; however,
the UIC17 Tavg coastdown and the change in Tavg proyam were previously evaluated.
fSER 8947102)

8. UIC18 Reload Core The Unit 1 Cycle 18 roload contains 16 fresh Region 20A
upgraded Optimized Fuel Assemblies (OFA) at 4.0 w/o,12 fresh Region 20B upgrar.ied
OFA at 4.2 w/o,1 fresh Region 200 upgraded OFA at 2.6 w/o,12 Region 19A upgraded
OFA,15 Region 19B upgraded OFA,12 Region 1BA OFA,16 Region 18B OFA,
10 Region 17B OFA,12 Region 16,4 Region 14,1 Region 11 A and 4 Unit 2, Region 8
standard fuel assemblies. The Cycle 18 core is the second reload containing a full
region of upgraded OFA fuel for P8NP Unt: 1.

Summarv of Safety Evaluatl20: For the Cycle 18 core, all the licensing basis accidents
were reviewed which potentially could be affected by the reload core design. The
Westinghouso evaluation mainly used the analyses reported in WCAP 11872. The
evaluations have been performed using methodology, modeis and procedures which the
NRC staff has reviewed and approved.

The core design was performed assuming the reactor coolant system can be operated
at a pressure of etthor 2000 or 2250 psia. As a result of the Cycle 18 evaluation, it was
concluded that the Cycle 18 design does not cause previously acceptable safety limits
to be exceeded, provided that the Cycle 17 bumup is 10,514 MWD /MTU; Cycle 18
bumup is limited to N EOFPC wh!ch is defined as the bumup of fuel when all rods are
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W Mi power 6nd the RCS boron concentration reaches 10 ppm plus'.
, p 4/MTU power coastdown; and there is adherence to the plant operating*'

statcas gNen in the Technical Specifications.

Region 19B assembly U21 was damaged during handling. A replacement assembly was-

fabricated with 2.6 w/o U 235. The new assembly, identified as V29, is designated as a
Region 200 assembly. Use of this replacement assembly does not constitute an
unreviewed safety questions.

The mechanical and thermal-hydraulic desiens for the UIC18 reload core are similar to
those previously reviewed and accepted reload designs containing OFA fuel. This core
was designed to operate under nominal design parameters and approved Technical
Specifications. For postulated accidents presented in the FSAR which could be affected
for the reload core, reevaluation has demonstrated that the results of the postu!3tod
events are witt.in allowable limits. The reload core meets the current Fq(Z)xP limit of 2.5
and the current F AH limit of 1.70.

A new all rods out position change from 225 to 228 steps was evaluated and determined
to be acceptable.

No additional TS changes are required beyond those aheady covering upgraded OFa
transition cores. No special environmental considerations are involved. (SER 90g;g

.

9 UIC18 Reactor Coolant System Debris. The following items were not accounted .or
during U1R17; (a) Fragments of a small (1.5' length) cotter pin. (b) A metal knob,
about 1.25' diameter,0.375' thick, with a 0.625 threaded stud of -0.25' diameter
protruding from one end. The approximate mass is 26.9 grams. (c) A fiber washer tot
item 2; approximate mass 0.46 g.

Summarv of Safetv Evaluation: Safety evaluations for the control rod guide tube flexure

|1 and spilt pin failures address the concems for loose parts in the reactor coolant system.

|
The items listed above are considered to be less significant than the spilt pin parts,
which were previously shown to not constitute an unreviewed safety questica.
(SER 90-0631

10. UIC18 Secondary Source Substitution. During the UIR17 refueling operations, one of
the secondary sources (SS 8) used in UIC17 could not be removed from its fuel

- assembly. A replacement secondary source (SS4) was selected from the secondary-

sources that had been discharged from previous cycles. SS4 was last used during
U1C7, which ended on October 5,1979. SS4 is the earlier type of secorxiary source
having 12 bumable poison rods, in addition to the normal 4 secondary source rods.
SS4 was placed in fuel assembly P17 in core location J2 for UIC18. Secondary source
SS 7 was placed in fuel assembly T08 in core location F11.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: TS 15.5.3.A.5 and FSAR Section 3.2.3 state that the
secondary sources are used to provide a required minimum count rate during startup

,

|- operations. The secondary sources used in the PBNP reactor cores are comprised of a
mixture of antimony and berytilum. These secondary sources emit neutrons of -25 kev.
The reactions these sources rely on are: (1) The antimony.123 absorbs a neutron and
becomes antimony 124, (2) antimony 124 decays to tellurium 124 and in the process
emtts gamma rays, the half life of Sb 124 is about 60 days, and (3) approximately one

;

|
out of each one million Sb 124 gamma rays interact with the beryllium 9 in the sources
to cause a photoneutron reaction.

|

|

|
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When neutron irradlation of these secondary sources ceases, the Sb 124 decays.
Therefore, the sources produce fewer neutrons as time passes after they have been
dishharged. Secondary source SS4 has been discharged for more than 10 years. SS-6
probably does not emit enough neutrons to be detectable at the source range detectors,
even with suberltical neutron multiplication in the reactor core. Th!s is not a safety
concem as long as adequate neutron count rate is verified during fuel motion using
procedure RP 10, ' Refueling,' as required.

Adequate count rate at startup is assured by having an adequate count rate during
refueling, because the source range count rate increases as the RCS temperature is
increased and as the boron concentration is decreased. Therefore, the proposed
source geometry does not pose an unreviewed safety question for refueling operations,
as long as adequate neutron count rate is verified. (SER 90-054 01)

Amended Sq.ety Evaluttion for U1R17 Sicam Generator PIP Renair. The process off11.
plug in plug (PIP) repair of steam generator mechanical plugs was addressed in
SER 89124. Although our safety evaluation of that process did not indicate the
evaluation was specific to Unit 2, the Westinghouse supporting documentation,
SECL 89-1051 addressed the mechanical analysis for the repair specifically for the Unit 2
steam Generators.

A question was subsequently raised whether the original evaluation was also applicable
to PIP repairs performed on Unit 1 steam generator mechanical plugs.

Summary of Safety Evaluauon: Although a 10 CFR 50.59 review is not required, one is
considered appropriate due to industry concerns regarding mechanical plug failure. The
vendor confirmed that the PIPS supplied for installation into Unit 1 were fabricated in
accordance with the same drawing as those fabricated for Unit 2. with the material and
design being the same.

Therefore, the conclusions of SER 89-124 remain valid in their entirety for extension of
the steam generator PIP mechanical plug repair process for Unit 1 and artends this
applicability to that unit. (SER 89-124 01)

12. EOL Tava Coastdown. This report addresses the operation of PBNP Unit 1 or 2 during
.

the EOL Tavg coastdown. EOL Tavg coastdown is a change in the plants operation to
allow the core's lifetime to be extended by reducing the reference temperature. The
Tavg coastdown also includes resca!ing the bypass manifold temperature
instrumentation loops to allow the reactor coolant system temperatures to decrease
below what would normally be considered as the minimum temperature.

SERs 88100,88100-01 and 8810002 wore prepared for previous Tavg coastdowns. It
was originally intended that SER 88100, which was specifically written for the U2C14
coastdown, would support all future coastdowns as to,.g as the coastdown procedure
remained the same. However, dudng review of SER 88-100 for subsequent coastdovens,
it was determined that there was a need to enhance the evaluation, panicularly
concoming the operabi!!!y of the AT-related trips. SER 88-100-01 and b8100 02 were
prepared for UIC16 and 17, respectively, to address these additional concoms.

i fummary of Safety Evaluatbo: SER 88-100 covers the effects of the coastdown for the
following areas: nuclear instrumentation, pressurizer level, rod speed control and steam
dump systems, reactor coolant fimv trip, LOCA and non-LOCA safety analysis,|

pressurtzer filling transients, steam line break analysis, core design limits, piping
supports, SG tube vibration, and NSSS cesign trar'sients. The conclusions of

| SER 88100 for these areas is applicable to future coastdowns.
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SER 88100-01 was specifically apptwed for only the UtC16 coastdown, and authorind
a reduction in Toold to 510'F during the coastdown. This evaluation is not applicable to
future coastdowns.

SER 8810042 corrected a portion of the OTAT ard OPAT trip ovaluation found in
SER 88100 due to changes in the Technical Specification formulas for the trip setpoints.
Those changes are applicable to both units and ovaluation of the effects of those
changes performod for U1C17 coastdown are vahd for both units.

SER 88100 02 addressed a concom associated with the potential for diluting safoty
injection flow, The evaluation concludod that coastdown is loss limiting then normal
power operation. This conclusion is also applicable to future Tavg coastdowns.

As stated in SER 88100 02, when considoring the operability of the temperaturo
instrumentation during coastdown, the issue is whether or not it will be possible to
generate an OT AT trip and/or OPAT tilp prior to the actual core AT excooding the
Technical Specification sotpoints.

It was assumed that the full power core AT (AT ) usod in the calibration of the OT AT ando
OPAT instrumentation is within the range of 53.5'F to 56.5'F This rango encompassos
all past and present AT'es and should cover future adjustments. As shown in the
supporting calculations the limiting temperatures are associated whh the higher AT,.

For the OTAT trip, the area of concem is at what point the OTAT trip setpoint increanos
above 75'F, whero 75'F ls the maximum core AT that can be monitored by the AT
instrumentation. Assuming that primary pressure is maintained within the normal b"nd,
the OTAT trip sotpoint will increase during the coastdown as a function of the decrease
in Tavg. As snown in the supporting calculations, when Tavg decreases below -563.2*F
during normal power operations ard below -548.2'F after the ' stretch * resistors are
installed, it will no longer be possible to generate an OTAT trip prior to exceeding the
Technical Epoclilcation sotpoint. However, during an overtemperature transient as core
temperatures rise, the OT AT trip will be restored when the setpoint decreases below
75'F. This Inhoront circuit limitation of the OTAT trip is not a concom from a reactor
protoction standpoint because as shown on FSAR Figure 141 at teroperatures below
-570'F '.he OPAT setpoint is more limiting. Additionally, after the ' stretch * resistors are
installed the temperature rangos where the OT AT trip is offective will be expanded by
15'F, which providos additional core protection during the coe:tdown.

Because the OPAT trip sotpoint is not affected by a decrease in Tavg assumhg that
Tavg is below T' (573.9'F normally,558.9'F after the 'stn tch* resistors are installed)
the OPAT trip is not limited by the AT circuit. It is howevo limitod by the Tcold circuit.
During an overpower transient, it is possible that Teold wil: decrease off scale low ard
that an OPAT trip signal will not be generated prior to exe soding the Technical

L
Specification OPAT sotpoint. This point will be reached i non Tavg has decreased to

i ~550.7*F during normal power operation. Sinco the Mr etch' resistors are procedurally
installed prior to do:reasing Tavg below 555'F, it will be possible to gonorato an OPAT"

trip during the coastdown while the normal range reshors are installed. After tho
" stretch * resistors are instatiod, the point where an C/AT trip would not be generated
prior to exceoding the Technical Specificat!on cohoint decreases to 535.7'F. Therefore,;

as long as Tavg is not allowed to decreaso'bolew 535.7'F during the coastdown, it wlill

be possible to goncrato an OPAT trip priar to exceeding the Technical Specification
setpoint. Sinco a Tavg of 535.7'F is the lowest allowable temperature, a minimum
coastdown Tava of 537'F was established to provido a sufficient margin to the
Technical Specification setpoint.

i
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In concert with the additional evaluations stated above, SER 68100 and SER 88100 02
are applicable to future end-of 4tfe Tavg coastdowns provided that the OT AT and OPAT

88103-03) ,'s are s50.5'F and Tavg romains a537'F during theInstrumentation calibration AT
coastdown. _(SER

13. U2017 Reload Core. The U2C17 reload contains 12 fresh Region 19A upgraded
Optimtzod Fuel Assemblies (OFA) at 3.8 w/o,16 fresh Region 19B upgraded OFA a1
4.2 w/o,12 Region 1BA upgraded OFA,16 Region 18B upgradod OFA,12 Region 17A
OFA,16 Region 17B OFA,8 Region 16A OFA,16 Region 168,8 Region 15 OFA,4
Region 128 (previously irradiated in Unit 1, Cycle 13) and 1 Region 11 A (previously
irradiated in Unit 1. Cycle 11) standard fuel assemblies.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: The core design was performod assuming the reactor
Icoolant system can be operated at a pressure of either 2000 or 2250 psia. As a result of

the Cycle 17 evaluation, it is concluded that the U2C17 design does not cause |

!
previously acceptable safety limits to be exceodod, provided that (a) Cycle 10 design
bumup was betwoon 9,9')0 and 10,900 MWD /MTU (actual burnup was i

-10,777 MWD /MTU); (b) Cycle 17 burnup is limited to the end of full power. capability
~

(EOFPC); and (c) there is adherence to the plant operating limitations given in the
Technical Speelfications and the total peaking factor (Fq) is administratively limited to
2.43.

The mechanica! and thermal. hydraulic designs for the U2C17 reload core are similar to
those of previously reviewed and accepted reload designs containing OFA fuel. This
core is designed to operate under nominal design parameters and approved Technical
Specifications. For those postulated accidents presented in the FSAR which could be
affected by the reload core, reevaluation has demonstrated that the results of the
postulated events are within allowable limits. The roload core meets the current Fq(2)xP
limit of 2.5 and the current FAH limit of 1,70. Additionally, the reload core meets the
more restrictive administrativo limit on FqxP of 2.43. The administrativo limit on FqxP
has boon temporarily established because of an error that was discovered in the decay
heat model used for the large break LOCA analysis calculation performed by
Westinghouso. This error was reported in LER 904)07-00. A new all rods out position
change from 225 to 228 stops was valuated and determined to be acceptable. No TS
. ange:: are required beyond those already covering upgraded OFA transition cores.
The administrative limit on Fq will be maintained at 2.43 until sufficient analysis have
boon performod to retum the limits to thoso stated in TS 15.3.10.B.1.a. No special
environmental considerations are involved. (SER 90-100)

14, Shreddina & ComDactior, of Drv Activated Waste (DAW) in the Steam Generator Storaae
Facility (SGSF) South Bay. SV 89-088 previously addressed storage of low. level
radioacthre waste in the south oay of the SGSF. The SER was approved with the under-
standing that two additional concems nooded to be addressed: (1) Storage of dry
activated wasto (DAW) in its present drummed form in the steam generator storage
facility; and (2) ramifications of treating the steam generator storage facility as an
effluent release path to the environment.

Summarv of Safety Eva!uation: The radiological analysis supporting SER 89488 is
based on the compaction and storage of DAW in a higher density rectangular 'balo"
configuration. The density of the shredded and compacted waste will be greater than
that presently achieved with drummed waste. Consequently, the waste cannot be stored
as efficiently in drums as in rectangular containers, both from a waste density and a
geomatrical perspective (historical drummed waste volume during 1978 through 1982
concluded that the SGSF south bay hold the capacity for 3 years' production of
drummed waste). Therefore, from a radiological standpoint, the analysis conservatively
bounds the caso of storage of drummed waste in the f acility.
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Due to the proposed shredding and compaction of DAW in the SGSF south bay, the
creation of a new effluent release point in the form of particulate activity must be
assumed.

The south bay is presently fitted with a HEPA filtered ventilation duct on the south wall of
;

the facility. This vont is meant to serve the purpose of pressure equalization between
the south bay and the environmont (A similar HEPA filterod vont serves this purpose in
the north bay) while at the same time prcNiding radioactNo particulate removal
However, due to installation of the rolling panel door (with integral personal access
door) and without any forced ventilation, the south bay cannot be treated as an air tight
structure, and alt pressure bulldup within cannot be assumed to exhaust entirely through
the HEPA filter. Therefore, at the present timo a roloaso to the bay must be considered
a raloase to the environment.

I PBNP initiated MR 89187 to upgrade the SGSF south bay. The modification is
proposed to install additional lighting, heating, vonblation, ventilation radiation
mon!!oring, shield walls and a 10 ton crane. The ventilation system is proposed to serve
to exhaust facility air through a HEPA filtered, radiation monitored vont path The
rnodification is presently in its planning stage. While the negative.pressuro and
continucus monitonng capabilities of this modification are attractive Erd ideal, they do
not exist now. The question becomes whether or not interim measures can be taken to
control and monitor the potentlal alrbome particulato effluent.

Applicable sections of the FSAR, RETS,10 CFR 50.36a.10 CFR 50 Appendix A GDC 60.
63 and 64, Appercoc I,10 CFR 20,10 CFR 190, NUREG-0472 and NUREG-0133 were
reviewed. Adhering to the controls imposed by RETS assures compliance with these
regulations and guidelines.

A comparison of the SGSF site with the drumming area was performed. The basis of
this evc!uation is to draw a comparison between the present monitored offluent
dccharge path from the dru 1 ming equipment area and the proposed discharge path in
the SGSF. The RETS stipulato, among other items, the controls and limits associated
with the dremming area discharge path. If the same controls can be imposed on the
proposed rekaso point at the SGSF, the design is safe from a radiological release
viewpoint.

Efiluent perticulate sampling with auxlhary sample equipment, on a continuous basis, is
an acceptable altomative to on-line monttonng.

Additionally, particulate releases must be quantified Therefore, in houso determination
of alpha activity, and off site analysis for strontium must be recorded.

Air samples taken in the SGSF south bay havo Indicated the presence of radon / radon
daughters. This naturally occurring radiation source must be accounted for.

Use of the monitor during operations will entall selecting an alarm setpoint which may
vary depending on the indoor radon concentration in tha SGSF. The variation in radon
concentration has been shcwn to change based on the time of year, the weather
conditions, and even the time of day. To account for those variations, the sampler shall
be run for the time duration identified in the pre-operational testing prior to starting
radwasto activttios in the SGSF. After running the sampler for the specified time period,

3

the count rate due to the presence of Ldon daughters w,.. be established Using this
court rate as the background court ate the minimum detectable count rate (or lower
limit of desectk .) can be established based on a formula similar to that found in
HPIP 5.50. The alarm sotpoint shall then be established at a level equal to the sum of
the background coun! rate plus the minimum detectable count rate

,
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Radwaste actMties (not only operation of the MSCS, but any handling of radwaste) in
the SGSF shall be terminated upon receipt of an alarm. This serves to protect the
workers in the faculty and to eliminate the SGSF as a radioactive release point. If the air
inside the faculty is being monitored to detect and control altborne radioactivity to less
than detectable levels, then releases to the outside environment will also be maintained
below detectable levels.

Receipt of an alarm should prompt HP to investigate who'.her the source is due to
radwaste actMties or due it natural fluctuations in the radon levels.

In order to assess the environmental irnpact of a release from the SGSF, h is necessary
to obtain a credible source term. Next, the concentrations at the site boundary and the
equivalent curie releassa must be related to the RETS limits undor plausible release
scenarios. Finally, a monitor setpoint me.t be determined in order to assure that the
RETS limits are not exceeded.

An ana!ysis to determine postulated atmospheric isotopic radionuclide composition in
the SGSF atmosphere was conducted. Based on the resutting concentrations of Co 60,'

Cs 137, ard Ni43 which are either greater than the 10 CFR 20 Table 1 MPC or greater
than 25% of the MPC, the south bay would be classified as an altborne radioactMty area
under the conditions postulated for this scenario. Therefore, monitoring should be
provided for discharges into the SGSF south bay during the operation of the
s,hredder/ compactor,

A calculation was performed to examine the approach to RETS release lim!ts Under the
specified assumptions, the critorion of maintaining radionuclide concentrations at tt e site
boundary at or below the general population MPCs are accomplished. Even at an order
of magnitude less efficient HEPA filtration'(99% vs 99.9%) the radionuclide
concentrations at the site boundary would be at least two orders of magnitude lower
than the applicable MPC, value.

'

Equivalent Curie (EOCl) Release Limits were also examined. The calculate;. EOCl
indicate that 1129 releases from the SGSF south bay would be an insignificant fraction
of the atmospheric l 131 EOCl release limit and that the other particulato would
constitute -1% of the Co-60 EOCl release limit. Because the EOCl release limits are

- based on t_he RETS dose limits, the_ calculated EOCl releases from the SGSF
approximate the corresponding fractional doses expected from these releases. Based
upon the conservative assumptions used in these calculations, releases from the SGSF
south bay should have a minimal impact upon the environment.

Although releases to the SGSF south bay have a minimal environmental impact, all
measurable releases within the SGSF should be included in the PBNP monthly release
to the environment.

On an interim basis, (until completion of MR 89-187 which is proposed to provide a
forced-air, HEPA filtered, on line radiation monitored ventilation system), use of the
MSCS, with reasonable assurance of meeting all regula:lons and guidance associated
with the control and monitoring of radiological effluents, is acceptable, if accompanied

,

by eetinuous arca monitoring of the SGSF air space for beta particulate. .This
monitoring thr.n also be required at any time facility activities have the potential for
creating an airbome particulate hazard, e.g., radweste handling prior to compaction.
(SER 8948841)
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SPEEDS

1. SPEED 89081. Purge Supply & Exhaust System. SPEED 09081 replaces a Numatics
Model 2PC31 vane with a Numatics Model 01MA31 valve.

Summary of Safety Evaluation: The new valve is slightly thinner; thus it is lighter in
weight. The new valve has a CV of 0.30, while the CV of the old valve is not known. The
stroke required 10 open on the new valve is 0.11', compared to 0.22' on the old valve.
The full travel range on the new vane is 0.22', compared to 0.31' on the old valve.
Travel range can be accommodated by the adjustable actuator button on the purge
supply and exhaust vane shaft.

These valves are actuated by an arm (-1' length) pNoting at the purcs supply and
exhaust valve shatt. The motion of the arm wRl result in the actuating motion being an
arc, The vaNet are designed for a straight axial push. Since the Etroke length is short
and the arc is slight, this is consklered acceptable.

In regard to the smaller stroke required to achieve full opening of the valve, the required
leak-tightness of the purge supply and exhaut valve indicates sufficient tight tolerances
such that a shorter stroke is accommodated. Thus, an 01MA31 valve that would not
operate due to insufficient deflection should be attributed to misadjusted travel stops on
the butterfly. T ring problems, etc., tercering an inflated T ring useless.

Substitution of an 01MA31 valve for a 2PC3 * valve does not result in a degradation of
the function of the purge supply and exhaust valve. Vendor outa indicates an ambi6nt
temperature of +40*F to 200'F for the 01MA31 valve. The valve has Buna N 0 rings,
which would have been the case in the 2PC31 valve. Some typical Buna N compounds
are rated for 1000 hours of service at 250'F. The service life increases with decreasing
temperature and decreases w",h increasing temperature. Temperature extremes cause
the 0 ring compound to take a compression set. This is also true for radiation

expsure. Nltrile is the second to lowest value for compression set after exposure to
10 rads, Buna N is a poor choice for extervJed high temperature service in regard to
compression set.*

For normal containment conditions, Buna N is sufficient. For accident conditions in
containment, the short duration of extreme temperatures (286*F), Buna N will be
sufficient.

Although valve operating amoient temparature range is 40 200*F Buna N is suttable to
20*F; also to 286'F for short durations. This valve does not operate during an

accident; thus all the O-rings are in static service so the compression set will not have a
significant impact. The compound is also good for -40*F for short durations when the
valve is not stroked.

Per EQ summary sheets, the soienoid valves for the purge supply and exhaust system
8are exposed to 4x10 rads. Buna N nitrie functions as satisfactorily as ethytene

7propylene at radiation levels up to 10 rads. Buna N is, therefore, acceptable.
,

To ensure that the O-ring compound have a known resistance to radiation, they wl!! be
replaced WIth O-rings of compound N74175, its fluid compatibilities are equNalent to
that of standard Buna N 0-rings. The typical 0-ring used is a Precision Rubber
Compound 8317 (902-6) durometer 70, Buna N. The N7410 ring is durometer 75 and
is considered to have a negligible effect for static applications (size dash -011).

|
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The original valve (2PC3-1) is of poppet design and should have zero leaka0e when
new. The 01MA3-1 The is a ' spool and sleeve * design, which will have some inherent
leakage. The spool and sleeve is a precision matched set to minimize leakage. An
acceptable leak rate was verified by testing These valves do not see a lot of cycling
and should not be subject to wear problems.

The 2PC31 and 01MA31 vatves are observed to be non-magnetic. Thus, assuming
both are aluminum, the impact on the aluminum content in containment remains
unchanged.

The 01MA31 vane body is aluminum and thus would be subject to attack by sodium
hydroxioe. At the time that spray is occurring, the purge supply and exhaust valves
would be shut, with their boots inflated. They would remain this way and thus, the valve
would not have to stroke. CMmical attack on the valve body would have a negligible
effect on the operation of the v&ve. If sodium hydroxlde entered the valve body vb vent
paths and was in liquid form for extended periods, a possible degradation of the
aluminum sealing areas around the sleeve assembly barrel could take place. Measures
were taken to keep out the droplets of ' spray' with sodium hydroxide.

After subsequent bench leak rate testing of ten 01MA31 valves it was determined that
the inherent leakage that these vanes exhibit would result in the failure of the leak
rate / drop test on the purge supply and exhaust valves As a resutt, a procedure was
written to bypass these valves for times when containment integnty is needed

The 01MA3-1 valves are tvJequate for use during refueling when the purge supply and
exhaust valves are required for containment closure during midacop operation and fuel
movement. Control of their use at these times shall be via procedure. For this
application, it will not be necessary to shield the valve vents from sodium hydroxide or
replace the O rings wtth those of a known compound. (SER 90 090)

2. SPEED 89E. Foxboro H-Line Refurbishment Substitutions SPEED 89494 addresses
replacement of coveral intemal components in the Foxboro H-Line instruments. The
replacement pcrts were installed during the October 1989 phase of the Foxboro
refurbishmer't project. The replacement components were analyzed, approved and
tested.

Summary of Safety Evaluation: The replacement of internal components was evaluated
during .he earty stages of the refurb!shment project and documented in SER 88-104-
Although this evaluation specifically addresses the replacement of potentiometers and
capacitors, its conclusion is also applicable to the replacement of other types of internal
components in the Foxboro H-Line instruments. The conclusions contained in
SER 88104 remain valid for this evolution. (SER 88-104-01)

|
3. } PEED 89101. dated October 30,1989. SPEED 89101 evaluated the use of a Whitey

severe service union bonnet vane with optional Grafoil packing and stainless steel
handle as a replacement for a Westinghouse Type 3/8 T58 valve in shutoff applications.

Summarv of Safety Eva!uation: SPEED 8541 previously evaluated an acceptable
substitute for the Westinghouse Type 3/8 T58 valve. The vane evaluated in SPEED
85-01 had a regulating stem tip and is an acceptable substitute for the Westinghouse
vane in regulating and shutoff applications. However, the replacement valve evaluated
in this SPEED was considered a better valve for repetitive shutoff applications since its
stem tip does not rotate on the seating surface, thus preventing galling of the valve seat.
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The new vane replaces Westinghouse 3/8 T58 vanes in shutoff applications when the
Westirsghouse vane is beyond repair. These valves are used in Westinghouse
Class 2505 applications which include the sampling and waste disposal systems.

The vane substitution changes the flow coefficient factor of the valve from 1.2 to 0 86.
This change slightly reduces the maximum flow rate which is not considered tignificant
for the applications in which the valve is used.

The overalllength of the replacement valve is less by 5/tS*, This change may require a
slight change in tuoing configuration to allow installation of the replacement valve. The
magnitude of this change is not considered to require a detailed review for each
indNidual case. There are several other dimensional changes wh!ch will not change the
performance capablity of the vane or cause working restraints

The vane material is changed from Type 304 to Type 316 stainless steel and the valve
packing is changed from graphited asbestos to Gratoil. No change in performance is
expected due to these material changes. Type 316 stainless steel is specified for use in
the Westinghouse 2505 line class. Grafoil packing is currently used successfully in the
primary system.

The pressure and temperature ratings of the repiacement valve are higher than the
ratings af the original vane. Tho tesic design of the compression type fittings are
unchangad. The Westbghouse 2505 line dass requirements state the Swagelok fitting
ead connections arc accepuble. The reliabihty of the valve is expected to remain the
same.

The weights of the original and replacement valves are approximately equal; therefore,
the seismic integrity of the affected tubing line remains relatNely unchanged. Since the
dimensions and geometry of the two valves are similar, the seismic integrity of the
replacement valve is considered to be equal to the original valve.

The replacement valve was manufactured to the B31,1 Power Piping coaes as
applicable. Since the vaNo is used in applications where it forms part of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary, failure of a valve could result in a loss-ol. coolant accioent
(l.OCA), .Since the valve is only 3/8' in diameter, the maximum possible leakage that
could occur if the valve fared is within the makeup capability of the charging pumps and

|
therefore is not as significant a safety concern as a larger break would be. However,

|
the use of the replacement valve should not increase the probabihty of failure since the

l new valve has been determined as an acceptable substitute as documented in

| SPEED 89101. JSER 904H)

I 4. SPEED 90-010. Primary Plant instrumentation. The SPEED replaces the source range
detectors to improve the reliability and avalability of the detectors by extending their

|

operatkanallifetime. The originally installed detectors have a history of prematuie failure.

.

This resulta in fmquAnt plant operation with only one operable source range channel.

| The replacemws, detector has seve(aj design changes and improvements which should

j lengthen detector Inetime.

Sumn.a v of Safety Evaluation: The source range channels are providea as part of the
nuclear instrumentation system which monitors the neutron flux from a completely
shutdown condition to 120% of full power. The nuclear instrumentation system utill20s
three discreto protection and indication ranges. Each range of instrumentation (source.
Intermediate and power) provides the necessary overpower reactor trip protection
required during operation in that range. The overlap of instrument ranges provides
reliable continuous protection from source to intermediate and low power ranges. The
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lowest range is the source range which covers the bottom six decades of leakage
noutron flax.

Two Irdepordent source range channels are providod. Each channot receNes pu'se-
type signals from a proportional counter The signal is a rardom count rate proportional
to loakage neutrnn flux. The propnttionality is oeturmined by the detector's sensitMty.
According to the F6MI, the source range detectors have a nominal thermal neutron
sensitMty of fun counts por neutron per contimeter por second (eps/ny). The detector
assemblies are surrourded by high density polyethytone which acts as a moderator-
insulator and are contained in watortight, corrosion resistant steel enclosures.

This description applies both to the original detectors and the replacement detectors.
The major difference betwoon the two detoctors is that the new detector is less sensitive.
The original detector has a thermal neutron sensitMiy of 13 cps /nv while the
replacement detector has a sensitMty of 11 cps /ov. Since the detector sensitMiy
dotermines how much of a given nautron tiux levol is measured by the detector, the
replacement detector will indicate 6pproximately 85% of the leakage neutron flux when
compared to the original detector. However, when compared to the proportional
counter as described in the FSAR, the repacement detector will indicate a higher level.
Additionally, based on testing and oporational experience, the replacement detector wil:
provde sufficient overlap with the intermediate range channels Therefore, the
replacement detector will provide the source range monitoring capabilities as described
in the FSAR.

The TS requirement associated with the source range channels is for the sourco range
high flux reactor trip. Technical Spocifications require that the source range high flux
reactor trip setpoint be set within the range of the instrumentation The basis for the TS
states that the source range high flux reactor trip prevents a startup accident from
subcritical conditions from proceeding into the power range. Any setpoint in its range
would prevent ar' excursion from procooding to the point at which significant power is
generated. Since the sensitMty of the replacement detector is clost to the nominal 10
cps /nv stated in the FSAR, any reactor trip setpoint within the capabihty of the
replac6mont detectors meets the requirements of the Technical Specification and meets
the Intent of the Technical Specification basis. (SER 90-053)

5. SPEED 90-017. Velan Chock Valve Hanger Brackets. SPEED 90-017 changes the -
hanger bracket bolting in Velan 1500 psig check valves from ASTM A 193 B6 (410) to
ASTM A 193 B8 (304) material. The hanger bracket holds the check vane clapper hinge
pins in place. This bolting is intemal to the vaNo. This change is being made in
response to NRC Bulletin 89-02, which identified intergranular stress corrosion cracking
(IGSCC) failures in cortain ASTM A 193 B6 applications. The ASTM A 193 B8 material
recommended is Type 304 stainless stool.

,

Summant of Safety Evaluation: The now bolting material must be of adequato strength
and resistance to IGSCC in the application environment. The B8 bolting material is not
as strong as the B6 bolting material. This does not affect the design parameters of the
subject valves as the B8 bolting material is adequate. The bolting only fastens the
hanger brackets to the valve body /soat assembly. The hanger brackets support the
hir:ge pin for the valvo clapper arm. There are negligibio operating and thermal loads on,

| these bolts. The primary load is from installation torquing to ~18 ksi. Material yield is
i 30 ksi minimum.
!

1
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ASTM A 193 B8 botting should be adequately resistant to IGSCC in our application. The
applications indude safety injection (SI) pump discharge checks, Icw head Si core
deluge line first and secord off checks and CVCS charging line check valves. The
conditions range from ambient to reactor coolant system temperature; RCS fluid to
stagnant refueling water storage tank fluid. Radiation damage to the vane components
is not a concem in view of velve locations.

For IGSCC to be a concem, it is believed that tens 8e stresses must be present in excess
of yield; chemical contaminants need to be present and Type 304 stainless steel needs
to be sensitized, in this botting application there are high loca!! zed stresses considering
stress concentration factors; a chemically controlled environment (except for saturated
oxygen conditions for the refueling water storage tank fluids); and standard Type 304
stainless steel botting. The botting, per ASTM A 193, is carbide solution treated following
forging prior to final machining.

Thus, the botting should not be sonsfilzed and IGSCC should not occur. To vertfy that
the machining process did not sensitize the material, samples were taken of each heat
and the grain structure inspected. The material was not sensitized.

To verify the acceptabutty of this material application, the vendor 'vas contacted. The
vendor approves the use of this material as long as it is not senslit2ed. EPRI was
concerned that with anticipated stress levels, discrepancies in material production could
result in botting being very susceptible to IGSCC This material applicaten is thus
simDar to the precous problem identified in NRC Bulletin 8942 in that the
material / application results in an ' unforgiving' material if errors are made in the
manufacturing process.

Although there are better material choicet, than ASTM A-193 B8, it is adequate for a
power cycle in view of OA invoNement to ensure appropriate vendor practices. Also, a
post machining grain structure inspection of each material heat was performed to ensure
no materif .ansitization had occurred.

ASTM A 193 B8 is not recommended for long term service because of the potential for
failure if sensitization occurs. hstead, ASTM A 564 Type 630 (17-4 PH), similar to the
material used for the Anchor Darling vanes (reference SPEED 89424) is recommended.
As an attematNe, the original material may be reused if inspected per NRC
Bulletin 8942, or ASTM A 193 B6X material may be used (same as original with
hardness limits), (SER 90-046)

6. SPEED 90418 Pnmary & AuxRiary Valves. SPEED 90418 substitutes either a Velan
Part No. 8959-1104t3 or 8959-110N440 for a 8959-2 35. These part numbers are for a
wedge (disc) in a Velan 10' 1500 lb gate vaNo. These valves are in the low head safety
injection system.

Summarv of Safetv Evaluation: FSAR Section 6.2, Safety injection System, states that
the disc (wedge) is to be made of ASTM A182 F316, or A351 CR 8M or CF8; that the
discs (wedges) will be liquid penetrant inspected; and that the seating surfaces are hard
faced (Stellite #6 or equkalent) to prevent galling and reduce wear. Therefore, the
description of the disc in the FSAR wRI remain unchanged.

The substitution of the new wedge for the original wedge is acceptable based upon a
certification that the new part *, , is acceptable for the intended use and will not affect
form, fit or function." This changed the wedge material from the original A 351 CF8
Stellite #6 to SA 182 F 316 Stellite #6.

|
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The substitution af the 8959-110413 wedge for the orig!nal 8959 245 wedge represents
a change in material from the original A 351 CFS Stellite 46 to SA 182 F416 Stelkte AG.
This is the same change that was documented above as being acceptable by the valve
manufacturer. There are some dimensional differences between the 8959 2 5 and the
89110413; however, these are within the finishing tolerance provided by the
manufactu er. (SER 90449)

7. SPEED 904% Primary Plat - strumentation. SPEED 90425 replaces resistors in the
Foxboro H-Une bistables. R .nors R14 and R64 in the control switch circutt of the
bistables will be upgraded from 100 ohm; 1/2 watt resisiors to 100 ohms; and 1 watt
resistors. The resistors are upgraded due to an increased frequency of bistable failure
associated with the fature of these resistors.

The failure mechanism is heat degradation of the resistor coupled with component age
resCting in resistor cracking. 'Inese resistors provide a feedback voltage to the
blstable's differential ampitfier which triggers a silicon control switch, which in turn
controls the bistable output. When the bistable output is energlzod, this feedback
resistor has a load of -0.4 watts or -80% of its rated load Due to the fail safe design of
the reactor protection and safeguards systems, the bistable outputs are normally
energl2ed. Therefore, the normal state of these resistors is to be at 80% of their rated
load. As a result of almost 20 years of operation in this modo, these resistors have
become brittle and are susceptible to cracking.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: This evaluation addresses continued operation of the
bistables until the resistors are replaced, if the heat degradation progresses, enough of
the resistor will open which turns off the silicon control switch and deenergizes the
bistable output. Operation of the bistabl0s until the resistors are replaced is acceptable
since the failure of these resistors results in the protectNe or control action.

The exception to this is the containment spray bistables which energize for circuit
actuation. However, since the containment pressure bistables are normally deenergized,
the resistor load is less and these bistables should not be susceptible to this failure
mechanism. Additionally, the operability of the containment spray bistables is verified
monthly.

Replacement of these resistors with 100 ohm I watt resistors upgrades the power rating
of R14 and R64 which should make these resistors less susceptible to failure due to
being continuously loaded at 0.4 watts. This improves the reliability of the bistables.
(SER 90458)

8. SPEED 90442. Boric Acid Flow Transmitter Replacement. SPEED 90 042 documents
acceptability of changing out boric acid flow transmit *er 2FT 110 with a spare of a later
model. The newer model is the same type of flow transmitter in that both are magnetic
type. The newer model has some slightly different electronics which results in a slightly
different power load (less than 2 watts difierent). Physically the newer model is much
smaller. It is about 51/2* shorter and weighs 17 pounds less. To accommodate the
size difference, a short spoolpiece was used,

jummarv of Safety Evaluation: The differences in the two units are not significant. The
Seismic Class 1 rating of the boric acid piping is not affected. The untt will actually have
higher temperature / pressure limitations than the existing unit. The transmitter will
operate in the same manner as the existing one and has the same accuracy.
ISER 90471)
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9. SPEED 90-064. Emergency Diesel Generators. The SPEED replaces emergency diesel
generator Graham While Model 812-6 air start solenoid valve with a Model 712-0G5
solenoid valve.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: FSAR. The electric alt start solenoid wHl perform in the
same manner as described in the FSAR. The addthn of the manual override will not
increase the probabutty of falure of the solenoid vane . .a the design features of the

manual override. This air start solenoid valve with a manual override is used as a
standard on EMD diesels used in nuclear plants. No known rnanual overtido fauures
have occuned.

Manual override design features include: (1) The plunger can only be inserted from the
inside of the valve, this prevents the plunger from ejecting. (2) The plunger and 0 ring
seal will only be exposed to air pressure when the valve is open, therefore the plunger
O-ring is not in the air start supply boundary so leakage wul not effect the alt start
supply. (3) Catastrophic falure of the plunger 0 ring wul not cause a complete loss of
downstream line pressure since the air pressure causes the plunger to seat against the
valve body limiting air leakage by mechanical blocksae. Previous testing has shown
that only 40 pst is required to engage the air str'.e pinions and initiate en air start. B/
Inspection, the plunger with no C ring sea' can block enough air flow to allow a start to
occur. (SER 90-118)

10. SPEED 9046 The SPEED replaces the main feedwater regulating valve stem lock
bars.

Summarv of Safety Evaluation: Whenever a reactor trip occurs with a Tavg above
553'F, the main feedwater control valves move to the fully open pos!!!on to increase the
feedwater flow to the steam generators to reduce reactor coolant temperature to the no-
load Tave value. The valves remain fully open unti either one of the following conditions

.

occurs, at which time the respective valve, or valves, fully close: Abnormally high steam
ganerator level; safety injection s' 11; or Tavg error signal (between measured Tavg
end the no load Tref) reduces to a preset level. Either a high generator level or a safety>

injection signal will close the feedwater valves Closing the MFRVs is part of a
redundant action to isolate the main feedwater lines to prevent overcooling the RCS and
minimize containment pressure in the event of a main steam line break. Replacement of
the stem lock bar with the new Mem locking device does not change the existing MFRV
function or controls. The new locking device will reduce the probability of the stem from
tuming into or out of the actuator. The design of the new locking device provides
positive _ locking of the stem to the actuator.

Torque that had caused the stem to rotate wDI not cause a torsional failure of the stem.
The manufacturer stated that the design wul not adversely affect the performance or
torsional fatigue life of the stem.

The plua/ stem rotational moment is positively transferred to the actuator / bonnet
connection. Existing fit and clamping forces are expected to provide sufficient friction to
prevent any rotation. An anti-rotation rib is provided to prevent any possible rotation of
the actuator on the bonnet.

' This change does not alter the failure mode of the MFRVs (1&2CV-466 and 1&2CV-476).
The valve operator wil still fail closed on loss of instrument air. The valve closing times

_

were not changed. (SER 90-102)
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11. SPEED 93-067. Service Air System. The SPEED replaces service air containment
isolation valve SA 27.

Summary of Safety Evaluation: The new valve used to replace the original inside
containment isolation vaNo (CIV) for the service air header for the containment loops
does not affect the system in an adverse way. The new vatvo meets the original piping
class specifications for the service air system (081), and meets the periormance criteria
for containment accident conditions

The new valve does not negatively impact the seismic capabilities of the piping system
(basically the same design ar>d lighter in weight) and is seismically equivalent to the
original vaNo. (SER 9>101)

12. SPEED 91070, Auxiliary Foodwater/ Safety injection Systerns. The SPEED replaces the
original bearings (MRC 7409-DU) for the auxillary feedwater and safety injection pumps
with MRC 7409-PDU bearings.

Summarv of Safetv Evaluation: The parts hst for P38A&B and P29 (auxiliary feodwater
pumps) specify an MRC 7409-DB beanng or equal and an MRC 7409 DB bearing for
PISA &B. SPEED 86-03 established the equNalency between an MRC 7409-DB and an
MRC 7409 DU. This SPEED estabhshes the equivalency between MRC 7409-DU and an
MRC 7409 PDU, which means the bearing is acceptable for use in PISA &B, P29 aled
P38A&B.

Since the load capal:tity is greater than the original and the dimensional ins remain the
same, there is no impact on the performance or construction of the pump In view of
the sonsttivity of the equipment affected, Section XI inservice testing continues to verify
the operability of the pump (SER 90112)

|
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NONCONFORMANCE REPORTS

NCR N 89-267. MWRs 864024 and 89' 51p removed the root isolation valves for the11.
Unit 14A and SA feedwater heater sample points. The main piping runs were replaced
with stainless steel. - The work was accomplished via approved work plans and spare
parts equivalency documents.' It was believed at the time of the work that these valves .

existed without representation on plant drawings and there was no apparent need for
the vanes. It was subsequently discovered that these valves were depicted on plant
drawings as 1 SAX 2429 and 1 SAX 2430, even though the valves were not marked or
labeled.

JSummary of Saferv Evaluation: Removal of vanes at sample points 1 SAX 2429 and
1 SAX-2430 does not result in effects detrimental to nuclear safety-related equipment.

.

The valves were removed after it was thought they had no use and were thought to not ~ !

appear on plant drawings. This was done during replacement of a piping run from
carbon to stainless steel. The valves wRl not be reinstalled ~ 11 was determined that the
sample points are not being used nor are they needed because there are other available
sample points. (SER 90 019)

'

2. NCR N.90462. A potential single faHure mode was identified in the 480 V AC bus tie
.

-breaker from 803 to B04. A hypothetical'OC+'short to the control circuit on the (+) ,

side of the 'X" relay could inse the relay to pick up, in tum energizing the *CC' (closing .

coli) relay causing the bracer to close. The solution to this problem was removal of the.

control power fuses to this circuit (placing them in the off position), disabling this single -
- failure from operating the breaker,

Summarv of Saf'ety Evaluation: Installation and removal of the control power fuses was
fadded as procedural steps in routine maintenance procedures. Additionally, an

operating instruction was revised to further describo normal operation and authorized _

use of the 803-804 bus tie breakers.

A concern was whether the presence of an undetected ground on the circuit could
provide another path which could energize relays with a 'DC+'short to the control
circuit. The,W battery chargers have ground detection capable of detecting grounds of
500_ ohms or less. Assuming a ground present on the bus of 500 ohms (undetected) .
coincident with the 'DC+'short to the control circuit, current may flow in the circuit.
The "X' relay (based on of sampling of direct measurements) has a coil resistance of
approximately 1500 ohms (maximum). This 1500 ohms in series with the 500 ohm

_ ground may not provide enough current limiting resistance to prevent the *X' coR from-

,

.operatine Thus for the purpose of analysis it was assumed that this relay operates,
closing Ls T contacts and providing a current path to the 'CC' closing coll.

' This series arrangemert of the 1500 ohm T co8 in parallel with the *CC' coil and
- 500 ohm ground provides adequate current limiting resistance to prevent the 'CC' relay -
from operating. -The 'CC' current for operation is -32 amperes which at 125 V DC the -

= coa resistance calculates to about 4 ohms. The addition of the 500 ohms to the 'CC*
circuit will limit the current to -0.25 amperes and the relay wil not operate, thus the

' breaker wWI not operate. No addhional single falure could provide both "DC+' and 'DC-
' across the 'CC/X" col parallel circuit with the DC control power fuses removed.

-(SER 90-035)

3; NCR N.90-157.' Testing disclosed that both Unit 1 RHR pumps develop less than the
95% of design head limit listed in ASME Section XI Subsection (WP. The Unit 1 Train 'B'
pump develops less than 89%. Therefore, an operability concern existed with the
emergency core cooling system (ECCS) while operating on containment sump
recirculation. The evaluation establishes the NPSH requirements of the containment
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spray pumps by determining a conservathe containment sump temperature at the time
of switchover from injection to recirculation (for containment saturation temperature up
to 250'F).

The major concem is providing adequato not posttNe Suction head (NPSH) to the
containment spray and SI pumps. When both the CS and SI pumps are running, the CS
pump is limited when it comes to NPSH for two reasons. The absduto pressure at the
suction of the SI pump is higher than at the CS pumps. Additionally, the NPSH required
by the Si pump is less than that of the CS pump.

Summary of Safety Evaluation: Calculation N-90 045 was performod in order to
dotermine the amount of cooling regulrod for the RHR heat exchangers to maintain
adoquate NPSH for the CS pumps during containment sump recirculation. The
calculation was based on a uniform degradation of the manufacturer's pump curve by
20% of the design head of the pump (280 ft water) in order to provide some margin in
the calculation.

In this calculation, it was determined that while on high head sump recirculation with |
'

containment spray, only one train operable, and RCS pressure = 0 psig, a containment
pressuto of 50 ps;g is required to maintain adequate NPSH to the CS pump. This !

assumed that the flow control valves in the core delvoe lines had failed open due to loss
of instrument air, if instruinent air is available to tnese valves and they are completely
shut, the CS pumps could not be operated at containment pressure <50 psig if the
high head SI pumps are running if the high head Si pumps are secured (using low l

head recirculation), it was determined that adequate NPSH is available for the CS pumps !

only if containment pressure is > 10 psig It should be noted that the above containment
pressure requirements do no: include instrument error.

For two frain operation of high head recirculation, SI pump flow rate is less than that for
a single train. This results in a lower flow rate through the common line feeding the CS
and Si pumps, ard therefore, less head loss CS pump suction pressure will be higher,
and thus less coding of the sump fluid will be required by the RHR heat exchanger.
This combined with the fact that more cooling will be available by the RHR heat
exchanger with two trains of safeguards operable, means that the single train case is
more lirtating (two trains of ECCS cannot be operated with only one train of safeguards
opefable). The single train calculations bound the two-train case.

!

| From a radiological perspective, containment spray is not required to operate while on
| sump recirculation to satisfy 10 CFR 100 (offs!!e dose) requirements, since most of the

k4ne released to the containment atmosphere has been scrubbed during the first
20 rninutes of the injection phase (see calculation N-90 068, Part 100 Evaluation for
NC9 N 90157).

The evaluation of NCR N-89 275 showed that sodium hydroxide addition was not
tri:;uired following the injection phase and could be secured, t.astly, in Section 6.4.2 of
the F SAR 11 states that after the injection phase, it is expected that containment spray
wou!d not be required. The fan cooler units are sufficient to reduco containment
proscure once on recirculation. (SER 90-120}

4. .t{QE tgr1102, Electrical Distribution System. NCR N-90187 dealt with lack of electrical
reparation of control power cables for the B03/B01 and 804/B02 bus tie breakers, the
de control power fuses for those breakers have been removed to prevent inadvertent
closure of the breakers. The NCR described a condition where both trains of tie breaker
control circuit cables are routed in common raceways. With a single fault in these
raceways, both breakers (A and B trains) may close inadvertently as a 4 de source may
be supplied (by another common faulted supply or cable) to the *x' coil of the breakers.
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Under the conditions of a total loss of offsite power to the station, safeguards actuation
in the accident unit and shutdown of the other unit, the diesel generators will provide
power to both units. . If the single postulated faBure (on the shutdown unit) occurs --
simultaneously or subsequent to the accident, the diesels will each carry a full train of
safeguards, a shutdown unit train and an inadvertently loaded B01 or 802 bus. Thus,
overload of both diesels could be postulated under those conditions with the single
talure.

Summary of Safety Evaluation: Placing the breaker control power fuses in off for e. .ch
of these breakers removed the common mode single failure potential

The use of one of these breakers, with its control power fuses installed, is acceptable
and will not pose a common mode single failure potential. However, prior to installing
the control power fuses with_the breaker open, the opposite train diesel mut be verified
operable to ensure that a single falute in the control circuit of the breaker wQ not
potentially place the only operable diesel in an unanalyzed condition. When the breaker
is closed, train independent safety grade tripping is available, and if both tripping and
closing (due to the fauft) signals are present, the breaker will open and mechanically
lock itself out preventing reciosure.

Both breakers (B03/B01 and B04/B02 ties) n,ust be shut on a unlt, then additional
compensatory action will be required to ensure that the single failure potent.al is
removed (e g., disconnecting control circutt cables in one or both breaker closing
circults by a temporary modification).

Leaving the breakers racked in with de control power fuses removed is an acceptable
condition to ensure no common mode single failure could occur. The condition of
having an undetected ground on both breaker control circutts, accompanied with an
undetected dc ground fault, and the single failure occurring in the common cable trays
is bounded by the analysis of SER 90-035 (single failure potential of B03/B04 bus tie
breakers) which showed that the breakers would not operate. j

Until permanent rerouting of control power cables can be accomplished, operation of
these breakers will be under administrative control through use of operator aids,
operating instructions and/or routine maintenance procedures.- fSER 90-093)
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V. NUMBER OF PERSONNEL AND PERSON-REM BY WORK GROUP AND JOB FUNCTION

Work Function and Total Person-remNumber of
Personnel
Greater Total

ReactorJob Group Than rem for
Station Employees 100 mrem Job Group Operations & Routine Special Waste

Surveillance Maintenance inspections Maintenance Processing Refueling

Operations 58 35.750 14.180 17.750 0.800 3.020

Maintenance 48 81.890 --- 42.090 2.8G0 8.290 28.650

4.640
Chemistry & Health 40 35.480 30.840
Physicsi

Instrumentation & Control 14 4.220 2.210 0.030 1.980

Technical Services 3 0.820 0.500 0.040 0.280

Administrat on &i
4.500Engineering, Regulatory 13 4.760 0.200 -----

Services

Utility Employees 34 36.770 1.750 16.510 4.010 3.070 11.430

j
Contractor Workers & '

Others 219 148.480 0.840 35.370 109.380 2.890

GRAND TOTALS 429 348.170 48.370 60.810 G4.560 120.740 8.330 45.360
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POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT i
CALENDAR YEAR 1990

Whole Body Exposure Range (rem) Total

No V,easurable Exposure 383

Less than 0.100 186

0.100 to 0.250 - 86

0.250 to 0.500 100

0.500 to 0.750 66

0.750 to.1.000 44

1.000 to 2.000 101

2.000 to 3.000 34

3.000 to 4.000 0

4.000 + 0
.

GRAND TOTAL 1,000

279 indb,kluals were monitored exempt from the provisions of
10 CFR 20. This report meets the requirements of--

10 CFR 20.407(a)(i).

|

!

!
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'VI. STEAM GENERATOR EDDY CURRENT TESTING

UNIT 1

Pluo Reesir: Plug repair was performed on all three plugs in both legs of the "B' steam
generator to address an industry wide concern with Alloy 600 plugs which may be
susceptib4 to IGASCC, A total of six PIPS were installed between both legs of the steam
generator.

PU = Tube Plug PIP PS = Steeve Plug PIP

Row ' Column PIP Type Repair ID Date
No. Repaired

1 1 PU 3 04/09/90

2 1 PU 4 04/09/90

43 40 PU 5 04/09/90

Total number of plugs repaired this outage: 6

UNIT 2

Unit 2 was shut down for Refueling 16 on October 6.1990. Eddy current examination of
the steam generator tubes began on October 10 and was completea on October 23,1990,
using the digital multi frequency eddy current system. Inspection results in the "A* steam
generator hot leg showed four tubes degraded 240% five tubes with an undefined signal,
and 40 tubes with axialindications in the tubesheet area. All of these tubes were plugged.

. One tube, which was not degraded, was inadvertently plugged due to a communication
error and the decision was made to install a plug in the opposite tube end.

In the 'B* steam generator, a total of 19 tubes showed indications 240% 16 tubes with
undefined signals, and 32 tubes with axialindications in the tubesheet area All of these
tubes were plugged.

The 800 psid leak test revealed seven tubes and three plugs in the ' A' steam generator
and one tube and six plugs in the "B" steam generator were damp or dripping.

I-
800 osid Lee.c Check

Prior to eddy current inspection,000 psig secondary to primary leak checks were performed ini

|| -both legs of both steam generators. Remote video equipment was utilized to inspect for leakage
j- _ at the primary tubesheet face? The resutts of the leak test were:

A .E
t

; Tubes with evidence of potentialleakego <1 drop / minute 6 1

! Mechanical plugs with evidence of potentialleakage <1 drop / minute 0 2|-
'

Mechanical plugs which were damp only (no drips noted) 0 4

Explosive plugs which were damp only (no drips noted) 2 0

Exploske plugs with confirmed leakage 55 drops / minute 1 0

Sleeved tubes with evkjence of potentialleakage <1 drop / minute 1 -0
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All signs of laakage observed during the leak test, whh the exception of the leaking explosive
plug, could be either condensation or very minor weepage. Active tubes showing any signs of
dampness were eddy current tested. The one explosNe plug that was actively leaking at
55 drops / minutes ('A' SG HL R43C35) was machined out, and a wold plug was installed in its
place. All but on of the mechanical plugs noted were of hoat 3513 and woro previously repaired
via the PIP process. The remaining mechanical plug, heat 85C4, was damp only. All inactive
tubes that showed potential evidence of leakage will be monhored during future leak losts.

Eddv Current insoeetion Scope

Eddy current exams bogan immediately fo| lowing the leak chocks. The program addressed the
following items.

An approximate 20% full 4ength inspoction of all inservice tubes. (Technical Specifications.

required a 3% sample including tubos sleeved at one end only.)

Previobsly degraded tubos wh!ch have not been repaired..

All hot log unsleeved tubes not included in the full 40ngth sample were inspected to the first.

support plate, looking particularly for tubesheet crevice corrosion.

A 20% sample of cold log sleeved tubes..

A sample of cold log tubes susceptible to wastage and pitting was inspected to the first.

support plate.

A 1026 tube ?B' cold log first support expansion required per Technical.

Specification 15.4.2.A.2.b, Table 15.4.21, including those which had reportablo Indications
but were unsloovable due to channolhead restrictions,

The number of tubes inspected and the extent of the inspections are as follows:

'A' Sloam Generator

Number of Tubes from
Extent of Inspection Hot Log Cold Leg

| Full Length 279

#6 TSP Cold Leg 43 43

Sloovo Top Cold Log 24

Sleeve Top Hot Leg 279 279

#1 TSP 1229 244

Total 1830 590

!

|

|
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*B' Steam Generator -

Number of Tubes from -
V.xtent of Inspection Hot Leg Cold Leg

Full Length 294

#6 TSP Cold Leg 43 43

Sleeve Top Cold 156

Leg

Sleeve Top Hot Leg 282 126

#1 TSP 1340 153C

Total 1665 2157

'A' Steam Generator Tubes Exceedina the Pluaalna Limit

On October 20,1990, review and verification of all eddy current data for tubes with reportable
indications was completed. Four tubes in the 'A' steam generator were found with degradation
a40% (Technical Specification Limit 15.4.2.A.5). An additional .45 tubes were found to have noni
quantifiable indications which, through experience, required repair. The following is a list of the -
affected tubes.

Plucced Tubes:

Single AxlalIndicationMultiple AxialIndication SAIMA) 1
-

Hot LegATE - Above Tube End HL -

Cold LegAbove Tubesheet CL-ATS --

Squirrel Indication 'SOR' -

| TUBE- DEFECT LOCATION
,

R2C6 MAI 6.4* ATE HL

R 2011 MAI 4.2* ATE HL

R18C12; - SOR 4.2" ATE HL

R19C15- mal 5.9' ATE HL

R35C23' MAI 8.2' ATE HL

R35C26 mal 4.8' ATE HL

R34C30 SAIL 6.3' ATE HL -

R40030 mal . - 5.4' ATE HL

R35C32- MAI- 2.3' ATE HL -

R33C33- sal ' 6.5* ATE HL

a
| R40C34 MAI ' 4.8' ATE HL

-

R41C35 SOR 2.8' ATE HL

R33C36 MAI 2.3' ATE HL
r
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TUBE DEFECT LOCATION

R32C36 76 % 10.5' ATE HL

R33C37 SAI 7.1' ATE HL

R44C39 sal At #2 TSP HL

R39040 mal 5.7* ATE HL

R43C41 MAI 5.8' ATE HL

R41C42 MAI 2.9* ATE HL

R37C42 mal 2.5* ATE HL

R44042 mal 3 0' ATE HL

R33C48 40 % 0 3' ATS HL

R44C49 MAI 4.1' ATE HL

R34C52 MAI 3 4' ATE HL

R42CS2 MAI 4 9' ATE HL

R41C53 MAI 4 4' ATE HL

R35C53 mal 11.7' ATE HL

I R36C54 SAI 4.1' ATE HL

R43C54 MAI 4.3* ATE HL-

R40C55 MAI 4.3* ATE HL
_

R37C56 mal 2 4' ATE HLg
R40C56 MAI 5 9' ATE HL

R39C56 MAI 3.5' ATE HL

- R41060 MAI 6 5* ATE HL

R40C60 Plugged in Error

R35C61 SAI 15.1' ATE HL

R35725 SOR 3.1' ATE HL
,

R35C66 MAI 4.9' ATE HL

R36C66 sal 20.3' ATE HL
,

R40C67 80 % 3.6* ATE HL

R37C67 84 % 2.8' ATE HL

R33067 mal 3.5' ATE HL

R32C68 mal 5.5" ATE HL

R SC75 MAI 6.5' ATE HL

R SC76 SOR 10.6* ATE HL
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TUBE DEFECT LOCATION

R10C78 sal 11.6' ATE HL {

jR 6C78 MAI 61' ATE HL

R12C80 MAI 9.9' ATE HL

| R20C85 MAI 3 9' ATE HL

| R14C85 SOR 6.0* ATE HL j

*B' Steam Generator Tubes Exceedina the Plucaina Limit

in the *B' steam generator 19 tubes were fourd with degradation 240% (Technical SpecitClon
Limit 15 4.2.A.5). An additional 48 tubes were lourd to have non quantifiable lodications which,
through experience, required repair. The following is a list of the affected tubes.

m _ --

TUBE DEFECT LOCATION

R GC 2 mal 4.2' ATE HL j

R 6C 3 90 % 25 ATE HL

R100 3 47% At #1 TSP CL

R 1C 5 SOR 3.2* ATE HL

R 7C 4 SOR 4.3* ATE HL

R16C 6 mal 9 5' ATE HL

'
R 7C 6 96 % 2.5* ATE HL

R17C 6 SAI 6.3* ATE HL j

R7C7 mal 2.9' ATE HL

R1C7 SOR 3.6" ATE HL

R200 8 MAI 9 5' ATE HL

RISC 0 78% 8.87 ATE HL

R17C 8 SOR 3.8' ATE HL

R22C 9 MAI 5.2' ATE HL

R22C10 60% 4.8' ATE HL

R 6C10 83 % 2.8' ATE HL

R17C11 MAI 11.3' ATE HL

R13C12 SA) 10.2' ATE HL

R22C12 51 % At #1 TSP CL

R19C13 mal 1.9* ATE HL

R C13 63 % 3,4* ATE HL

I
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TUBE DEFECT LOCATION

R22C13 mal 6 9* ATE HL

| R37C22 40 % At #1 TSP CL
_

| R36C23 46 % At #1 TSD CL

R3SC26 SAI 61' ATE HL

R22C32 45% At #1 TSP CL

R39C32 mal 7.7* ATE HL

| R 2C56 44 % At #1 TSP CL

| R42C63 47% 0.$' ATS HL

| R36C64 mal 7.8* ATE HL

R33C65 sal 5.0* ATE HL

I R 1C66 mal 4.6* ATE HL

R39C66 sal 6 T ATE HL

| R36C71 MAI 4 8" ATE ML

R23C72 93 % 7.0* ATE HL

R 1C74 M.Al 3 T ATE HL

R23C74 SOR 7,7* ATE HL

R SC76 SOR 11.1* ATE HL

| R 1C77 MAI 4.2* ATE HL

R24C77 mal 4.8* ATE HL

R24C78 SOR 5.T ATE HL

R24C19 SAI 7.1' ATE HL

| R24C81 SOR 4,8" ATE HL

R27C81 SAI 7.4' ATE HL

R17C81 MAI 6.6* ATE HL

R22C82 SOR 3.5' ATE HL

R19C82 89% 3.2' ATE HL

R BC82 SOR 2.8* ATE HL

R24C83 93 % 2.6' ATE HL

R23C83 SOR 4.5* ATE HL

R22C83 mal 3.6' ATE HL

R27C83 40 % 1.T ATS HL

R13C84 mal 3.2" ATE HL ,
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TUBE DEFECT LOCATIO_N

R19C84 96 % 2 9' ATE HL

R 6C84 SOR 5.7* ATE HL
!

R 8084 SOR 2.6' ATE HL |

R23C84 SOR 3.7' ATE HL

R17C84 SOR 4.4' ATE HL

R11C84 SOR 4.5' ATE HL

R 6C86 mal 5.8* ATE HL

R17C86 MAI 9.0' ATE HL

R13C86 MAI 3 9' ATE HL |

R17C87 mal 7.8* ATE HL

| R 6C87 mat 8.4* ATE HL i

I~ f

| R 8087 92% 2.9" ATE HL

R8C89 MAI 1.9' ATE HL

f R 2C90 SOR 3 2' ATE HL |

The previous year's examination was compared to this year's data to determine growth rates
and/or trending. The results are as follows:

The majority of recent cold leg problems have been addressed by the recent sleeving.

programs. The 'A' steam generator cold leg problems are less active than the 'B' steam
generator. The average increase in wall loss is approximately 4 7% per year.

Previously identified hot leg indications in both steam generators have exhibited growth*

rates under 10%. However, several indications which have not been previously identified.
yet exceed the plegging limit. continue to emerge.

Cold Lea Wastace and Pittina

Due to the preventive sleeving programs undertaken during recent Unit 2 outages, the
magnitude of the wastage probium has significantly decreased. Although the problems with
wastage persist, pitting has yet to become a problem with these steam generators. In the 'A'
steam generator,29 tubes showed signs of wastage and M the 'B' steam generator. 41 tubes
had this type of indication.

Tubesheet Crevice Corrosion

L
Forty one tubes were found in the unsleeved region of the 'A'_ steam generator hot leg with
tubesheet crevice corrosion indications. In the 'B' steam generator,47 tubes displayed this typei

of problem. All of these tubes, regardless of wallloss, were taken out of service via plugging

|
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Probe Rostrictions

Numorous tubos in both steam generators are considorod to be restricted due to various forms
of tubosheet or tube support plato denting. In the 'A'stoam generator,67 tubes would not pass
a 0.720' diameter probe,15 of those would not pass a 0.700* diamotor probe; and 3 of those
would not pass a 0.600' diamotor probe. (The 3 tubes woro inspected with a 0.650' diameter
probo.) In the 'B' steam generator,18 tubos would not pass a 0.720' diamotor probo. All of
those passed a 0.700* diamotor probe.

RPC Insoections

in order to qualify bobbin coil data which showed hot log distorted Indications, rotating pancake
coil inspections woro performed on 56 tubos in the 'A' steam generator and 40 tubes in tho *B'
steam generator. Forty tubos required plugging in the 'A' steam genorbtor, and 31 in tho *B'
steam generetor as a result of the rotating pancake coll testing.

Sludae Lancine

The total wolght of sluogo ron'oved from the 'A' steam gonorator was 209 pounds. An
additional 219 pounds were ro.noved from tho 'B' steam generator. Post cleaning checks woro
performed . n both steam generators to verify the offectiveness of the cleaning.

Preventive IW.tenangg
,

Wisconsin Ele ric continues to monitor tube inte0rity in both logs of botn steam generators. In
order to augment the oddy current exams, secondary tube bundio exams have boon performod
to assess possi 90 fouling conditions attributable to previous secondary plant heat exchanger
materials and 00neral operating conditions. These exams allow us the opportunity to better
tailor the oddy current exam to the existing conditions in the steam generator and to provido
early warning of any detorlorating conditions on the secondary sido of the tubing.

Results of the testing and repair of the Unit 2 steam gonorator woro transmittod to the NRC via

LER 301/9040340.

.
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'VII. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM RELIEF VALVE CHALLENGES

Overpressure Protection During Normal Pressure and Temperature Operation

There were no challenges to the Unit 1 or Unit 2 reactor coolant system power-
operated relief valve or safety valves at normal operating pressure and temperature in
1990.

Overpressure Protection During Low Temperature and Pressure Operation

There was a single actuation of the primary system low temperature overpressure
(LTOP) mitigation channel during Unit 1 operations in 1990. On May 12,1990,
operators caused a minor, instantaneous pressure transient in the reactor coolant
system during the routine fill of the ' A' safety injection accumulator. The least |

Iconservative pressure channelindicated a spike of 410 psig, The NRC Reoion 111 office
was notified via the emergency notification system (ENS).

There were no chaftences to Unit 2 power operated relief valves during low temperature
iand low pressure operation in 1990,

VIIL REACTOR COOLANT ACTIVITY ANALYSIS-

- There were no indications during operation of Unit 1 and Unit 2 in 1990 where reactor
coolant activity exceeded that allowed by Technical Specifications,

t
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